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The HayWired Scenario—Telecommunications and
Information Communication Technology
By Anne M. Wein, David T. Witkowski, Jamie L. Jones, Keith A. Porter, Laurel R. Ballanti, and Sara K. McBride

Abstract
The HayWired scenario—a moment magnitude (Mw) 7.0
rupture of the Hayward Fault and an aftershock sequence—is
initiated in the east bay part of the San Francisco Bay region
of California and is within 25 miles of Silicon Valley, a global
center of internet commerce and communications technology.
The scenario is named, in part, to recognize society’s
dependence on wired and wireless communication technologies
(telecommunications) and the networked information,
computing, data storage, and processing technologies known
collectively as information and communications technology.
Following the Applied Technology Council, we refer to these
technologies collectively as telecommunications.
This chapter considers how voice and data services
may be disrupted and restored after a large earthquake in
the region. The problem is complex, pertaining to multiple
competitive service providers in a largely unregulated industry,
the convergence of analog and digital systems on to the
internet protocol platform, layers of hardware and software
functionality, dependence of equipment on electric power,
and the dynamic evolution of technology. It is challenging
to stay abreast of changes in infrastructure and design
standards, let alone assess network functionality and resilience.
Telecommunications systems contrast with the more static
single operator systems (electric power, transportation, and
water supply) for which capabilities to model earthquake
damage and system performance are more developed.
Our approach is to build upon previous earthquake studies
of telecommunications and engage with industry experts
about potential earthquake damage to telecommunications
infrastructure and restoration of phone and internet services.
We also consider restoration of phone and internet services after
non-seismic incidents (hurricanes, wildfires, floods, and widescale power shutdowns). By using locations of central offices,
data centers, wireless switches, cellular sites, and fiber optic lines
from GeoTel Communications, LLC, we employ a geographic
information system (GIS) to illustrate potential infrastructure
damage from ground shaking and exposure to ground failure
(surface fault rupture, liquefaction, and landslides), fire following
earthquake, and aftershocks. We develop a simple restoration

model that incorporates residual network capacity (informed
by the GIS analyses and expert opinion), further capacity
losses from dependence on electric power (using the HayWired
analysis of electric power restoration), and increased demand
for these services after a disaster (indicated by expert input
and reports on prior seismic and non-seismic disasters). This
model incorporates resilience assumptions about the prevalence
of permanent backup power on equipment, delivery of fuel
and deployment of portable equipment to failed sites, and
management of user behavior to illustrate the effects of these
measures on demand served—a percentage of the demand for
telecommunications services delivered.
For the HayWired scenario, we find potential fragilities of
central offices and unanchored equipment to extreme shaking
in the east bay, which is compounded by fires following the
earthquake, and that data centers are more prone to liquefaction
and cumulative effects of large aftershocks in Silicon Valley.
Cellular towers built to Telecommunications Industry Alliance
standards for wind loads appear to resist seismic loads of the
HayWired scenario and are mostly located away from other
earthquake hazards, but are vulnerable to power outages.
Cellular equipment on poles and buildings are vulnerable to
extreme shaking, liquefaction, and fire hazards. Long-haul and
interoffice fiber optic lines cross the fault rupture, run through
areas with liquefaction and (or) fire (and landslides, to a lesser
extent), and may run along the length of three-quarters of the
more than 100 heavily affected bridges. Collateral damage to
fiber optic lines may result from damage to or repair of bridges
and similarly from collocations with roadways, railways, and
water, gas, and oil pipelines.
Meeting demand for voice and data services after a large
earthquake is limited by network functionality losses from
damage to infrastructure, power outages, and surges in demand
for services. An assessment of prior disasters and our simple
restoration model suggest that systems are initially overwhelmed
by the increase in post-disaster demand despite resilience strategies
of permanent backup power and management of user behavior
that are critical soon after the disaster. The effectiveness of these
two resilience strategies is short lived, but eventual arrivals of
trucks with fuel and portable equipment are more able to sustain
restoration that would otherwise be strongly influenced by the rate
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of electric power restoration. Alameda County service restoration
is reduced to serving 7 percent of demand because it incurs the
heaviest damage, broadest power outages, and largest increase
in demand for services. A slower restoration in Alameda County
is caused by longer power outages and delays in truck arrivals.
However, with the deployment of portable equipment and fuel
delivery, it is possible for telecommunications service restoration
to get ahead of electric power restoration. User experience
would be variable depending on their location and restoration
priorities, how they are connecting to networks, what types of
telecommunications systems they are using, who or what website
they are trying to access, and whether they have adequate power to
run and recharge their electronic devices.
The percentage of demand for voice and data services that is
met is at its lowest when most needed for public health and safety
immediately after the earthquake, and likely below the outcomes
of recent telecommunications outages caused by Public Safety
Power Shutoffs in 2019 and 2020 to reduce risk of wildfires.
Additional considerations include the reduced functionality of
9–1–1 public safety answering points, delays in fire reporting
contributing to fire spread, dependence of other critical lifeline
systems (notably transportation) on telecommunications services,
disproportionate effects on socially vulnerable populations,
and widespread economic losses from telecommunications
disruptions through the digital economy. However, voice and
data service disruption as a source of economic losses is dwarfed
by much larger economic losses from property damage and
transportation disruption such that telecommuting (enabled by
telecommunications) could play a role in reducing billions of
dollars of economic losses.
Opportunities to improve the restoration of voice and data
services after an earthquake lie with the industry, governments,
subscribers, and businesses and include the following.
• Mitigation of earthquake damages including attention to
telecommunications infrastructure standards for groundfailure hazards and fire, and consistent standards for
equipment installation.
• Mitigation of interactions with other infrastructure,
including effects of widespread electric power outages
on network functionality and collateral damage to fiber
optic lines (for example, from bridge damage, derailed
trains, or pipeline [water, oil, or gas] breaks).
• Attention to the many cellular sites on buildings regarding
building codes, backup power, and inspection protocols.
• Industry’s preparedness for restoration contingencies,
especially potential fuel and labor shortages in the San
Francisco Bay region.
• Readiness to use scientific earthquake hazard information
in response and recovery decisions, including ShakeAlert
warnings and afterslip and aftershock forecasts.
• User and (or) subscriber preparedness with sufficient
power and data backups and management of their
behavior to conserve bandwidth after a disaster.

• Attention to community telecommunications
vulnerabilities, including the expansion of wireless small
cells (with no backup power), implications of regulatory
constraints, potential loss of 9–1–1 system functionality,
competition with emergency response communications,
and information and communication needs of socially
vulnerable and (or) displaced populations.
• Business continuity practices for service outages
and technological and organizational support for
telecommuting after a disaster.

Introduction
The HayWired scenario—a moment magnitude (Mw) 7.0
rupture of the Hayward Fault and an aftershock sequence—is
initiated in the east bay part of the San Francisco Bay region and
occurs within 25 miles of Silicon Valley, a global center of internet
commerce and communications technology. The HayWired
scenario is named, in part, to recognize society’s dependence
on the wired and wireless communication technologies
(telecommunications) and the networked information, computing,
data storage, and processing technologies known collectively as
information and communications technology (ICT). Following
the Applied Technology Council (2016), we refer to these
technologies collectively as telecommunications.
This study was conducted with the aim to inform San
Francisco Bay region residents, public agencies, governing
bodies, and enterprises about the potential disruption of voice and
data services that would affect their lives during and after a large
earthquake. This chapter addresses a broad audience and seeks
to strike a balance between detailed and general descriptions;
however, we recognize that some readers may prefer less or
more technical detail. A scenario of potential telecommunications
infrastructure hazard exposure or damage and voice and data
service restoration can be used in exercises and planning along
with comparable information for water supply, power supply
and transportation (Porter, 2018; Jones and others, this volume).
Results from this telecommunications study are also used in the
economic consequence analyses (reported by Sue Wing and
others, this volume) to examine effects of service losses on the
digital economy in the San Francisco Bay region and the State of
California. The overarching objectives are to highlight potential
telecommunications infrastructure fragilities to multiple earthquake
hazards, service restoration vulnerabilities, and opportunities
for the industry and subscribers to improve the provision of
telecommunications services after a large earthquake in the San
Francisco Bay region (and any entity living near major faults).

Today’s World of Telecommunications
Today, voice communications use the plain old telephone
service (POTS), digital voice over internet protocol (VoIP),
or a combination of the two. For many people, interpersonal
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communication is also achieved through text messaging,
application-based chat, email, and social media networks. Our
physical lives are increasingly intertwined with our virtual lives
online. The internet is where we can communicate, but also obtain
and store information, pay bills, do banking, and shop for goods
and services.
News is no longer obtained only from television and
radio broadcasts, but also audio and video streaming over the
internet. Ownership of broadcast radio receivers is declining—a
2016 report showed that the number of households that do not
own a radio receiver outside of a car radio increased from 4
percent in 2008 to 21 percent in 2016 (Hill, 2016) and in the
18–34 age group reached 32 percent (Edison Research, 2016).
These numbers match declining television viewership and
ownership trends.
Platforms for our online activities range from desktop and
laptop computers, to mobile devices such as tablets, smartphones,
and smartwatches. Mobile devices host calendars, take and
share photographs, record videos, provide navigation assistance
to drivers and pedestrians, entertain, and even act as digital
assistants capable of listening and responding to our verbal
commands. Many of the advanced functions on smartphones
require interactions over telecommunications networks, causing
exponentially increased usage of those networks. For example,
processing of voice commands for artificial intelligence assistants
on smartphones is not done locally—an audio file is recorded and
sent to a server for analysis and processing, then the response is
sent back to the smartphone, which takes action or reads the result
back to the user.
Remote sensors, telemetry and telecommand radio networks,
data collection and analysis, and technologies such as Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) (DPS Telecom, 2016)
provide automated control and management of the electric grid,
natural gas, and water pipelines, and other critical infrastructure
systems.1 Automation systems that use commercial networks
are used to control physical security, heat, light, and water for
residents. Increasingly, more systems are based on the internetworking of autonomous computing devices, data centers,
artificial intelligence algorithms, actuators, and sensors—that is,
the Internet of Things (IoT).

Telecommunications and Earthquakes
ShakeAlert, an earthquake early warning system for the west
coast of the United States, uses telecommunications technologies
to warn people of heavy shaking seconds after an earthquake has
initiated (Strauss and others, this volume). Broadcast media is no
longer the go-to solution for wide dissemination of information
before, during, and after an emergency—it is being replaced with
text messages, tweets, and the Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA)
system that generates pop-up messages on smartphones (Federal
Communications Commission, 2017a).

Some infrastructure systems (such as electric, natural gas, and water utilities)
operate SCADA on private networks, independent of commercial networks.
1

The capability of social media to provide insights into
earthquake occurrences is the subject of the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) Twitter Earthquake Dispatch (USGSted) project,
which mines Twitter messages for keywords and geolocation data
to determine if an earthquake has occurred (Crooks and others,
2013). The increasing number of network-connected devices
means that even fitness trackers (presuming the data is gathered
while protecting the privacy rights of the wearer) can be used
to determine if an earthquake has occurred by mining the data
to show that large numbers of people are suddenly awake and
moving in the middle of the night (Mercer, 2014).

Disruption of Telecommunications Services
The last major disaster to affect the entire San Francisco
Bay region, the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, occurred almost
a decade before email came into common usage. How might
the telecommunications networks, on which our modern world
is based, be disrupted by a large earthquake like the HayWired
scenario? Telecommunications networks, whether traditional or
modern, fail during a large earthquake. In the HayWired scenario,
equipment and structures are physically damaged, and connections
are severed by ground shaking, ground movement, and cascading
hazards of fire following the earthquake. Power outages are
widespread and some backup power systems on equipment are
lacking or fail. In addition, telecommunications networks are
congested by heavy usage in the aftermath of the disaster. Not all
of the San Francisco Bay region’s telecommunications systems
will work in the hours and days after a major earthquake, yet we
commonly expect that these modern conveniences and monitoring
advances will always be available.
Voice and data service disruptions affect both humans
and the machines that support our modern lives. Service
outages can severely disrupt the operations of other critical
infrastructure, economic activities, and everyday life.
Importantly, immediately after an earthquake strikes, network
capacity losses and congestion disrupt voice and data services
when they are most needed for public health and safety.
As the internet connects more of our infrastructure to
telecommunications networks, the impact of outages potentially
increases. Many critical services that may have been able to
function effectively with only minimal telecommunications
technology now rely on external information resources. For
example, medical facilities may store electronic medical records
in cloud services offsite. Patients may rely on remote monitoring
of chronic conditions. On the positive side, the use of cloud
services—located in geographically diverse and generally wellprotected facilities—also enables companies to resume their
operations from any location (for example, NZ Herald, 2012).
For a population that is accustomed to using the internet
and mobile data to manage their lives, the impact of service
outages will accentuate the emotional and mental challenges of
an earthquake. In a small amount of literature on the emotional
aspects of limited mobile phone use, Hoffner and others (2015)
found that 70 percent of people recalled loneliness, anxiousness,
or vulnerability when involuntarily separated from their mobile
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phone. Regarding people’s behavior, police have stated that
cellular service and charged phones help with law enforcement
after a disaster (T. Serio, Verizon Wireless, oral commun., 2014).
There are social disparities in disruptions of
telecommunications that are increasingly serviced through
cellular voice and data networks. In 2008, only 20 percent
of U.S. households had exclusively cellular phone service
(Blumberg and Luke, 2009); by the end of 2018, nearly 60
percent of households in the United States no longer had
wired telephones (Blumberg and Luke, 2019), and for certain
demographics (adults under age 34, Hispanic households,
and people living below the poverty line), wireless phones
are overwhelmingly the sole method of voice telephony.
This is also true for data transmissions, where wireless is
increasingly the preferred means of connection for people with
incomes at or below the national poverty level. A 2016 survey
found that the only connection to the internet for 14 percent
of Californians is via a smartphone (California Emerging
Technology Fund, 2017). Furthermore, in an emergency,
wireline 9–1–1 phone calls are associated with a fixed location,
but the location information of a mobile phone call is less
specific for emergency responders (Federal Communications
Commission, 2018), exacerbating the social vulnerabilities for
certain demographics reliant on a cellular phone.

Study Approach
Compared to utilities and transportation systems, the
disruption of telecommunications networks is challenging to
investigate. Unlike traditional services such as physical and
fixed single-operator networks for water supply, commercial
power, highways, and commuter rail, telecommunications
infrastructure differs in four crucial aspects: (1) it has multiple
layers of functionality; (2) it has stronger dependencies than
other infrastructure, in particular functional dependence on
electric power; (3) infrastructure and services are commonly
provided competitively, rather than by a public or single private
utility, and are likely unregulated (Applied Technology Council,
2016); and (4) the demand for services increase above normal
levels after a disaster (referred to as a demand surge). Another
factor that complicates modeling network functionality is the
constantly evolving technology, for example, the on-going
convergence of voice and data networks using internet protocol
(IP) technologies, the recent expansion of small cell technology
for wireless sites, and the impending deployment of fifth
generation (5G) cellular networks.
Nonetheless, similar to the analyses of other critical
infrastructure systems, we assemble telecommunications
infrastructure data and document failure modes; analyze
potential infrastructure hazard exposure or damage for the
HayWired earthquake scenario; and develop a simple model
of voice and data service disruption that integrates effects of
multiple earthquake hazards, power supply outages, demand
surge, and service restoration strategies. The restoration
strategies include permanent backup power on equipment,
logistics of trucking in portable generators and (or) equipment

to enhance network functionality, and management of
subscriber behavior to reduce congestion in networks.
To complement spatial analyses and modeling, we facilitated
conversations with a range of collaborators including industry
representation, municipal information officers, and users or
subscribers of voice and data services (for example, business,
government, and individuals). Participation was instigated through
two workshops and individual consultations. The first workshop
hosted 18 industry experts and public emergency communication
managers in February 2016, and the second workshop hosted
approximately 60 industry experts, researchers, and emergency
management practitioners (in government, critical infrastructure,
and business roles) in September 2017. The second workshop
rotated industry expertise through technical discussions and
stakeholders (users) through coordination topics (see appendix 1).
Analyses and assumptions are grounded in observations
from recent studies of global disasters, earthquakes in particular,
but also other disasters in the United States. Earthquake disasters
that provide information about damage to telecommunications
infrastructure and service restoration include:
• California earthquakes
• 1989 Mw 6.9 Loma Prieta earthquake in the San
Francisco Bay region
• 1994 Mw 6.7 Northridge earthquake in the San
Fernando Valley region
• 2014 Mw 6.0 South Napa earthquake in the San
Francisco Bay region
• International earthquakes
• 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake offshore of Biobío,
Chile
• 2010 Mw 7.1 Darfield earthquake, followed by the 2011
Mw 6.1 aftershock, in Christchurch, New Zealand
• 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in
Japan
• 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha earthquake and aftershocks in
Nepal
• 2016 Mw 6.0 and Mw 7.0 Kumamoto earthquakes in
Japan
• 2018 Mw 6.6 Hokkaido earthquake in Japan.
Recent disasters in the United States that provide relevant
information on telecommunications restoration dependencies and
resilience strategies include:
• 2001 September 11 attacks
• 2005 Hurricane Katrina
• 2012 Hurricane Sandy
• 2017 wildfires in northern California (including the Tubbs
Fire) and southern California (including the Thomas Fire)
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• 2018 wildfires in northern California (including the Mendocino Complex Fire)
• 2019 Public Safety Power Shutoffs (PSPS) in California.
The 2019–2020 Ridgecrest, California, and the Puerto
Rico earthquake sequences occurred after information on these
events was compiled, and as a result are not incorporated into
this study.
Our approach follows the principles of a Science
Application for Risk Reduction (SAFRR) scenario (Porter
and Sherrill, 2011; Hudnut and others, 2017) by providing a
plausible outcome based on available science, disaster research,
engineering knowledge, and consensus among experts. This
chapter does not present a robust technical analysis (which is
not currently practically or analytically feasible), but it does
delve deeper and is more comprehensive than any known prior
disaster scenario analysis of telecommunications infrastructure
and services.

Chapter Overview
This report proceeds with basic descriptions of the
telecommunications systems, various types of subscriber
connectivity, and failure modes of equipment and
transmission channels. The next section describes available
telecommunications infrastructure data and results of analytical
methods used to estimate multi-hazard exposure or damage to
central offices, data centers, cellular sites, and fiber optic lines
in the HayWired scenario. The following section provides
estimates of residual network capacity and generates voice
and data service restoration curves by county for cases of full
dependence on commercial electric power supply, demand
surge, and the various restoration strategies for the HayWired
scenario. Numerous study limitations are acknowledged in the
next section.
The last section summarizes results of telecommunications
infrastructure exposure and damage and service restoration
analyses for the HayWired scenario. Perspectives on societal
consequences are drawn from the functionality of 9–1–1 call
centers, and other HayWired analyses including the effect
of communication delays in the spread of fire following
earthquake, compounded vulnerabilities for populations at
risk of displacement, and economic impacts of voice and data
service outages. In conclusion, opportunities that emerged from
a deeper examination of an earthquake scenario are emphasized
to complement the Applied Technology Council’s (2016)
broader disaster assessment of telecommunications systems.
Opportunities for the industry pertain to mitigating damage
from multiple earthquake hazards, addressing dependencies on
building sites and other lifeline infrastructure systems, preparing
for restoration contingencies, working with governments, using
hazard and risk communications, and managing subscriber
behavior. Opportunities for improving societal resilience to
service disruptions include preparing for emergency response
communications, informing user behavior, and planning for
business contingencies and continuity.

5

Telecommunications Systems,
Subscriber Connectivity, and
Infrastructure Failure Modes
This section provides some basic information about
telecommunications systems; typical connectivity for businesses
of different sizes, homes, and public safety answering points
(PSAPs); and potential equipment and channel failure modes. The
intention is to provide context for situating physical infrastructure
in the multi-hazard landscape of the HayWired earthquake
scenario, for estimating network capacity losses, and for
considering societal impacts.

Telecommunications Systems
Telecommunications systems are composed of wired and
wireless technology for voice communications and data transfer,
storage, and processing. Wired systems use physical media to
transmit voice and data at different frequencies. Copper wire lines
pass information by conducting electromagnetic energy between
transmitters and receivers. Fiber optic lines pass information by
conducting pulses of light along strands of glass that are one-tenth
the size of a human hair. Except for filling in, all new construction
of fixed lines is likely to be fiber optic; copper and coaxial lines are
rarely used for new construction, even in residential areas (Applied
Technology Council, 2016) or for reconstruction after recent
disasters (for example, Blagdon, 2013), but many of the original
copper lines still remain.
Wireless systems (for example, cellular, satellite, and
Wi-Fi) use radio waves instead of physical lines to provide
service to end users. Most commonly, wireless systems extend
the reach of voice and data services; ultimately the majority
of these services depend on connectivity with physical wiring
and fiber optic lines, although there are some sites that use
high-frequency microwave links in lieu of fiber optic lines as
the backhaul to the backbone network. There are also wireless
data links known as optical short hop (OSH) that use laser
transceivers that must be very precisely aligned; however, these
are uncommon and used only for short distances.2
A complete description of modern communication
systems is complex because they have been built up over
time since the original plain old telephone system (POTS),
which connects telephones to the public switched telephone
network (PSTN), uses analog (continuous non-digital signal)
technology over copper twisted pair wires to transmit voice.
Telecommunications technology has evolved from singlepurpose networks to a converged network that supports both
analog and digital technology across wired and wireless
systems for both voice communication and data transmission.
For example, copper wires can use frequency splitting to carry
2
OSH has more bandwidth than radio waves but has distance limitations of a
few hundred meters. OSH is more expensive but may be cheaper than digging
trenches or installing conduit in some places, and may be required in cases
where digging is not an option.
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both analog and digital transmissions; analog signals can be
converted to digital signals and vice versa (by sampling and
reconstruction, respectively), and digital modulation can host
analog services (as in the case of VoIP telephony).
Understanding that various data and voice systems
increasingly share copper pair, coaxial, and fiber optic lines and
backbone infrastructure, the various types of equipment and
channels needed to support various voice and data services can
be illustrated in system diagrams of:
• copper-paired POTS and digital subscriber line (DSL)
(fig. 1),

• wired data and VoIP (fig. 2),
• wireless (cellular voice, text, and data) (fig. 3), and
• internet (fig. 4).

Copper Pair Systems
Copper twisted pair wires transmit voice in the POTS
and may also carry DSL (fig. 1). In the voice over copper pair
system, the end user may be connected directly to the central

A. Functioning POTS and DSL system that uses copper pair lines
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System components
O

C

Central office
Residence

O

C

Pole with aerial lines
Battery
O

C

Vault or cabinet
Loop carrier (OLC or DLC)
Tap
Fiber optic line
Copper pair line
Fiber to out of area

B. Potential failure modes

Failure modes
Copper pair break
Fire damage to fiber optic
or copper pair line
Pole toppling and breakage
of aerial line
O
C

Battery depletion

O

C

Central office cooling
failure
AC power failure
O
C

Damage to central office

Figure 1. Schematic diagram illustrating (A) an example of a system that uses copper pair technology in plain old telephone service
(POTS) and digital subscriber line (DSL), as well as (B) the system’s potential failure modes. In this example, POTS and DSL may be carried
over the same copper pair lines. Power for POTS is provided over the copper pair line to users from batteries at a central office. Power for
DSL and cordless phones is provided by users in the form of AC power or a battery backup. POTS is sized to serve a fractional number of
simultaneous users. AC, alternating current; OLC, optical loop carrier; DLC, digital loop carrier.
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office,3 or be extended by a loop carrier (or subscriber loop
carrier). The connection from a telephone to a central office
was originally called a loop—a term that dates back to the early
days of the telegraph when central offices were the end point
for local copper loops and housed switching equipment as well
as connections to toll and routing centers for long-distance

calling. Later implementations of this system moved provider
equipment closer to subscribers; these systems are referred to
as digital loop carriers (DLCs). In DLC systems, subscriber
lines connect to loop carrier equipment, where the analog signal
from the end user is digitized and multiplexed onto a data line
between the loop carrier and a central office.4 Optical loop

3
Not all central offices are the same. For example, some central offices called
tandem or toll switches only communicate to other central offices and have no
connection to end users. As a result, these toll switches are more important and
have a higher hierarchy than regular central offices.

4
The method of multiplexing connections is also used in digital subscriber line
(DSL) data service, where the DSLs are combined into a single data channel by
using a digital subscriber line access multiplexer (DSLAM). This can be done in
conjunction with DLC or OLC systems. The benefit of a DSLAM is that DSLs
are limited to approximately 17,000 feet in length between the serving system
and the subscriber. Data speed via DSL is inversely proportional to line length, so
shortening the line length of a DSLAM allows faster subscriber speeds.

A. Functioning data and VoIP system that uses wired connections
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram illustrating (A) an example of a system that uses wired technology of data and voice over internet protocol (VoIP)
connected via coaxial and fiber optic lines, as well as (B) the system’s potential failure modes. In this example, data is carried on copper pair,
coaxial, or fiber optic lines to gateway equipment, which optionally provides a telephone connection. Power for gateway equipment is provided
by users in the form of AC power or battery backup. Users typically have cordless phones that also require power. Operator-provided battery
backup may last only 3–4 hours. Inline amplifiers require power. AC, alternating current.
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carriers (OLCs) are an even later implementation of this system
(see fig. 2). They are commonly referred to as “fiber to the curb”
because they user fiber optic lines between the loop carrier
and central office and OLC equipment is typically installed in
curbside cabinets in residential neighborhoods.
Power sources are needed to supply central offices and
loop carriers with power. Whether subscribers are directly
connected to a central office or to a loop carrier, they receive
power for their POTS from the service provider. However,
cordless phones (which are nearly ubiquitous in modern
homes and small businesses that still have landline telephone
service) require their own source of electric power for the base
unit and the batteries need to be charged.

Data and Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
Systems
Today, VoIP is gradually replacing the voice over copper
pair technology of the POTS system. The VoIP system
digitizes a user’s voice, then transports it over a data network
using a private internet protocol (IP) provided by carriers
(as opposed to public internet). Digitized voice to and from
subscribers is carried by the same copper wires as POTS using
IP DSL (fig. 1) or IP coaxial lines using Data Over Cable
Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS) or fiber optic lines
(fig. 2).
Power sources are needed to supply central offices, hubs,
and amplifiers with power. An important distinction between older
POTS service and VoIP is that VoIP (and data) subscribers need
to provide electrical power locally to their broadband equipment
(commonly called modems or gateways). This equipment may
have only rudimentary backup batteries—if they have a battery at
all. Even if the gateway battery exists and is functioning, cordless
phones attached to VoIP gateways still require their own source of
electric power.

Cellular Voice, Data, and Text Messaging Systems
Cellular networks carry both digitized voice and text
communications and data (fig. 3). Older cellular voice
networks operated in similar fashion to wired PSTNs and are
said to be circuit switched—each call between a phone and
a cellular site is assigned to a dedicated frequency or digital
channel. As the data speed and coverage of modern fourth
generation (4G) cellular networks have improved, some
carriers have begun to handle calls using voice over LongTerm Evolution (LTE), which provides better audio quality
and allows the wireless carrier greater flexibility in managing
their network capacity and resources.
At the heart of the wireless communication network, Mobile
Telephone Switching Offices (MTSOs) contain a mobile switching
center (MSC) that switches cell phones to the cellular site that
provides the best reception and connects phones to central offices.
In figure 3, we show that MSC buildings are constructed adjacent
to central offices, but more commonly they are collocated with
central offices in the same building. In the early days, when large

PSTN frame racks were still dominant, the buildings could not fit
more equipment so early MSCs were located nearby. As PSTN
has given way to VoIP telephony, VoIP system equipment requires
less space and MSCs are able to fit in central offices.
Cellular sites are the point of entry for wireless subscriber
devices and also act as control points for management and
monitoring of cellular calls and other services. Figure 3 illustrates
macrocells (on lattice towers and monopoles) as well as distributed
antenna systems (DAS) and small cells, collectively known as
heterogeneous networks, or HetNets. HetNets first appeared as
capacity enhancement and expansion technologies for 4G cellular
networks. Over the past 5 to 6 years, carriers have deployed small
wireless cells primarily on utility poles, streetlights, kiosks, trees,
and buildings. Equipment is either mounted to the pole or placed
in an equipment enclosure on a pedestal or in an underground
vault. HetNets improve performance in small areas where cellular
coverage is weak or there are large concentrations of users (such
as in dense population and business centers, in public venues, or
along roadways).
Cellular networks require electric power at cellular sites
and along wired connections (for example, amplifiers on fiber
optic lines) to function. Backup power is common at macrosite
base stations and required at MSCs and central offices. Although
HetNet technology provides a more dispersed point of entry and
could help improve post-disaster telecommunications network
performance, small cells in HetNets typically do not have backup
electrical power systems because of size constraints and local
ordinances. Individual users are responsible for charging their
cellular devices.

The Internet
The public internet transfers data between computers and
isolated networks are linked together using the IP standard.
Internet exchange points (IXPs) are major exchange hubs (in
buildings located in major cities around the world) where different
networks interconnect for the exchange of data between networks
owned and operated by commercial or public entities (Thompson,
2016). For example, the Federal Internet Exchange connects the
U.S. Government’s various networks with public networks. Four
types of data centers have different levels of control of data transit
(see sidebar 1). Fiber optic lines connect these centers to each
other (fig. 4). Terrestrial microwave links may be used in place of
fiber optic connections.
Internet-based services can be delivered using diverse
technologies ranging from fiber optic and copper loops to
cellular wireless and satellite (Applied Technology Council,
2016). Digital data originating from a computer may be
transmitted by copper pair or DSL, coaxial cable5 or DOCSIS,
or fiber optic line. Cellular smartphones operate as a computer
in the public internet system. A smartphone’s data connection
for internet access can occur in parallel with the carrier’s voice
connection, either via a Wi-Fi connection or a cellular data
5
Coaxial cable is the same cable used for television and has an inner conductor
(for example, copper plated steel wire) that is shielded to reduce traffic interference.
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channel to the carrier’s network. Cellular data services are more
costly, but also more consistently available than Wi-Fi and do
not require users to establish a connection.
In rural areas, internet service access to a network of copper
twisted-pair DSL, coaxial DOCSIS, or fiber optic connections
may not be available. In cases where internet service access is
available, cost and performance are commonly negative factors.
Rural users may obtain internet access from fixed wireless

networks (also known as a wireless internet-service provider
[ISP]) or satellite broadband networks (for example, HughesNet
Gen  5) that substitute wireless data links for wired infrastructure.
Figure 5 illustrates a satellite broadband system. Wireless ISP
networks require electrical power at the ISP’s transceiver sites
(typically on hills or mountaintops). In both wireless ISP and
satellite broadband use cases, the subscriber provides electrical
power from their utility.

A. Functioning cellular voice, data, and text messaging system
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram illustrating (A) an example of a system that uses cellular voice,
data, and text messaging systems, as well as (B) the system’s potential failure modes. In this
example, wireless voice is carried on circuit-switched channels, short message service (SMS)
and Wireless Emergency Alerts (WEA) are carried on data or control channels, and wireless
connects to the wired network at a mobile switch center. Connections are typically fiber optic
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Evolution; Vo LTE, voice over LTE.
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Sidebar 1—Data Center Rankings
Tier 2 providers are the most common ISPs, as it is
much easier to purchase transit from a Tier 1 network
than it is to peer with them and attempt to become
a Tier 1 carrier. Tier 3 providers purchase IP transit
solely from other networks to reach the internet. These
data centers are smaller and commonly only house
services for their direct customers.

Material adapted from Thompson (2016).
• Tier 1 network-provider data centers have their own data
centers and have access to every network on the internet.
• Content-provider data centers (such as Google, Microsoft,
Facebook, Amazon, and so on) are operated and rented
by Tier 1 providers. For example, many smartphone
application developers do not maintain their own servers,
rather they host their systems at major data centers.
• Internet service provider (ISP) data centers facilitate
transit and peering and commonly have data centers
of their own. Tier 2 providers engage in the practice of
peering with other networks, but also purchase internet
protocol (IP) transit to reach some parts of the internet.

• Collocation data centers or carrier hotels are built by
companies that typically consider themselves to be in the
real estate market. These companies sell power, cooling,
and (or) network in addition to physical space for servers,
routers, power management equipment, and wiring. They
generally view their relationship with the customer as a
traditional landlord and tenant model.

B. Potential failure modes

A. Functioning satellite broadband internet system
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram illustrating (A) an example of a system that uses satellite broadband internet connection, as well as (B) potential
failure modes. In this example, data is relayed via orbital satellites to ground-based equipment. Antennas are highly directional, thereby requiring
precise alignment. Power for equipment is provided by users in the form of AC power or battery backup. Operator-provided battery backup may
last only 3–4 hours. The system is sized to serve a fractional number of simultaneous users. AC, alternating current.
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Subscriber Connectivity
Residential, government, and commercial subscribers
have technological and provider service choices. The number of
competitive offerings differ among geographic areas. In the San
Francisco Bay region, subscriber choices vary across enterprises
that range from large corporations with multiple sites to small
startups operating from shared office space or even a private
residence. Table 1 summarizes different types of connectivity
and technology classifications for some primary users that are
described below.

9–1–1 Calls—Public Safety Answering Points
The 9–1–1 public safety system was created to give
people a nationally standardized and simple number for calls
in case of emergency. All 9–1–1 calls are routed to public
safety answering points (PSAPs) where 9–1–1 operators
route the call to police, fire, or emergency medical services.
Despite the movement in telecommunications toward digital
voice telephony, PSAPs still operate on analog POTS lines
and the PSTN system—as such, calls from digital telephone
subscribers must be converted to analog technology prior to
connection to the PSAP.

In an effort to modernize the 9–1–1 system, the Enhanced
9–1–1 (E9–1–1) system expanded the ability of PSAPs to handle
calls from wireless callers. E9–1–1 was deployed in two phases.
Phase I required wireless carriers to provide the PSAP with the
9–1–1 caller’s telephone number and location of the cellular site
from which the call was made; phase II required wireless carriers
to provide more precise location information, depending on the
type of wireless technology being used for the call. It should be
noted that E9–1–1 requires a parallel data channel, in addition
to the analog voice connection, between the wireless carrier’s
system and the PSAP—failure of that parallel data channel affects
the ability of the PSAP to handle calls from wireless subscribers.
Further enhancement to the 9–1–1 system will come from the
Next Generation 9–1–1 (NG9–1–1) system, which will allow
PSAPs to receive short message service (SMS) text messages and
multimedia service messages (MMS) with support for images,
videos, and other data files.

Home and Small Business Telephony
Although fiber optic lines to homes and small businesses
are being deployed in both urban and suburban areas of
major cities, copper wire systems have been around for many
years—and will likely remain the dominant technology in

Table 1. Voice and data connections, primary users, and classification of technology.
[VoIP, voice over internet protocol; ISP, internet service provider; Tn, transmission system; DSn, digital signal line; ADSL, asymmetrical digital subscriber line;
VDSL, very high bitrate digital subscriber line]

Voice, data, or VoIP connection

Primary user

Classification and method

Fiber optic

Large businesses, office parks, central offices,
mobile switching centers, data centers

Optical waveguide (aerial, conduit4)

Symmetrical: Tn, DSn1

Small- and medium-sized businesses,
incubators

Wired copper pair (aerial, conduit)

Asymmetrical: digital subscriber lines (for
example, ADSL or VDSL)2

Small businesses, home businesses, homes

Wired copper pair (aerial, conduit)

Asymmetrical-shared: DOCSIS3

Small businesses, home businesses, homes

Wired coaxial cable (aerial, conduit)

Public switched telephone network (voice only) Small businesses, home businesses, homes,
public safety answering points

Wired copper pair (aerial, conduit)

Wireless point-to-point and point-tomultipoint: Licensed or unlicensed spectrum
(wireless ISPs)

Businesses (primarily as a backup method),
homes (primarily in rural areas)

Wireless (directional antenna)

Cellular data

Businesses (backup method), employees in the
field, homes

Smartphones, portable hotspots

Optical (short hop)

Large and medium businesses

Laser transceivers

DSn and Tn are classifications of digital telecommunications circuits, where n is an integer. DSn technically refers to the rate and format of the signal, whereas the Tn
designation refers to the equipment providing the signals and the physical lines carrying them. In practice, the two terms are used interchangeably, for example, DS1 and
T1, DS3 and T3.
1

2
xDSL: VDSL and ADSL2+ are most common in urban areas; ADSL2 is used in semi-rural areas. ADSL is largely obsolete in 2017. Telephone companies like AT&T,
Verizon, and so on, use xDSL to deliver broadband along with either digital or plain old telephone service (POTS). Independent ISPs in the San Francisco Bay region, like
Sonic.net and Cruzio, also use xDSL to deliver broadband service.
3
DOCSIS refers to the standard for Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification. Cable television companies like Comcast, Charter, and so on, use DOCSIS to
deliver broadband along with television signals.
4
Conduit describes physical channels through which power, copper pairs, coaxial, or fiber optic lines are routed. It is typically underground or attached to physical
objects like poles or building walls. Aerial lines or fiber are strung along poles—they are not contained in conduit.
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use for years to come. However, the number of residential
POTS subscriptions in the United States is decreasing steadily
every year. (See data on switched access lines from Federal
Communications Commission [2019].) Most voice telephony
is now handled digitally by using VoIP over broadband (service
communication networks that provide high-capacity data
connections). The same copper wiring is used for POTS or
VoIP over DSL (fig. 1). An important distinction is that POTS
provides power to subscriber equipment over the wiring and can
work even if electric utility power is disrupted.

Home-Based and Virtual Offices Requiring
Broadband
The rise of the “gig economy” (Torpey and Hogan, 2016) has
further driven demand for fast (high speed) and reliable internet
connection (broadband). Intuit (2010) estimates that 25–30 percent
of the U.S. workforce are contingent (non-permanent) workers
and 80 percent of large corporations intend to continue to expand
use of such flexible work arrangements. In the San Francisco Bay
region, San Francisco was rated as the best city for opportunities
for gig economy workers (Lieber and Puente, 2016) and the
percentage in the work force could be higher than the nationwide
average (K. Lister, Global Workplace Analytics, written commun.,
2019). Home-based businesses and virtual offices are also
common, and many workers telework (work remotely) one or
more days per week.6 Typically, VoIP and data connections are
made via copper pair (xDSL7) or coaxial (DOCSIS) line service.

Small and Medium Businesses Requiring High
Bandwidth
Small- and medium-sized businesses with more users
than home-based and virtual offices require high bandwidth
and typically use some form of connectivity via copper pair
or coaxial line for connection via a modem to VoIP and the
internet. Although not as fast as fiber optic line, copper pair and
coaxial line are readily available and typically less expensive.
Some sites have redundant copper pair wiring. The connections
(for example, xDSL and DOCSIS) are converted to wired
networking (ethernet) and wireless (Wi-Fi) for connecting user
equipment to either internal or external data networks.

Central Offices, Data Centers, and Large
Corporations Using Fiber Optic Lines
Central offices, mobile switching centers, data centers,
and most large corporations use (if possible) fiber optic lines
for connectivity (so-called fiber-lit buildings), because it offers

the fastest speed, typically lower latency, highest security, and
is relatively immune to disruption from nearby electromagnetic
sources. Large corporations commonly have several buildings, or
buildings at separate locations, which creates a requirement for
both intranet (internal network) and internet (external or public
network) connectivity. Fiber optic lines are converted to network
cabling (ethernet) and (or) wireless (Wi-Fi) for data connection
to user equipment. Most major businesses use VoIP phones, and
connect their internal phones to the public network via digital
private branch exchanges (PBXs) although there are also VoIP
telephone systems. Fiber optic lines connect in-building equipment
with a broadband provider (such as AT&T). Ultimately, voice calls
route through the broadband network.

Enterprises that Require Reliable Connectivity
Enterprises that require constant connectivity commonly
employ redundant connections to reduce the probability of failure.
They may have fiber optic lines and copper pair or coaxial lines as
a backup. Data centers reduce their vulnerability to severed fiber
optic line by having redundant fiber optic line connections (B.
Weihl, Facebook, oral commun., 2015). However, since the failure
modes for lines are similar, businesses sometimes opt for wireless
data as a contingency. With the increased availability of unlimited
data plans on cellular networks, smartphones and hotspots (either
via a smartphone or using a dedicated device) also became options
for contingency connectivity. Wireless is not ideal for everyday
business because of limited throughput and relatively expensive
data plans and usage rates.

Physical Failure Modes
Failure modes for telecommunications systems are illustrated
in figures 1–5 and are summarized below for telecommunications
provider and subscriber equipment and channels.

Provider Equipment Failure Modes
Outside of central offices and data centers, network
equipment and interconnection points are housed within roadside
cabinets, pole-mounted cabinets, or in underground vaults.
The purpose of these enclosures is to secure the equipment and
interconnections against damage from weather, dust, sunlight, and
vandalism. Some network equipment uses active cooling, and
as a result enclosures are sometimes fitted with ventilation fans.
Each enclosure method and ventilation system has benefits and
drawbacks within the context of a disaster scenario. Equipment
failure modes can include:
• Equipment damaged by collapse of supporting or
containing structures or partial collapse of roofs, damage
to exterior walls, or loosening of parapets or facades.

6
During final review of this work, the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
greatly inflated the numbers of teleworkers.

• Fire damage to supporting structures or equipment.

xDSL is a generic term for a family of digital subscriber lines, including
ADSL, ADSL2+, and VDSL.

• Failure of mounts and brackets that attach equipment to
towers, arms, or building structures.
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• Toppling or positional shifting of battery or electronics racks.
• Stretching and breaking of coaxial line, fiber optic line,
power cable, or control cable.
• Damage to electronics from water intrusion (fire
suppression sprinklers; rainwater through damaged roofs,
windows, or sidings; or flooding).
• Smoke and dust clogging air-intake filters and shutting
down air-handling equipment and subsequently
telecommunications equipment.
• Loss of primary power sources, and (if existent) failure of
backup power to equipment in central offices, data centers,
OLC and (or) DLCs, cabinets, or cooling equipment.
• Loss of water supply needed for central air conditioning
to cool the equipment rooms and buildings that house
telecommunications equipment.

Wired Channel Failure Modes
Copper wiring or fiber optic lines are routed between
equipment sites either aerially by using utility poles, or
underground by using direct-bury lines and (or) conduits. Fiber
optic lines typically run underground or underwater and have
maintenance vaults where signals can be amplified, split, and
transmitted (Thompson, 2016). Each has benefits and drawbacks
within the context of a disaster scenario. For example, aerial
lines may be less susceptible to damage from ground failure than
buried infrastructure but are more susceptible to damage from
fires and pole toppling.
Copper pair, coaxial, and fiber optic lines are moderately
resistant to longitudinal displacement because they typically have
some give over any given installation path. (This is different from
slack that is locked in a fiber optic storage device for repairs). They
also have some flexibility and resistance to bending and shearing.
All lines have common failure modes that degrade performance or
knock out a transmission path, including:
• Substantial displacement and bending or shearing of
conduit, or breakage and separation of joints, which is
more likely in older infrastructure.
• Lack of electrical power to run in-line amplifiers and hubs.
• Discharge of backup batteries, reduced capacity of
batteries caused by aging, or lack of backup batteries
because of aesthetics, space, or low return on investment.
The resistance of copper pair, coaxial, and fiber optic lines to
water intrusion and fire differ according to the following.
• Water intrusion is damaging to buried copper wiring
although cable pressurization equipment is used to
prevent corrosion (Kwasinski, 2012) and newer wiring
has a gel inside to protect it from water (R. Schwabacher,
AT&T, oral commun., 2016). Buried fiber optic lines and
electrical components can be designed to handle water

intrusion better than copper wiring (City of New York,
2013). However, damage has been observed if the fiber
optic line remains too long underwater or if water enters
a splice, and such damage may lead to excessive signal
attenuation (A. Kwasinski, University of Pittsburgh,
written commun., 2019).
• Copper pair and coaxial lines are typically heat tolerant
but can be damaged by fire. Aerial fiber optic line is more
easily damaged by heat from fire and buried fiber optic
lines in vaults can be damaged if heat is drawn through
electronic equipment vents.

Wireless Channel Failure Modes
Wireless data links are subject to some different failure
modes than wired lines and include the following.
• Misalignment of antennas and laser transceivers caused
by ground movement, mounting structure damage, or
building, tower, or mast deformation at either the service
or client location.
• Blocking of laser, microwave links, and satellite broadband
by heavy rain, fog, cloud, or smoke.
• Discharge of backup batteries, reduced capacity of
batteries caused by aging, or lack of backup batteries
because of aesthetics, space, or low return on investment.

Subscriber Equipment Failure Modes
Subscriber equipment failure modes include the following.
• Lack of electrical power to run xDSL or DOCSIS gateways
(routers or access points) or to run fiber optic transceivers,
converters, routers, computers, and other devices.
• Damage to or inaccessibility of computer and other
equipment.

Telecommunications Infrastructure
Exposure and Damage from HayWired
Earthquake Hazards
In this section, we review HayWired scenario hazards and
observe telecommunications infrastructure failures caused by
earthquake hazards. HayWired scenario hazard exposure analyses
and some shaking damage estimates are performed for central
offices, data centers, cellular towers, unanchored equipment, fiber
optic lines, and surface streets (for copper lines). The potential
fragility of public safety answering points (PSAPs) is also
discussed because of their important role in emergency response
immediately after an earthquake.
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HayWired Scenario Hazards

Observations of Earthquake Damage

The HayWired scenario is a moment magnitude (Mw) 7.0
mainshock on the Hayward Fault in the east bay part of the San
Francisco Bay region, California, followed by an aftershock
sequence. The shaking from the mainshock is strong to extreme
and would be felt throughout the bay region and beyond
(Aagaard, Boatwright, and others, 2017), causing an estimated
$43 billion (in 2016 U.S. dollars) of building damage (Seligson
and others, 2018).
The Hayward Fault rupture causes as much as 2 meters
of slip at the ground surface north of the City of Fremont
(Alameda County), but further slip of the fault (afterslip) would
be expected. Cumulative afterslip of as much as 1.5 meters
could occur at the surface at some locations along the fault
for days, weeks, months, or even years, especially where the
ground slipped less during the mainshock earthquake (Aagaard,
Schwartz, and others, 2017). Slip at the surface disturbs
structural foundations and can stretch or break infrastructure
crossing the fault.
Shaking triggers liquefaction, which is when solid ground
temporarily transforms into a softened or liquefied state,
particularly in soft, water-saturated soils around the margins
of San Francisco Bay and along streams (Jones and others,
2017). Our most detailed mapping of the liquefaction hazard
for the HayWired scenario is described in appendix 1 of Jones
and others (this volume). Shaking also triggers landslides,
depending on slope, rock and soil strength, and shaking
intensity (McCrink and Perez, 2017). Landslide hazards—
probabilities and displacements of landslide initiations—are
mapped by McCrink and Perez (2017) for the HayWired
scenario. Liquefaction and landslides weaken structural
foundations and warp or break infrastructure on and below the
ground. For example, underground vaults could be stressed by
ground shifting and (or) be damaged by water intrusion from
broken water pipes.8
Building and infrastructure damage ignite fires and
containment of fire is hampered by communication outages
that delay the reporting of fires, fire truck resources and
transportation disruptions that restrict access to fires, and broken
water mains that diminish fire suppression resources (Scawthorn,
2018). For the HayWired scenario, the density of burned
buildings is mapped by Jones and others (this volume) and lines
could be scorched in these areas. Smoke and dust particles could
clog filters at data centers that require clean air (M. Stoeffl,
California Resilience Alliance, written commun., 2019).
The HayWired aftershock sequence includes 16 magnitude
(M) 5 or greater earthquakes within 2 years (Wein and others,
2017). Aftershocks cause an estimated additional $10 billion (in
2016 U.S. dollars) of building damage and repeat liquefaction
(Seligson and others, 2018), which poses safety concerns during
rescue, inspection, and repair work, and are stressful to populations
who experience them.

Earthquake damage to telecommunications infrastructure
has been described as lighter than the devastation to its
surroundings (Schiff, 1995) or relatively minor for central
offices, cellular towers, and roadside broadband cabinets (Tang
and others, 2014). Power outage as the cause of equipment
malfunction has been frequently reported and is addressed in
the next section about voice and data service restoration. Here,
the focus is on direct damage from earthquake hazards.
Central offices have occasionally sustained extensive damage
during previous earthquakes, but damage to their equipment and
connections are more commonly reported. Tang (2008) compiled
central office failures caused by building collapse from earthquakes in San Fernando (California, United States, 1971), Mexico
City (Mexico, 1985), and Spitak (Armenia, 1988). Structural shaking damage to central offices from the 1994 Northridge earthquake
in California were shored up but did not require evacuation or
shut down of operations; the main causes of outages or isolation of local services were unseated and malfunctioning circuit
boards, disk drive failures, shorts caused by unintended contacts,
and loosened optical connectors (Schiff, 1995, p. 146). Recently,
during the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake in New Zealand, the two
affected telephone exchange buildings were not damaged, but
in one, electronic boards had to be reset or replaced because of a
broken rack mounting, and the other was isolated by fiber optic
line breaks (Giovinazzi and others, 2017). Similarly, after the 2016
Kumamoto earthquake in Japan, there was no reported damage
to exchange facilities except for hundreds of circuits that suffered
from broken connections, caused by ground deformation, that
were restored within 4 days (Tang and Eidinger, 2017).
Schiff (1995, p. 149) recognized the fragility of heating,
venting, and air conditioning systems for cooling of central
offices in the summer months in California, even if power and
water services are still available. During the 1994 Northridge
earthquake, most environmental systems within 8 miles of the
epicenter sustained damage from broken water pipes to complete system failure attributed to poor structural quality and
locations of heating, venting, and air conditioning systems on
the highest levels of buildings. During the 2011 Christchurch
earthquake in New Zealand, seismically supported equipment
(network, power, and air conditioning) suffered no damage
(Foster, 2011).
Data centers appear not to have suffered any crippling
damage after earthquakes. They were reported to be online
and operational after the 2011 Christchurch (New Zealand)
earthquake, 2011 Tohoku (Japan) earthquake and tsunami, and
2014 South Napa (California) earthquake, but power outages
and fuel shortages have been a threat to continued operations
(Barwick, 2011; Niccolai, 2011; Informa, 2014). Although the
Tokyo data centers were beyond the most affected tsunami area,
they were tested by shaking and only five server racks were
critically damaged (Niccolai, 2011). All server racks, cooling
equipment, and so on are firmly secured to the floor in Japanese
data centers, but the same cannot be said about data centers in
the United States (Niccolai, 2011), even though this is a known

See Porter (2018) for estimates of water distribution pipe breaks and leaks
for the HayWired scenario.
8
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best practice when designing them. In Christchurch, data centers
required clean up; occupancy could have been affected by lack of
street power, water, and wastewater services, and one center had to
restrict entry by personnel for safety reasons in the heavily affected
central business district (Barwick, 2011).
After the 1994 Northridge earthquake, damage to
cellular towers was described as minimal and microwave dish
misalignment and severed landline interconnections were
attended to within 3 days (Schiff, 1995, p. 152). The first
instance of a self-supporting cellular tower folding in half of its
height was observed after the 2016 Kumamoto earthquake in
Japan (Tang and Eidinger, 2017). A few instances of damage to
cellular towers from ground movement include a cellular tower
destroyed by a rock fall and a monopole supporting wireless
antennas tilted by liquefaction during the 2011 Christchurch
earthquake in New Zealand (Eidinger and Tang, 2012). The
2015 Gorkha earthquake in Nepal misaligned 15 microwave
links and landslides damaged fiber optic backhaul (Khanal,
2015). Therefore, dysfunction for some cellular sites have
resulted from severed interconnecting lines (both metallic and
fiber optic) caused by ground deformation (Tang and Eidinger,
2017). Sites on utility poles have been damaged by shaking and
liquefaction (for example, fig. 6).
In Christchurch, roof-mounted cellular sites were more
commonly affected: a cell tower on the roof of a collapsed
building was destroyed, two rooftop cell sites were badly
damaged, and another 26 rooftop cell sites (of two different
providers) were out of service (Tang and others, 2014).
Similarly, roof-mounted cellular site failures occurred when a
building collapsed during both the 1995 Kobe (Japan) and 1999
Chi Chi (Taiwan) earthquakes (Tang, 2008), and more recently
during the 2017 Puebla (Mexico) earthquake at a site operated

by three carriers (A. Tang, L&T Consultant, written commun.,
2017). Furthermore, sites on heavily damaged buildings are not
immediately accessible after an earthquake (for example, fig. 7).
Damage to aerial and buried lines have resulted from
transient shaking and permanent ground failure (from fault
rupture, landslides, or liquefaction) and damaged bridge crossings
(for example, Tang and others, 2014; Giovinazzi and others,
2017; Tang and Eidinger, 2017; Eidinger and Tang, 2019).
During the 2016 Kaikoura earthquake in New Zealand, most of
the damage to the telecommunications networks was to buried
lines (mostly copper) that were stretched and broken as a result of
ground motions, permanent ground displacement, fault rupture,
and damaged bridge crossings (Giovinazzi and others, 2017). A
major fiber optic line was severely damaged by six breaks that
cut off communication outside of a rural township such that only
local telephone communications over copper wires remained
possible (Worthington, 2016). Similarly, in the 2016 Kumamoto
earthquake, permanent ground displacement from landslides and
damage to bridge crossings damaged landlines (including fiber
optic line) (Tang and Eidinger, 2017). In Christchurch, liquefaction
and associated flooding and shifting manholes stretched or
damaged many buried public switched telephone network (PSTN)
copper lines (Tang and others, 2014). Aerial lines were also
stretched by poles that moved and tilted from shaking and (or)
ground movement near streams (Giovinazzi and others, 2017).
Wires that connect houses to poles have been damaged by pole
failures (such as a toppled pole applying excess tension to the
aerial lines and causing adjoining poles to lean at a high angle) and
house collapses (Tang and Eidinger, 2017).
Fire following earthquake has damaged telecommunications
infrastructure. For example, the Balboa Boulevard gas explosion
and fire in the 1994 Northridge earthquake burned both power and

Figure 6. Photograph showing utility pole damage to a cellular site
after the 2011 Christchurch, New Zealand, earthquake. The pole split
along a fold seam midway up the pole; the head load is thought to be
the issue (Wes Bonney, written commun., March 26, 2021). Photograph
from Wes Bonney, Vodafone, New Zealand, February 22, 2011, used
with permission.

Figure 7. Photograph showing cellular sites on a heavily damaged
hotel after the 2009 L’Aquila, Italy, earthquake. Photograph by A. Tang,
L&T Consultant, June 20, 2009, used with permission.
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telecommunications lines (Schiff, 1995, p. 150). Fire from other
disasters (for example, hurricanes and wildfires) have resulted in
burning of aerial lines (Kwasinski, 2012; Tiffen, 2017). Recently,
during the October 2017 wildfires in northern California, many
aerial lines on poles were damaged by poles falling down, and
even buried fiber optic lines were scorched through vault vents
that provide ground-level access (Tiffen, 2017). In all, 77 cellular
sites were damaged or disconnected by the fires, including a key
cellular hub (Baron, 2017).

Methods
A description of analytical methods covers telecommunications infrastructure data sources; shaking damage estimation for
buildings, towers, and equipment; and infrastructure exposure
analyses for ground failure and fire hazards.

Telecommunications Infrastructure Data
We purchased a set of spatial data for cellular sites, fiber optic
lines, wireless switching centers, and fiber-lit buildings (including
central offices and data centers) from GeoTel Communications,
LLC (GeoTel) (GeoTel Communications, 2018). On request,
fiber optic lines were categorized as long-haul lines that transport
strong signals traveling great distances and interoffice lines that
are typically metropolitan connections among and from central
offices and, nowadays, includes backhaul from cellular towers that
are spliced to serve those in the area, such as business parks (E.
Cabading, GeoTel Communications, oral commun., 2019). These
data support a regional analysis to illustrate potential patterns
of telecommunications infrastructure exposure or fragility to
earthquake hazards.
Checking the data against imagery revealed that the GeoTel
data contained some:
• Additional data (for example, radio broadcast arrays in cell
tower data);
• Duplicate entries (for example, multiple listings of a shared
cellular site by each carrier at the same location);
• Inconsistent categorization of assets (for example, antennas
on buildings may be classified as building or occupancy
type [for example, education or commercial]); and
• Missing data (for example, some internet exchange points
were not represented in the data).
Some effort was expended to correct for these issues by using
imagery to reclassify data, remove duplicates, verify antennas
on a sample of buildings, and consult other datasets. Internet
exchange points (IXPs) were cross-checked against two sources
(a map of data centers from Data Center Map, available at https://
www.datacentermap.com/ixps.html, and a map of IXPs from the
Network Startup Resource Center, available at https://nsrc.org/
ixp/NorthAmerica.html) and a few more IXPs were inserted to the
GeoTel data center entries.

Copper wires for plain old telephone service (POTS) were
first installed more than 100 years ago. As the population of the
San Francisco Bay region grew, especially in the post-WWII era,
hundreds if not thousands of miles of copper wiring were installed.
This work is old enough that some records are now lost. Therefore,
we assume that copper wires are mostly strung along pole lines or
buried in public rights of way following surface roads along with
various utilities.
Although some data for small cell sites in densely developed
areas is becoming available, we did not attempt to build a
comprehensive dataset for this analysis. No data was obtained
for digital or optical loop carriers (DLCs and OLCs). No data
was obtained to assess point-to-point high-frequency microwave
connections. These types of point-to-point connections are used
in the San Francisco Bay region across hills and canyons, and to
connect to satellites.
PSAP locations were obtained from the Federal Communications Commission’s 9–1–1 Master PSAP Registry
(available at https://www.fcc.gov/general/9-1-1-master-psapregistry). Orphaned PSAPs were removed from the dataset.
The PSAP locations were cross-referenced to public safety
facilities (for example, police or fire) where they coincided
in the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA)
Hazus-MH 2.1 (hereafter referred to as Hazus) inventory data
(D. Bausch, Federal Emergency Management Agency, written
commun., 2014).

Physical Damage Estimation
In a state-of-the-practice damage analysis of a structure, a
building’s type and other engineering characteristic data would
be taken from construction documents or examination of the
building. Similarly, estimating physical damage to equipment
requires knowledge of installation design and practices for that
kind of equipment. For the present study, such data is not publicly
available. Existing codes, standards, and guidelines covering a
selection of telecommunications equipment and structures are
summarized by the Applied Technology Council (2016). These
and others are listed in sidebar 2.
However, the Applied Technology Council (2016) states
that “design standards are voluntary (not mandated by law) but
may be incorporated by reference into building codes, siting
permits for towers, commercial contracts, or even financial
auditing obligations, for example, for data center reliability.”
It refers to the Communications Security, Reliability, and
Interoperability Council’s (2014, p. 6) explanations for the
voluntary nature of design standards that include “flexibility,
innovation, and control in the management of different
carriers’ unique business models, cost, feasibility, and resource
limitations.” The Applied Technology Council (2016) concludes
that “there does not appear to be any data on whether resiliencyrelated standards and best practices are widely followed by
the communication industry. In particular, it is unclear to what
extent outside plant, including fiber communication facilities,
and central offices follow resiliency-related standards.”
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Sidebar 2—Telecommunications
Infrastructure Design Guidelines
and Regulations
Codes, standards, and guidelines for telecommunications
infrastructure identified by the Applied Technology Council (2016)
and from our own investigations include the following.
• Data center functionality and resiliency standards (by tier)
have been established (Telecommunications Industry
Association, 2014; Applied Technology Council, 2016).
• The industry standard for central offices—the Network
Equipment Building System for levels of performance—
may be supplemented by carrier-specific earthquakeand fire-resistant test methods and performance
requirements (for example, GR-63 [Telcordia, 2012],
GR-1089 [Telcordia, 2011], ATIS 0600329 [Alliance
for Telecommunications Industry Solutions, 2014]) (see
Applied Technology Council, 2016).
• The industry reference for fiber optic line is NECA/FOA
301 (Fiber Optic Administration, 2016) and it does not
address building for seismic events or guidelines for laying
fiber optic line across fault lines or through liquefactionand landslide-susceptible areas.
• Design and maintenance standards for tower structures,
mounts, and antennas were Telecommunications Industry
Association’s (TIA) TR-14 (TIA-222-G) (see Erichsen,
n.d.) reinforced by construction and maintenance
standards (American Society of Safety Engineers A10.48
and TIA-322). The standards divide tower structures into
three classes, depending on whether they may present a
hazard to human life and whether the services provided are
optional or essential. Implementation of a 1.5 importance
factor is set for structures that meet certain criteria.
• The standard was revised to TIA-222-H during the
course of this study. TIA-222-H incorporates longperiod transitions as part of the earthquake design loads
for telecommunications towers. This design criterion
was taken specifically from the equivalent lateral force
method from American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) 7 and is meant to account for structures with
varying fundamental frequencies or periods (B. Lanier,
American Tower Corporation, written commun., 2017).
ASCE 7-18 and TIA-222-H design criteria accounts for
amplification of shaking for cellular sites on buildings.
• TIA-TSB-5053 addresses antenna mount design
loads applicable for extreme wind, extreme ice, and
maintenance conditions to advise diverse suppliers with
variable installation techniques. By default, the advisory
encompasses shaking loads.

• Guidelines for cellular site foundations consider factors
of liquefaction including soil parameters, some seismic
parameters, and depth of the water table, as cited in
the TIA-222-G standard; TIA-222-H cites minimum
information that should be provided in a geotechnical
report (B. Lanier, Telecommunications Industry
Association, written commun., 2019).
• Guidelines for siting towers in landslide-prone or firethreatened areas were not found.
• Guidelines are lacking for equipment racks that confine
and organize equipment at telecommunications sites.
Housings for electronic components at cellular sites are
commonly pre-built, and are not standardized. Methods of
procedures (MOPs) are typically based on the Telcordia
GR-63-CORE and International Building Code (IBC)
standards (Young, n.d.), and various carriers confirmed
that stacked dry cell batteries should be bolted together
and anchored in heavy steel containers designed for
California building codes and lead-acid battery racks in
plastic containers should be bolted to the floor.
• Utilities can place poles (that may support
telecommunications equipment) in many different types
of soil conditions, including sand, rock, clay, and dirt
with various properties, and most of the poles set in the
right-of-way are set in concrete or asphalt. The rule that
exists for all placements is a prescribed setting depth
that ranges from 5 to 10 feet in the ground, depending
on the height of the pole. The recent California General
Order 95 (Public Utilities Commission, 2018) could help
with pole maintenance going forward because it requires
all utilities to inspect wooden utility poles on a regular
basis. The purpose of these inspections is to ensure that
any safety concerns are addressed and corrected. One
item on the check list is pole lean, which could indicate
that the soil conditions have changed and any time this
condition is identified, the requirement is to report it and
correct it (W. Mueller, Extenet Systems, written commun.,
2017). Other pole inspection items include sound timber,
minimum circumference, and unacceptable damage. Pole
maintenance could also reduce the likelihood of electric
wires acting as a source of fire ignitions.
• Codes and standards for fire protection exist for
telecommunications facilities that provide telephone,
data, wireless, internet, and video services to the public
(National Fire Protection Association [NFPA] 76) and for
fire suppression and detection and building construction
for information technology equipment (NFPA 75). The
Applied Technology Council (2016, p. 5–19) notes that
“[f]or fire alarms, NFPA 72 (NFPA, 2016) mandates
in Section 10.6.7.2, that alarm systems, including
communication components, can maintain operation on
secondary power for 24 hours.”
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We proceed with describing assumptions and methods used
to conservatively estimate shaking damage to telecommunications
buildings, towers, and equipment for the HayWired scenario.
Then, geographic information system (GIS) analyses are used
to analyze exposure of all infrastructure (including lines) to the
other HayWired scenario hazards of ground failures (surface
rupture, liquefaction, or landslides), fire following earthquake, and
aftershock shaking, as well as potential collateral damage to fiber
optic lines from heavily damaged bridges. PSAP functionality is
estimated using Hazus results for public safety facilities.

Shaking Damage Estimation for Central Of fices and Data
Centers
Structural engineers commonly estimate probabilistic
damage to a building, structure, or equipment using a fragility
function. A building is treated as having an uncertain capacity
to resist a specified form of damage, such as structural collapse.
Capacity is measured in terms of the uncertain environmental
excitation (commonly a scalar measure of ground motion, such as
peak ground acceleration) that the building can experience without
suffering the specified damage. In some cases, the best available
option is to estimate a central value of that fragility function,
such that its median capacity has a 50 percent probability of
non-exceedance for specific damage. For more information about
fragility functions, see Porter (2020).
We are interested in the shaking hazard that is sufficient to
damage buildings severely enough to cause them to be yellow
tagged or red tagged. Tagging is building inspection that would
occur after an earthquake by an engineer trained by the California
Office of Emergency Services (Cal OES) and deputized by the city
or other local jurisdiction to perform ATC-20 (Applied Technology
Council, 2005) building safety evaluations. When the engineer
sees that there is collapse or heightened collapse probability with
aftershocks, the engineer applies a red placard to all the entrances
to the building that declares the building to be unsafe to enter
and occupy. Because it is illegal to enter the building to operate
equipment, most likely the building remains nonfunctional until
the repairs are completed, potentially months or years later. Yellow
tagging means that the ATC-20 evaluator sees damage sufficient
to restrict use, commonly either to a portion of the building or for
limited duration, such as to remove property.
Engineers commonly associate red tagging with the complete
structural damage state used by Hazus (Federal Emergency
Management Agency, 2012), FEMA’s damage-estimation tool (for
example, Porter and Cobeen, 2009). Yellow tagging is commonly
(though not universally or unambiguously) associated with the
Hazus extensive structural damage state. Median capacities to
resist red and yellow tagging are therefore taken from Hazus’s
fragility functions for complete and extensive structural damage.
The HayWired scenario damage assessment for central
offices and data centers uses Hazus median capacities for proxy
building types for central offices and data centers—that is, for the
kinds of structures that commonly (though not universally) house
that kind of facility. Central offices and mobile switching centers
(which house voice switching and data transmission centers) are

owned or rented by telecommunications service providers. In the
San Francisco Bay region, central offices are likely built prior
to the 1990s and are at least 25 years old. Although the critical
function of these buildings was recognized earlier on and, as
such, were built stronger than other buildings at the time, they
are designed to older standards and to support heavier and larger
equipment (Bell Systems, 1974). In one of the author’s (K.A.
Porter) professional experience, central offices tend to be lowrise stiff buildings (reinforced concrete, reinforced masonry, or
tilt-up concrete), although some high-rise central offices do exist,
such as the downtown San Jose wire center. Proxy building types
for all central offices are the Hazus building type low-rise (one
to three stories), moderate-code (1940s to 1970s construction),
reinforced masonry construction with rigid diaphragms (floors
and roofs), or alternatively moderate-code tilt-up concrete.
Standard FEMA notation uses RM2Lm to indicate the former
building type, PC1m for the latter. “RM2” denotes a lateral
force resisting system, reinforced masonry construction with
rigid diaphragms. “L” denotes low-rise building types and “m”
denotes moderate code. “PC1” denotes tilt-up concrete, and “m”
again refers to moderate code. (Until recently, tilt-up was always
low-rise, hence the lack of a height-range term in its label.) We
assume that our central office proxy building type is an equally
weighted mix of RM2Lm and PC1m.
Compared to central offices, data centers and exchange
points are commonly corporately owned and more modern
(within 20 years old). Data centers can be in low-rise, midrise, or high-rise buildings, although again in K.A. Porter’s
professional experience, low-rise tilt-up buildings seem to be
most common among San Francisco Bay region data centers.
Buildings are more likely to be constructed for the building
codes of the area, although because data centers may use
existing buildings, some are built to moderate code. Seismic
audits are not necessarily performed after the data center is
initially built. We propose that moderate-code data centers
are similar enough to central offices that we can reasonably
use the same proxy building type for central offices to
conservatively identify potential damage.
The structural response of both RM2Lm and PC1m
buildings at low levels of ground motion (before significant
degradation of stiffness) is reasonably estimated as a function
of 5-percent-damped short-period (0.3-second) spectral
acceleration (SA) response (abbreviated as SA 0.3 seconds,
5 percent). But at higher levels of ground motion, structural
damage causes the structural system to soften, lengthening its
period of vibration. At levels of ground motion sufficient to
cause extensive or complete structural damage (in the sense
used by Hazus [Federal Emergency Management Agency,
2012]), even these stiff low-rise buildings tend to be more
sensitive to long-period motion. Their performance point in
the sense of Hazus tends to lie on the constant-velocity portion
of the idealized response spectrum, and 5-percent-damped
elastic spectral acceleration response at 1.0 second period
(abbreviated here as SA 1.0 second, 5 percent) tends to be a
better indicator of damage (table 2). Methods described by
Porter and Cobeen (2009) support this assumption.
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Table 2. Median capacity for central offices in terms of
5-percent-damped elastic spectral acceleration response at a
period of 1.0 second.

Table 3. Median overturning capacity of common, unanchored
central office equipment in terms of 5-percent-damped elastic
spectral acceleration response at a period of 1.0 second.

[RM2Lm denotes moderate-code low-rise (one to three stories) reinforced masonry
construction with rigid diaphragms (floors and roofs), and PC1m denotes moderate
code tilt-up concrete construction. g, acceleration due to gravity]

[Alphanumeric codes refer to equipment classification from Applied Technology
Council (2018). g, acceleration due to gravity]

Damage state of
central office

Hazus structure type

Average

RM2Lm

PC1m

Red tag

1.37g

1.22g

1.30g

Yellow tag

0.77g

0.64g

0.70g

Equipment
Chiller (D3031.013e)
Cooling tower (D3031.023h)
Diesel generator (D5092.031b)
Distribution panel (D5012.031b)
Low voltage switchgear (D5012.021c)
Motor control center (D5012.013a)
Transformer (D5011.013d)

• Building-mounted tower (SST or GT), such as rooftop
towers; and

Shaking Damage Estimation for Unanchored Equipment
Direct failure of equipment could cease operation to cause
functional failure of the central office. Porter and others (1993)
offer logic diagrams related to the functional failure of central
offices. Reasonable candidates are listed in table 3, along with
their median capacities in terms of peak floor acceleration. (Here,
overturning capacity refers to the uncertain excitation that the
object can resist without overturning.) It is common that, even
in a building where the operator is keenly aware of seismic risk,
at least some of the equipment is not seismically installed; that
is, it rests on the floor or on vibration isolators without restraint
against overturning. It will tend to be this unrestrained equipment
that overturns, fails, and causes the operational failure of the
central office. We use the median capacity of the weakest link
in the equipment system, such as the component that fails at the
lowest level of excitation. Median overturning capacities in table
3 are expressed in terms of the peak acceleration of the floor on
which the equipment rests. For a one-story central office, the
equipment commonly rests on a slab at grade, so the peak floor
acceleration is the same as the peak ground acceleration (PGA),
which tends to be approximately equivalent to spectral response
(SA 1.0 second, 5 percent). Notice that the lowest of the values
in table 3 is approximately equal to the median yellow-tag
capacity of RM2Lm and PC1m buildings, so completely and
extensively damaged building states also imply possible damage
to unanchored equipment. In the table, alphanumeric codes such
as “D3031.013e” refer to the taxonomic classification for the
equipment applied by FEMA P-58 (Applied Technology Council,
2018), the leading standard for second-generation performancebased earthquake engineering as of this writing.

Shaking Damage Estimation for Cellular Sites
Macrocellular site installations are classified approximately
into five types:
• Self-supporting lattice towers (SST);
• Guyed lattice towers (GT);
• Monopole towers (MP), including stealth designs and most
camouflage structures;

Median capacity
0.72g
1.52g
0.90g
2.16g
1.28g
0.73g
3.05g

• Building-mounted structures, such as those on parapets,
outside walls, or facades.
Operational equipment for the cellular site is housed in vaults
or container-style huts nearby.

Free-Standing Towers
Free-standing towers are SSTs, GTs, and MPs. Structural
standards for telecommunications towers are defined by the
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) via their TR-14
committee (Telecommunications Industry Association, 2012).
Structural detailing of the foundations and communication
structure to improve seismic survival is a standard element
integrated into the development of commercial communication
structures. Members of the TR-14 committee provided the
median capacity values for free-standing towers in table 4.
However, public communication structures and maintenance
(for example, for rust) may not be of the same standard (USGS
Telecommunications Phase 1 workshop, oral commun., 2016).
The performance of the equipment (for example, antennas) on
the structures was not considered, but equipment can be repaired
faster than structural failures.
Seismic loads do not generally govern the design of tower
structures. The wind loading requirements of the TIA‐222‐G
standard generally requires a communication structure to
support a larger lateral load than those induced by seismic
events.9 The median capacities in table 4 for SSTs and GTs
exceed the seismic motion presumed in the HayWired scenario.
This is consistent with evidence from the 2010 Haiti earthquake
when the only company that remained operational almost
exclusively utilized towers between 30 and 60 meters tall that
were built to withstand hurricanes and earthquakes (Bilham,
2010; Corley, 2010) and the finding that cellular towers were
in good condition after the recent 2016 Kaikoura earthquakes
(Giovinazzi and others, 2017).
This also holds for electric power transmission lines (if they host antennas
and microwave dishes) (Wong and Miller, 2010).
9
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Table 4. Median capacity for cellular towers in terms of
5-percent-damped elastic spectral acceleration response at a
period of 1.0 second.
[Cellular tower median capacities provided by the Telecommunications Industry
Association’s TR-14 committee. SST, self-supporting lattice tower; GT, guyed
tower; MP, monopole; ft, feet; n/a, not applicable; g, acceleration due to gravity]

SSTs and
GTs

Heavily loaded MPs
<50 ft in height

High

n/a

1.5g

Moderate

2.5g

1.25g

Damage state

However, the TIA analysis found that MPs less than 50 feet
in height are less resistant to seismic forces than SSTs and GTs as
they are more sensitive to loading per design standard and in some
configurations had a lower median capacity (table 4). A critical
component in the seismic analysis is loading—in other words,
how much equipment weight is attached to a tower and at what
height above ground. The fragility for these towers increases with
more mass at the top (B. Lanier, American Tower Corporation,
oral commun., 2016).

Rooftop Towers and Building-Mounted Antennas
Rooftop towers and building-mounted wireless facilities are
more complicated to analyze than free-standing towers. The period
of the antenna mounted on a building would likely be identical
to that of the building. If the antennas were mounted on a sled
or pole above the top of the building, the seismic forces would
be amplified from the building response (although the spectral
acceleration could be less because of the increased period). This
is a similar response to the seismic loads imposed by a parapet.
If the supporting structure is damaged (not collapsed), operations
may continue as designed assuming the associated communication
equipment is intact. Antennas can still work even if they are
dislodged from their building mounts and may only need to be
reoriented in the right direction (R. Altom, Verizon Wireless, oral
commun., 2016).
Recently, concerns have been voiced that many cellular sites
are attached to aging structures that may not meet the seismic
requirements of modern building codes (Applied Technology
Council, 2016). In most cases, the building design values that
could influence the cellular site performance is not available and
an analysis would need to be performed by the original building
engineering design firm (B. Lanier, American Tower Corporation,
written commun., 2019). To illustrate the potential inaccessibility
of antennas and equipment on yellow-tagged and red-tagged
buildings, we use the same median capacities for building damage
listed in table 2 assumed for central offices and data centers.

Cellular Site Equipment
Even if towers and antenna mounting structures remain
intact, locked equipment vaults or huts that are located nearby
can be damaged by earthquake hazards. They contain radio
equipment and are connected to the antennas by a coaxial line

or waveguide. TIA’s TR-14 committee defines standards for
antennas and supporting structures, and the vaults and huts
themselves are governed by local building codes. Yet, as noted
above, no unified standard exists for hardening the equipment
(batteries, components, racks, and electronics) against earthquakes
inside these structures. In the absence of standards, we resort to
illustrating the point by assuming the same median capacity for
unanchored equipment in a central office (at SA of 1.0 second, 5
percent) of 0.7g.

Exposure of Infrastructure to Ground Failure, Fire, and
Aftershock Shaking
GIS methods to map and tally exposure of infrastructure
to HayWired surface rupture, liquefaction, landslides, fire, and
aftershock shaking are adopted from Jones and others’ (this
volume) analyses of multiple lifeline infrastructure systems.

Ground Failure Exposure
Because fiber optic lines and copper lines cross the fault,
damage would depend on the angle and amount of offset at the
crossing. Hazus assumes that fiber optic lines are designed to
have enough elasticity and resilience to bending to accommodate
ground shaking and even moderate amounts of permanent ground
deformations. However, fiber optic lines have been damaged
in recent earthquakes, and carriers and workshop participants
concurred that meters of ground displacement could break fiber
optic lines. We use the results of Jones and others (this volume)
for numbers of fiber optic lines and surface streets (as a proxy
for copper lines) crossing the fault rupture as the subset of lines
exposed to surface slip in the HayWired scenario.
Ground movements from liquefaction and landslide hazards
are indicated by probabilities of occurring in the HayWired
scenario (Jones and others, 2017; McCrink and Perez, 2017).
Table 5 provides the probability ranges used for levels of intensity:
low for nonzero probability less than 5 percent, moderate for
probability at least 5 percent but less than 25 percent, and high
for probability at least 25 percent. The ranges are chosen without
any known relation between the probability of ground failure and
damage to buried telecommunications equipment and lines or
damage to site foundations. High hazard intensity is defined as 25
percent probability or greater because the Hazus software does not
differentiate for probabilities larger than that.
A refinement for the fragility of buried fiber optic line
in liquefaction-susceptible soils is informed by Sakaki and
others (2014). They found damage rates of 3 and 1 percent
Table 5. Liquefaction and landslide probability hazard intensity
ranges for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco
Bay region, California.
[Probability ranges from Jones and others (this volume). %, percent]

Hazard intensity
High liquefaction or landslide hazard
Moderate liquefaction or landslide hazard
Low liquefaction or landslide hazard

Probability range (%)
≥25
5 to <25
>0 to <5
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for old standard fiber optic conduit in weak ground with
90  centimeters per second (cm/s) peak ground velocity (PGV)
and with 30–90 cm/s PGV, respectively. These conditions are
mapped for fiber optic line, although the GeoTel data does not
distinguish between aerial and buried cables.

Fire Exposure
In the HayWired scenario, fire density is measured as the
ratio of the burned building floor area to developed land area in an
approximated fire station primary response area (delineated as a
Voronoi area10) (Jones and others, this volume). Because land area
in suburban tracts tends to be much larger than building area, fire
density ranges in table 6 are small numbers.

Aftershock Exposure
The potential cumulative impact of aftershock shaking on
infrastructure is mapped as an overlay of the number of times that
aftershock shaking meets or exceeds 25 percent of the ground
motion that appears in the design maps of the IBC, a lower bound
for a moderate level of shaking. Further explanation is provided by
Jones and others (this volume).

Collocation of Fiber Optic Lines on Bridges
Fiber optic lines collocated on heavily damaged
California Department of Transportation bridges raises issues
of potential collateral damage and coordination of repairs.
The California Department of Transportation’s bridge impact
assessment is documented in appendix 5 of Jones and others
(this volume). We do not know what precautions have been
taken to protect fiber optic lines that run on bridges in a
medium-high and high potential impact state from HayWired
ground motions. Hart and others (1991) analyzed a fiber optic
line affected by the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake and found
that the armored cable survived a bridge collapse, but fiber
breaks from stress occurred where there were defects in the
glass produced by fabrication or installation.
The California Department of Transportation does not
have a record of infrastructure on its bridges. Using GIS, we
located bridges within 50 meters of fiber optic lines and used
satellite imagery to confirm that 50 meters selected the wider
bridges. Next, we used the imagery to establish whether fiber
optic line was running along the bridge (parallel to the bridge);
bridges that had fiber optic line running under the bridge (for
example, perpendicular to the bridge) were removed.

Functionality of Public Safety Answering Points
The functionality of public safety answering points
(PSAPs) on day one, the first day after the mainshock
earthquake, is estimated using Hazus damage results for the
public safety facilities (for example, fire or police) (D. Bausch,
Federal Emergency Management Agency, written commun.,

10
A Voronoi area is a polygon whose sides are equidistant between the point the
Voronoi area is centered around and any neighboring points. The Voronoi areas
around fire stations are mapped in Scawthorn (2018).

Table 6. Fire hazard thresholds for the HayWired scenario
mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California.
[Thresholds from Jones and others (this volume). Fire density refers to burned
building square footage (Scawthorn, 2018) relative to the developed area
containing the fires.]

Hazard intensity
High fire hazard
Moderate fire hazard
Low fire hazard

Fire density range
≥0.023
0.0085 to <0.023
>0 to <0.0085

2014)11 in the same locations. The functionalities of other
PSAPs with locations not found in the Hazus inventory were
assigned a functionality range using the Hazus results for
public safety facilities that had the closest hazard intensity
profile for shaking and liquefaction.

HayWired Hazard Exposure and Damage Results
Central Offices and Wireless Switch Centers
The results of the HayWired scenario mainshock shaking
damage estimation for central offices are shown in figure 8A.
There are 5 red-tagged central offices that have one to four carriers
in any one central office, such that there are 11 instances of
carriers affected by a red-tagged central office (table 7). There are
9 yellow-tagged central offices involving 22 instances of carriers.
These may be conservative assessments because AT&T reports
that they have strengthened many facilities since the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake (Lifelines Council, 2014), and therefore central
offices could exceed the moderate-code assumption. Even so,
unanchored equipment could turn over at any of the yellow- and
red-tagged sites.
No central offices or wireless switches are found in the
Hayward Fault trace zone of uncertainty. However, figure 8B
depicts potential damage to central offices from liquefaction (and
possible flooding) that may have been unknown at the time of the
original siting of the central office. Three additional central offices,
not shown to be red or yellow tagged from shaking, are located in
high liquefaction probability (25 percent or greater) areas.
Furthermore, figures 8B and 8C show that among the five
potentially red-tagged central offices, four of these offices are also
subjected to a low probability (less than 5 percent) of landslide
initiation, four are in areas with moderate liquefaction probability
(between 5 and 25 percent), and two are exposed to the highest
level of burned building density. Five of the yellow-tagged offices
are also in areas with moderate liquefaction probability.
None of the wireless switching centers are indicated to be
yellow or red tagged, or located in a high probability area for
liquefaction, landslide, or fire; eleven are located in areas with
moderate liquefaction (including four each in San Francisco and
Santa Clara Counties) (fig. 9; table 8). Figures 8D and 9D assign
the maximum level of hazard affecting each central office and
each wireless switching center, respectively.
11
This Hazus run used HayWired mainshock shaking data and default
liquefaction calculations in Hazus.
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Figure 9. Maps showing damage and exposure to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards for wireless switches in the San Francisco Bay
region, California. A, Map of potential building tagging from shaking for wireless switches assuming moderate code (overturning of unanchored
equipment also possible in yellow-tagged and red-tagged buildings). B, Map of wireless switch exposure to ground-failure hazards
(liquefaction and landslide). C, Map of wireless switch exposure to fire following earthquake hazards (represented by fire density level—
burned-building square footage relative to the developed area containing the fires). D, Map of wireless switches affected by maximum level of
men21-7516_fig09
hazard from shaking, ground failure, and fire. White star shows the mainshock epicenter. g, acceleration due to gravity.
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Maximum hazard class provides the number of carriers in central offices and mobile switching centers where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The hazards
considered for this set of columns are shaking damage, landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis; the “low” column counts points
exposed only to low hazards for any hazards present; the “moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least
one high hazard for any hazards present.

1

Building tag level for central offices is determined based on 1.0-second spectral acceleration (5 percent damped). Threshold values are in table 2.

Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
Merced
Monterey
Napa
Sacramento
San Benito
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Yolo

County

Table 7. Counts by county of carriers in central offices that are exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay region, California) and the maximum
hazard exposure level affecting them.
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2

Maximum hazard class provides the number of wireless switches where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The hazards considered for this set of columns are shaking
damage, landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis; the “low” column counts points exposed only to low hazards for any hazards present; the
“moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any hazards present.

1

Building tag level for wireless switches is determined based on 1.0-second spectral acceleration (5 percent damped). Threshold values are in table 2.

Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
Merced
Monterey
Napa
Sacramento
San Benito
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Yolo

County

Table 8. Counts by county of wireless switches that are exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay region, California) and the maximum hazard
exposure level affecting them.

26   The HayWired Earthquake Scenario—Societal Consequences

Data Centers

No data centers are located in the Hayward Fault
trace zone of uncertainty and only one data center is
potentially yellow tagged from HayWired scenario
mainshock shaking assuming it is built to moderate
code (fig. 10A; table 9). Data centers are less exposed
to fire following earthquake in the HayWired scenario;
three are in areas with a moderate density of burned
buildings (fig. 10C). One of these data centers is
located on the east side of the foothills.
A potential hazard for data centers appears to
be liquefiable soils, in San Francisco and Santa Clara
Counties in particular (fig. 10B). Also, data centers are
more exposed to repeated moderate level of shaking
from HayWired scenario aftershocks than central
offices (Jones and others, this volume). Each shaking
incident is not heavy enough for yellow- or red-tag
level of damage, but the cumulative effect of multiple
events is unknown.
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Figure 10. Maps showing damage and exposure to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards for data centers in the San Francisco Bay
region, California. A, Map of potential building tagging from shaking for data centers assuming moderate code (overturning of unanchored
equipment also possible in yellow-tagged and red-tagged buildings). B, Map of data center exposure to ground-failure hazards (liquefaction
and landslide). C, Map of data center exposure to fire following earthquake hazards (represented by fire density level—burned-building
square footage relative to the developed area containing the fires). D, Map of data centers affected by maximum level of hazard from
men21-7516_fig10
shaking, ground failure, and fire. White star shows the mainshock epicenter. g, acceleration due to gravity.

Maximum hazard class provides the number of providers in data centers where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The hazards considered for this set of columns are
shaking damage, landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis; the “low” column counts points exposed only to low hazards for any hazards
present; the “moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any hazards present.

Building tag level for data centers is determined based on 1.0-second spectral acceleration (5 percent damped). Threshold values are in table 2.
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Table 9. Counts by county of providers in data centers that are exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay region, California) and the maximum
hazard exposure level affecting them.

28   The HayWired Earthquake Scenario—Societal Consequences

Cellular Sites
GeoTel data locate thousands of free-standing
cellular sites (SSTs, GTs, and MPs) and rooftop
towers or building-mounted antennas in the San
Francisco Bay region. In urban areas, rooftop towers
and building-mounted antennas tend to outnumber
antennas on towers and monopoles. Table 10 shows
the distribution of supporting structures throughout the
San Francisco Bay region.

Free-Standing Towers
We find that wind load designs for large towers
(SSTs and GTs) resist HayWired mainshock shaking
(fig. 11A), but the structures may not be immune to
liquefaction hazards (table 11; fig. 11B). There are
cellular sites in high liquefaction probability areas on
both sides of San Francisco Bay. Unlike the central
offices, wireless switches, and data centers, several
SSTs or GTs are in moderate landslide probability
areas (fig. 11B), likely a result of siting in hilly areas
(for height). HayWired fire following earthquake
hazards threaten a cluster of SSTs or GTs in the
north Richmond area (fig. 11C). The maximum
level hazard affecting these sites are shown in
figure 11D—any equipment that is not installed
or maintained to survive seismic events could be
vulnerable within a SA (1.0 second, 5 percent) of
0.7g, shown by the pink area.

Table 10. Counts by county of carriers at different types of cellular
sites in the San Francisco Bay region, California.
Self-supporting
Rooftop towers
or guyed
Monopoles
and buildingtowers
mounted antennas
Alameda
40
302
820
Contra Costa
87
201
394
Marin
11
54
92
Merced
52
65
127
Monterey
35
137
168
Napa
11
42
44
Sacramento
45
375
527
San Benito
8
21
26
San Francisco
5
15
268
San Joaquin
56
195
252
San Mateo
23
200
473
Santa Clara
31
403
1,094
Santa Cruz
7
55
63
Solano
28
123
177
Sonoma
15
144
194
Stanislaus
17
190
161
Yolo
15
73
85
County
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Figure 11. Maps showing damage and exposure to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards for self-supporting towers (SST) and
guyed towers (GT) in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Map of potential damage to SSTs and GTs from shaking (overturning
of unanchored equipment also possible in shaded areas). B, Map of SST and GT exposure to ground-failure hazards (liquefaction and
landslide). C, Map of SST and GT exposure to fire following earthquake hazards (represented by fire density level—the burned-building
square footage relative to the developed area containing the fires). D, Map of SST and GT affected by maximum level of hazard from
men21-7516_fig11
shaking, ground failure, and fire. White star shows the mainshock epicenter. g, acceleration due to gravity.
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Maximum hazard class2
None Low Moderate High
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Maximum hazard class provides the number of carriers on SSTs and GTs where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The hazards considered for this set of columns are
shaking damage, landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis; the “low” column counts points exposed only to low hazards for any hazards
present; the “moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any hazards present.

1

Shaking hazard level for SSTs and GTs is determined based on 1.0-second spectral acceleration (5 percent damped). Threshold values are in table 4.
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Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Yolo

County

Table 11. Counts by county of carriers on self-supporting towers (SST) and guyed towers (GT) that are exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay
region, California) and the maximum hazard exposure level affecting them.
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A conservative shaking-damage assessment that
assumes MPs do not adhere to some design standards
(for example, load or distribution of it) is shown
in figure 12A. Clusters of MPs exposed to strong
shaking exist in the Hayward area and near Berkeley
in Alameda County, as well as in southern Sonoma
County adjacent to San Pablo Bay. Liquefaction
and landslide hazards expand the areas for potential
damage to MPs along the margins of San Francisco
Bay and into the region’s foothills (fig. 12B). Exposure
to fire following earthquake overlaps and expands the
conservative MP shaking-damage estimate (fig.  12C).
In all, the maximum hazard level for each MP is
shown in figure 12D and table 12. Any equipment that
is not installed or maintained to survive seismic events
could be vulnerable within a SA (1.0 second,
5 percent) of 0.7g, shown by the pink area.
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Figure 12. Maps showing damage and exposure to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards for monopoles (MPs) in the San Francisco
Bay region, California. A, Map of potential damage to vulnerable MPs from shaking (overturning of unanchored equipment also possible
in shaded areas). B, Map of MP exposure to ground-failure (liquefaction and landslide) hazards. C, Map of MP exposure to fire following
earthquake hazards (represented by fire density level—the burned-building square footage relative to the developed area containing the
fires). D, Map of MPs affected by maximum level of hazard from shaking, ground failure, and fire. White star shows the mainshock epicenter.
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g, acceleration due to gravity.

Shaking hazard level1
Low Moderate High
251
18
33
194
2
5
54
0
0
65
0
0
137
0
0
42
0
0
375
0
0
21
0
0
15
0
0
195
0
0
200
0
0
403
0
0
55
0
0
123
0
0
139
0
5
190
0
0
73
0
0

Liquefaction exposure
None Low Moderate High
99
54
120
29
136
21
42
2
43
1
10
0
65
0
0
0
137
0
0
0
0
42
0
0
375
0
0
0
20
0
1
0
7
3
4
1
195
0
0
0
143
5
33
19
65
238
90
10
55
0
0
0
113
3
7
0
141
3
0
0
190
0
0
0
73
0
0
0
None
143
179
44
65
137
42
375
21
15
195
200
378
55
123
141
190
73

Landslide exposure
Low Moderate High
147
7
5
19
3
0
9
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
None
126
165
50
65
137
42
375
21
15
195
130
204
55
113
144
190
73

Fire exposure
Low Moderate High
105
41
30
33
1
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
0
0
199
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Maximum hazard class2
None Low Moderate High
0
114
107
81
0
149
43
9
0
43
10
1
0
65
0
0
0
137
0
0
0
42
0
0
0
375
0
0
0
20
1
0
0
10
4
1
0
195
0
0
0
148
33
19
0
300
92
11
0
55
0
0
0
116
5
2
0
139
0
5
0
190
0
0
0
73
0
0

2

Maximum hazard class provides the number of carriers on MPs where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The hazards considered for this set of columns are shaking
damage, landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis; the “low” column counts points exposed only to low hazards for any hazards present; the
“moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any hazards present.

1

Shaking hazard level for MPs is determined based on 1.0-second spectral acceleration (5 percent damped). Threshold values are in table 4.

Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
Merced
Monterey
Napa
Sacramento
San Benito
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Yolo

County

Table 12. Counts by county of carriers on monopoles (MPs) that are exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay region, California) and the maximum
hazard exposure level affecting them.

32  
The HayWired Earthquake Scenario—Societal Consequences

Rooftop Towers and Building-Mounted Antennas

A conservative estimate of damages or restricted
access to rooftop towers and building-mounted
antennas and equipment using building damage
estimates (table 13; fig. 13A) aligns with the areas that
were highlighted for potential damages to MPs.
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Figure 13. Maps showing damage and exposure to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards for rooftop towers and building-mounted
antennas in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Map of potential damage to rooftop towers and building-mounted antennas from
shaking (overturning of unanchored equipment also possible in yellow-tagged and red-tagged buildings). B, Map of rooftop tower and
building-mounted antenna exposure to ground-failure (liquefaction and landslide) hazards. C, Map of rooftop tower and building-mounted
antenna exposure to fire following earthquake hazards (represented by fire density level—the burned-building square footage relative to
men21-7516_fig13
the developed area containing the fires). D, Map of rooftop towers and building-mounted antennas affected by maximum level of hazard for
shaking, ground failure, and fire. White star shows the mainshock epicenter. g, acceleration due to gravity.

Building tag level for rooftop towers and building-mounted antennas is determined based on 1.0-second spectral acceleration (5 percent damped). Threshold values are in table 2.

Maximum hazard class provides the number of carriers on rooftop antennas and building-mounted antennas where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The hazards considered for this set of columns are shaking damage, landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis; the “low” column counts points exposed only to
low hazards for any hazards present; the “moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any
hazards present.
2

Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
Merced
Monterey
Napa
Sacramento
San Benito
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Yolo

1

Maximum hazard class2
None Low Moderate High
0
194
383
243
0
242
126
26
0
44
46
2
0
127
0
0
0
168
0
0
0
44
0
0
0
527
0
0
0
26
0
0
0
149
92
27
0
252
0
0
0
250
113
110
0
623
392
79
0
63
0
0
0
163
10
4
0
182
4
8
0
161
0
0
0
85
0
0
Fire exposure
None Low Moderate High
263 317
181
59
258 107
15
14
76
15
0
1
127
0
0
0
168
0
0
0
44
0
0
0
527
0
0
0
26
0
0
0
233
35
0
0
252
0
0
0
191 282
0
0
333 761
0
0
63
0
0
0
164
11
0
2
192
2
0
0
161
0
0
0
85
0
0
0
Landslide exposure
None Low Moderate High
446 370
4
0
343
46
4
1
89
3
0
0
127
0
0
0
168
0
0
0
44
0
0
0
527
0
0
0
26
0
0
0
268
0
0
0
252
0
0
0
470
1
0
2
1,070
22
1
1
63
0
0
0
176
1
0
0
185
2
6
1
161
0
0
0
85
0
0
0
Liquefaction exposure
None Low Moderate High
125 199
408
88
205
68
118
3
36
9
46
1
127
0
0
0
168
0
0
0
41
3
0
0
527
0
0
0
26
0
0
0
67
82
92
27
252
0
0
0
207
45
113
108
74 553
389
78
63
0
0
0
150
14
11
2
187
7
0
0
161
0
0
0
85
0
0
0
Building tag level1
Green tag Yellow tag Red tag
448
229
143
363
15
16
92
0
0
127
0
0
168
0
0
44
0
0
527
0
0
26
0
0
268
0
0
252
0
0
473
0
0
1,092
2
0
63
0
0
177
0
0
183
4
7
161
0
0
85
0
0
County

Table 13. Counts by county of carriers on rooftop towers and building-mounted antennas that are exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay
region, California) and the maximum hazard exposure level affecting them.
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Summary of Cellular Site Damage Assessment
All potential vulnerabilities for cellular sites
are combined in figure 14. The sites are mapped
for the maximum assessment from shaking, ground
movement (liquefaction and landslide), and fire. It
shows concentrations of potential damages from shaking
near the Hayward Fault and the Livermore basin,
from liquefaction around San Francisco Bay margins
and along streams, and from fire spread in Hayward,
northern Richmond, and areas in Napa and Solano
Counties. There are relatively few exposures of cellular
sites to moderate or high landslide probabilities.

Wired Channels
Fiber Optic Lines
Fiber optic lines are mapped against the HayWired
scenario fault rupture, liquefaction and landslide
probabilities, and fire density in figure 15. Jones and
others (this volume) identify 227 incidences of fiber
optic lines crossing the Hayward Fault that could
be affected by slip and 123 of those incidences are
potentially exposed to coseismic slip at the time of the
HayWired mainshock. The lengths of fiber optic line
exposed to the other hazards are: 1,324 kilometers (km)
in areas with liquefaction probability of 25 percent or
greater, 830 km in areas with landslide probability of
25 percent or greater, and 663 km in the most densely
burned areas. In addition, more than three-quarters of the
medium-high or high potential impact bridges appear to
carry fiber optic lines—that is, 37 of 51 high potential
impact bridges and 50 of 60 medium-high potential
impact bridges. Approximately 15 percent of the bridges
in the San Francisco Bay region are estimated to carry
fiber optic lines—meaning that a disproportionate
number of potentially damaged bridges are carrying fiber
optic lines.
Tables 14 and 15 show the hazard exposure
for interoffice and long-haul fiber optic lines across
counties. Notably, most of the landslide exposure
involves interoffice fiber optic lines and occurs in
Alameda and Contra Costa Counties in particular; in
contrast, long-haul fiber optic lines are more exposed
to high liquefaction probability and (or) fire density
in these counties, and are relatively less exposed to
landslides in the region as a whole.
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Figure 14. Map showing combined hazards for all types of cellular sites for the
HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. Each
cellular site is identified based on the highest level of hazard mapped for shaking,
liquefaction and landslide probability, and fire density (burned-building square footage
relative to the developed area containing the fires). White star shows the mainshock
epicenter. g, acceleration due to gravity.
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Figure 15. Maps showing the exposure of fiber optic lines to rupture fault crossings, liquefaction and landslide probability, fire density,
and affected bridges for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Map of fiber optic line exposure
to landslide hazards. B, Map of fiber optic line exposure to liquefaction hazards. C, Map of fiber optic line exposure to fire density hazards
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and fire density). White star shows the mainshock epicenter. cm/s, centimeters per second.
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Table 14. Lengths, in kilometers, of long-haul fiber optic lines, by county, exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco
Bay region, California) and the maximum hazard exposure level affecting each length of line.
[Values in kilometers]

Liquefaction exposure
None Low Moderate High
Alameda
198 233
789
156
Contra Costa
228
20
210
81
Marin
9
7
54
0
Merced
405
0
0
0
Monterey
1,044
0
0
0
Napa
129
<1
27
0
Sacramento
442
0
0
0
San Benito
13
0
0
0
San Francisco
11
1
3
10
San Joaquin
418
0
0
0
San Mateo
43
55
63
7
Santa Clara
123 232
255
6
Santa Cruz
25
<1
0
0
Solano
436
41
94
<1
Sonoma
176
90
<1
0
Stanislaus
251
0
0
0
Yolo
320
0
0
0
County

Landslide exposure
None Low Moderate High
656 691
16
13
399 138
1
<1
65
4
<1
0
405
0
0
0
1,044
0
0
0
154
2
0
0
442
0
0
0
13
0
0
0
24 <1
<1
<1
418
0
0
0
169 <1
0
0
596 19
<1
<1
25
0
0
0
569
2
<1
<1
231 32
4
<1
251
0
0
0
320
0
0
0

Fire exposure
None Low Moderate High
403 538
270
164
340
99
17
83
69
0
0
0
405
0
0
0
1,044
0
0
0
154
2
0
0
442
0
0
0
13
0
0
0
16
9
0
0
418
0
0
0
54 115
0
0
372 244
0
0
25
0
0
0
552
12
0
7
258
9
0
0
251
0
0
0
320
0
0
0

Maximum hazard class1
None Low Moderate High
111 228
707
329
111 97
175
156
8
8
54
0
405
0
0
0
1,044
0
0
0
124
5
27
0
442
0
0
0
13
0
0
0
4
8
3
10
418
0
0
0
19 79
63
7
120 235
254
7
25 <1
0
0
424 52
88
7
150 113
5
<1
251
0
0
0
320
0
0
0

1
Maximum hazard class provides the length of long-haul fiber optic lines where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header.
The hazards considered for this set of columns are landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the
analysis; the “low” column counts points exposed only to low hazards for any hazards present; the “moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate
hazard for any hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any hazards present.

Table 15. Lengths, in kilometers, of interoffice fiber optic lines, by county, exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay
region, California) and the maximum hazard exposure level affecting each length of line.
[Values in kilometers]

Liquefaction exposure
None Low Moderate High
Alameda
3,085 1,237
2,811
356
Contra Costa 10,811 1,058
1,391
89
Marin
622
77
309
6
Merced
962
0
0
0
Monterey
1,953
0
0
0
Napa
280
6
3
0
Sacramento
4,671
0
0
0
San Benito
578
0
<1
0
San Francisco
542
331
385
129
San Joaquin
2,078
0
<1
0
San Mateo
1,027
236
786
299
Santa Clara
367 2,926
1,407
182
Santa Cruz
1,523
<1
0
0
Solano
951
60
41
3
Sonoma
1,078
1
<1
0
Stanislaus
1,326
0
0
0
Yolo
954
0
0
0
County

Landslide exposure
None Low Moderate High
3,111 3,409
391
579
11,250 1,764
142
193
937
39
10
28
962
0
0
0
1,953
0
0
0
288
<1
<1
<1
4,671
0
0
0
578
0
0
0
1,386
<1
<1
<1
2,078
0
0
0
2,333
16
<1
<1
4,765
107
3
6
1,506
8
1
8
1,052
3
<1
<1
1,068
9
<1
1
1,326
0
0
0
954
0
0
0

None
4,331
12,374
733
962
1,953
285
4,671
578
1,124
2,078
762
1,694
1,523
969
1,048
1,326
954

Fire exposure
Low Moderate High
1,642 1,181
336
837
103
35
262
0
19
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
263
0
0
0
0
0
1,587
0
0
3,188
0
0
0
0
0
68
0
19
32
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Maximum hazard class1
None Low Moderate High
568 2,421
3,235
1,265
8,546 2,927
1,558
317
477
168
316
53
962
0
0
0
1,953
0
0
0
276
9
3
<1
4,671
0
0
0
578
0
<1
0
375
498
385
129
2,078
0
<1
0
462
802
786
300
300 2,985
1,409
187
1,505
8
1
8
881
117
37
21
1,035
42
1
1
1,326
0
0
0
954
0
0
0

1
Maximum hazard class provides the length of interoffice fiber optic lines where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The
hazards considered for this set of columns are landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis;
the “low” column counts points exposed only to low hazards for any hazards present; the “moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any
hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any hazards present.
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Applying PGV thresholds for damage rates for old standard
fiber optic lines in weak ground (indicated by liquefaction
probability), figure 16 maps the lines, which if old, could be more
susceptible to damage than newer lines (Sakaki and others, 2014).

than 90 cm/s and liquefaction hazard is moderate (between
5 and 25 percent probability) (bright yellow lines).

Copper Pair and Coaxial Lines

• Higher damage rates (for example, 3 percent) for old lines
are potentially in areas with PGV greater than 90 cm/s and
25 percent or greater probability of liquefaction (red fiber
optic lines) and are in a few spots in Contra Costa and
Alameda Counties near the bay margins and streams.
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Where there are surface streets, copper pair and coaxial lines
may also be present. Figure 17 and table 16 show the exposure
of surface streets to ground movement from fault rupture,
liquefaction, and (or) landslides for the HayWired mainshock.
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Figure 16. Map of the San Francisco Bay region, California, showing fiber optic
line running through HayWired scenario mainshock shaking and liquefaction
hazards above thresholds for failure rates for old conduit. Thresholds from Sakaki
and others (2014). Thresholds for peak ground velocity are in centimeters per
second (cm/s) and liquefaction exposure is given as a percentage. White star
shows the mainshock epicenter.

Table 17 presents results for
functionality of facilities hosting public
safety answering points (PSAPs) on day
one, the first day after the mainshock
earthquake. Facilities in Alameda, Contra
Costa and Santa Clara Counties have less
than 25 percent functionality on day one
and as much as 42 percent of Alameda
County facilities fall within this low
level of functionality. Contra Costa and
Alameda Counties do not have any PSAP
facilities with more than 75 percent
functionality on day one. Some of these
facilities are located in high probability liquefaction areas: one in Alameda
County and four in San Mateo County. In
addition, four facilities that host PSAPs
are in the most densely burned building
areas in Alameda County.
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Figure 17. Maps showing the exposure of surface streets (a proxy for copper and coaxial lines) to liquefaction and landslide probability, fire
density, and the maximum hazard exposure for all mapped hazards for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region,
California. A, Map of surface street exposure to landslide hazards. B, Map of surface street exposure to liquefaction hazards. C, Map of
surface street exposure to fire density hazards (defined as the burned-building square footage relative to the developed area containing the
fires). D, Map of surface street exposure relative to multiple HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (landslide, liquefaction, and fire density).
men21-7516_fig17
White star shows the mainshock epicenter. cm/s, centimeters per second.
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Table 16. Lengths, in kilometers, of surface streets, by county, exposed to HayWired scenario mainshock hazards (San Francisco Bay
region, California) and the maximum hazard exposure level affecting each route.
Liquefaction exposure
None Low Moderate High
Alameda
2,114 1,048
3,061
720
Contra Costa 3,140
961
1,698
79
Marin
1,830
217
437
20
Merced
4,328
0
0
0
Monterey
4,405
0
0
0
Napa
1,208
35
18
0
Sacramento
7,879
0
0
0
San Benito
805
<1
<1
0
San Francisco 866
550
169
128
San Joaquin 5,181
0
<1
0
San Mateo
2,153
227
879
420
Santa Clara
2,515 4,936
1,417
138
Santa Cruz
2,274
0
0
0
Solano
2,773
177
157
18
Sonoma
4,808
38
0
0
Stanislaus
4,291
0
0
0
Yolo
1,913
0
0
0
County

Landslide exposure
None Low Moderate High
3,404 3,293
138
109
5,270
570
23
15
2,302
121
21
58
4,328
0
0
0
4,405
0
0
0
1,259
2
<1
<1
7,879
0
0
0
805
0
0
0
1,710
2
<1
<1
5,181
0
0
0
3,649
20
3
7
8,519
372
40
75
2,256
9
1
7
3,123
2
<1
<1
4
4,809
27
6
4,291
0
0
0
1,913
0
0
0

None
2,677
4,062
1,951
4,328
4,405
1,235
7,879
805
1,248
5,181
1,890
4,853
2,274
2,761
4,773
4,291
1,913

Fire exposure
Low Moderate
2,121
1,628
1,459
255
503
0
0
0
0
0
27
0
0
0
0
0
465
0
0
0
1,789
0
4,153
0
0
0
258
0
74
0
0
0
0
0

High
518
102
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
107
0
0
0

Maximum hazard class1
None Low Moderate High
420 1,830
3,356
1,338
1,977 1,882
1,822
197
1,381
550
445
128
4,328
0
0
0
4,405
0
0
0
1,182
60
19
<1
7,879
0
0
0
805
<1
<1
0
594
821
170
128
5,181
0
<1
0
1,369 1,001
881
428
1,994 5,345
1,455
212
2,256
9
1
7
2,491
391
130
113
4,710 127
6
4
4,291
0
0
0
1,913
0
0
0

Maximum hazard class provides the length of surface streets where the maximum hazard exposure level corresponds to the class in the column header. The hazards
considered for this set of columns are landslide, liquefaction, and fire. The “none” column counts points not exposed to any of the hazards included in the analysis; the
“low” column counts points exposed only to low hazards for any hazards present; the “moderate” column counts points exposed to at least one moderate hazard for any
hazards present; and the “high” column counts points exposed to at least one high hazard for any hazards present.
1

Table 17. Functionality on day one (the first day after the HayWired earthquake scenario mainshock in
the San Francisco Bay region, California) of facilities located with public safety answering points (PSAPs)
according to Hazus analysis of mainshock shaking and default liquefaction (no groundwater adjustment)
at collocated police and fire facilities.
[Data from D. Bausch, Federal Emergency Management Agency, written commun., 2014. PSAPs in alternative locations
were assigned a status from the facility with the closest shaking and liquefaction hazard profile. %, percent]

County
Alameda
Contra Costa
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara

<25%
8
2
0
0
1

Functionality
25–50%
50–75%
10
1
3
6
1
2
4
7
4
5

Exposure to Aftershock Shaking
Aftershocks, which are by definition a smaller magnitude
earthquake than the mainshock, can produce shaking intensities
greater than the mainshock in localized areas near the aftershock
epicenter. There are a few areas where this is the case in the
HayWired aftershock sequence (Seligson and others, 2018). We
find that the shaking of each aftershock is not intense enough
to impair the function of uncompromised central offices, data
centers, and unanchored equipment but the cumulative effects
are unknown. An area that is hit most often by aftershocks in the
HayWired scenario straddles the cities of Menlo Park, Palo Alto,
Mountain View, and Sunnyvale in San Mateo and Santa Clara
Counties. It also illustrates a case of a cellular tower and fiber
optic lines that are exposed to 25 percent or greater probability of

>75%
0
0
1
2
3

Percent of facilities with PSAPs that
are less than 25% functional
42%
18%
0%
0%
8%

liquefaction from the mainshock, where liquefaction could repeat
multiple times owing to multiple aftershock events (fig. 18).

Voice and Data Service Restoration
When discussing disaster scenarios, people commonly ask
whether phone and internet service will continue working in
the aftermath. This sounds like a simple enough question, but a
response is very complicated. The physical network of equipment
and wired and wireless connections can be mapped (like a
roadway system), but the information flows are more difficult to
follow (like the routes that cars take). The Applied Technology
Council notes that “[w]hile there are performance standards for
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Figure 18. Map showing HayWired scenario mainshock impacts from all hazards (ground shaking, liquefaction, landslide, and fire
following earthquake) to telecommunications infrastructure compared to exposure to aftershock shaking in San Mateo and Santa
Clara Counties.

individual components of communication systems up to the
level of a data center, there appear to be no simulation tools that
estimate the influence of design choices and recovery strategies,
provide resources for overall lifeline performance, or predict the
likely recovery timeline” (Applied Technology Council, 2016).
The capability to model stresses on physical infrastructure and
effects on information flow is a topic that some researchers are
pursuing (V. Krishnamurthy, University of Pittsburgh, written
commun., 2021).
In our simple model of service restoration, voice and data
are treated as one because they have become indistinguishable

men21-7516_fig18

(for example, cellular data is used for broadband and some
voice calls, and Wi-Fi can now be used for voice telephony).
Service restoration is defined as the percentage of voice and
data services demanded that can be served.12 Demand served
is a product of telecommunications network functionality and
the volume of demand for voice and data services. Network
capacity after an earthquake is the residual capacity after
12
This concept of demand served differs from other measures of network
reliability and availability (for example, see Applied Technology Council,
2016) that focus on the performance of the networks.
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damage to infrastructure. Network functionality may be
further compromised by power outages. Conversely, network
functionality may be augmented by resilience measures. For
example, decoupling dependence of equipment on electric
power by using backup power options increases uptime and
reestablishing network capacity can be hastened by truck
deliveries of portable equipment, including gensets, cells on
wheels (COWs), cells on light trucks (COLTs), and microwave
links. On the other hand, demand surge from increased
communication and information seeking after a disaster
congests and degrades network performance such that managing
user behavior could improve the demand served.
We proceed by first compiling available information about
landline, mobile phone, and internet network functionalities
and service restoration times after recent disasters. Next, for the
HayWired scenario, we analyze a base case of demand served over
time by county that incorporates
• physical damage (informed by infrastructure hazard
exposure and damage from the previous section),
• demand surge (informed by available data from prior
disasters), and
• complete dependence on electric power restoration
(described in appendix 3 of Jones and others, this volume).
Next, we sequentially add the effects of
• permanent backup battery and generator power sources,
• capabilities for trucks to deliver portable equipment (at the
same rate as truck arrival after Hurricane Sandy), and
• managing user behavior to reduce congestion.
These cases illustrate the effects of various resilience measures
on demand served and are used in an analysis of macroeconomic
impacts of voice and data service disruptions (Sue Wing and
others, this volume).

Voice and Data Service Restoration After Disasters
Reports on recent international earthquakes and U.S.
hurricanes provide reference points for phone and internet
service restoration.

Service Restoration after Earthquakes
After recent earthquakes, the bulk of voice and data
services have been reported as restored to normal on the order
of days to weeks. There are some discrepancies among reported
infrastructure restoration, “back to normal” services, and user
experience with phone and internet services. For example,
services may be said to have returned to normal, but not
necessarily to original levels of functionality (if people left the
area) or consistent with users’ experiences.
• After the 2010 Maule earthquake in Chile,
communications were reported as returned to normal

within 7 days (Tang and others, 2011), but data collected
by Krishnamurthy and others (2016) convey that after
one week:
• Landline service was about 80 percent and mobile
service was about 50 percent restored in the Biobío
region.
• Landline service was about 95 percent and mobile
service was about 75 percent restored in the Maule
region.
• The slower infrastructure restoration in the Biobío
region reflected more damage from shaking in a
more populated and developed area than in the
Maule region. Also, in the Maule region there was
more extensive use of portable diesel generators
(gensets) and COWs.
• After the 2010 Darfield (New Zealand) earthquake,
communication systems were reported as back to
normal after 3 days (Tang and others, 2014).
• After the more impactful 2011 Christchurch (New
Zealand) earthquake, communications were considered
back to normal after 9 days. Compared to the Darfield
earthquake, the longer restoration time was dictated
by a longer electric power restoration time (Tang and
others, 2014). From the perspective of people working
from home, reliable service took longer.
• Telephone services were disrupted for 13 and 3.4
percent of the staff working from home after 1 week
and 3 weeks, respectively.
• Internet services slightly lagged behind telephone
service—17 and 6 percent of staff reported internet
disruptions after 1 week and 3 weeks, respectively.
• Telephone, power, and internet services were reliable
for all customers within 2 months (Donnelly and
Proctor-Thomson, 2013).
• After the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in Japan,
pre-earthquake mobile and landline telecommunications
infrastructure were restored within 14 to 17 days, except
for mobile facilities whose base stations were destroyed
(Krishnamurthy and others, 2016).
• After the 2015 Kumamoto earthquake, the recovery
of cellular sites was a little bit slower than previous
M6 earthquakes in Japan because of difficult access to
some areas and aftershocks (Tang and Eidinger, 2017):
• About 85 percent of the cellular sites were restored
within 4 days after the mainshock.
• 99 percent of normal operations were recovered within
12 days.
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Service Restoration after Hurricanes
After Hurricane Katrina, an event with centralized (rather
than distributed) damage, cellular telephony service was almost
fully operational after 1 week along the Gulf Coast and partially
operational in New Orleans and Plaquemines Parish; the diversity
and flexibility of mobile networks and priority to restore them
outstripped the restoration of PSTN networks (Kwasinski and
others, 2006).
After Hurricane Sandy, the number of cellular site outages
decreased from 25 percent to 19 percent over the course of the
first day, and steadily improved over the next few days, except
for isolated outages that lingered where electric power remained
unavailable and where the storm caused more widespread damage
(Davidson and Santorelli, 2012). The Communications Sector
Coordinating Council (CSCC) reported that Verizon was operating
at 94 percent capacity immediately after Hurricane Sandy and at
99 percent capacity 5 days later (T. Serio, Verizon Wireless, oral
commun., 2014).
As for internet services after Hurricane Sandy, 10 percent
of the network in metropolitan areas was offline (Davidson and
Santorelli, 2012). Flood damage to data centers and service
providers (including InterNAP) resulted in unavailable websites
and online services for almost a week (Davidson and Santorelli,
2012). Heidemann and others (2013) pinged networks for
responses and detected a doubling of baseline U.S. internet
outages when the hurricane made landfall. They traced the sources
of the outages to the States of New York and New Jersey and
found that it took about 4 days to recover to normal performance
levels. Overall, it appears that most services after Hurricane Sandy
were restored within a week except for isolated cases of internet
and phone outages, which lasted for months (Smith, 2013).

Simple Model of Voice and Data Demand Served
A simple model of voice and data service restoration begins
with a base case. This worst case illustrates a lower bound for
service restoration for counties in the San Francisco Bay region,
and we subsequently build in various resilience capabilities.

Base Case: Residual Capacity, Power Outages,
Demand Surge
The base case assumes that demand served is constrained by
residual network capacity, is fully dependent on and follows the
restoration of electric power, and is degraded by congestion caused
by a surge in demand for voice and data services. We develop
assumptions for each of these factors and combine the effects into
estimates of demand served over time.

Residual Network Capacity
After an earthquake, residual capacity is the percentage
of pre-earthquake network capacity remaining after physical
damage. The convergence of the voice (landline and cellular)
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and data (internet, cloud, VoIP, and so on) networks makes it
difficult to identify the total capacity of the networks because
they cannot be isolated as single components of a particular
carrier’s system owing to interoperability. In addition, network
design has diversity as well as controls that help to reduce
loss of information flow when parts of the physical system are
compromised (sidebar 3). On the other hand, networks may
have single points of failure, both well known and hidden, that
could cause widespread outages during and after hazard events
(Applied Technology Council, 2016) (sidebar 4). However, the
largest single point of failure would likely manifest from failure
of the electric power grid, which is addressed below in the
context of power dependency.

Sidebar 3—Examples of Resilient
Network Design
• Central office operations can be diverted and performed
at other central offices that have circuits available (for
example, Davidson and Santorelli, 2012).
• Subscribers may be covered by multiple cellular service
areas; cell coverage overlaps to enable the signal to be
handed over as the user moves from one area to another
without a disruption in service. This means that a
cellular site can be lost without affecting coverage in an
overlapping area, but cellular data speeds may be slowed
from the loss of capacity, and fewer customers may be
able to make calls at the same time (R. Altom, Verizon
Wireless, oral commun., 2016).
• Carriers build in redundant entry points to self-healing
fiber ring networks that might help in the case where fiber
optic lines cross a fault multiple times.
• Path diversity is built into the system via independent
connections to a network backbone. Wireless networks
can serve as backup for broken lines (Applied Technology
Council, 2016).
• Data centers use data replication and failover to preserve
data and access to it—the process of transferring
operational control of a corporation within seconds to a
remote location (for example, Perry 2016). Many service
providers have data centers outside of the region and
access to data can be transferred to them, although with
some increased latency (M. Thompson, Argonne National
Labs, oral commun., 2017).
• The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), one of the
primary communications protocols used on the internet,
is designed as an end-to-end protocol, meaning that it
attempts to guarantee message delivery from sender to
receiver despite changes or outages in the intervening
network nodes. This protocol allows networks that use
TCP to be highly resistant to failures, albeit slower, when
multiple paths from sender to receiver exist.
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Sidebar 4—Examples of Single Points
of Failure for Parts of a Network
• Because of the process known as traffic grooming, carriers
may inadvertently route circuits that were meant to be
geographically diverse through the same physical line.
• Transmission Control Protocol data flow has the potential
to fail if a concentration of high-capacity routes between
a particular sender and receiver become unavailable
(Thompson and Evans, 2016).
• Possible critical points of failure for the internet include
single fiber optic line cuts (in the absence of diversity)
(Thompson and Evans, 2016) and disruption to internet
exchange points that house important connections
(Murphy, 2015).
• For cellular networks, damage to wired or wireless
backhaul feeding a macrocell site (or cluster of sites) is
a potential single point of failure for the site or cluster,
unless the site or cluster has a redundant wired or
wireless backhaul connection.
• During Hurricane Katrina, wireless services were
affected by public switched telephone network failure
because it was the backbone for many of the networks
(Kwasinski and others, 2006).
• Damage to a single site shared by multiple carriers
(known as colocation facilities) could put a large
number of customers on different carriers out of service.
• Customers could be out of service because of failures in
their distribution networks13 (last mile) with no alternative
connection to the backbone network or from being directly
connected to a central office that fails.

Estimate of Residual Network Capacity After the HayWired
Mainshock
Without tools to estimate network capacity, we first elicited
industry expert consensus about the residual capacity of the
networks after the HayWired mainshock. In a workshop, industry
experts postulated residual network capacity as a function of
shaking intensity (table 18). For each county, we calculated the
average Modified Mercalli Index (MMI) score affecting the
county and assigned the residual capacity from table 18.
To include the effects of multiple hazards (such as
liquefaction as well as shaking), we developed a second approach
to assign capacity reductions to facilities and channels and
combine them into a representation of network capacity. We
13
Last-mile wired connections are primarily copper twisted pairs (for voice, digital
subscriber line, and legacy data services), coaxial (for cable television), and fiber (for
cable television, business data services, cellular backhaul, and internet access).

Table 18. Average industry estimate of likely residual network
capacity caused by earthquake damage (listed by shaking intensity).
[MMI, Modified Mercalli Intensity; %, percent]

Network capacity
after the earthquake

MMI VII
Very strong
shaking

MMI VIII
Severe
shaking

MMI IX or X
Violent or
extreme shaking

80%

70%

50%

consider that a user of the networks requires an exchange type
of facility (like a data center, central office, or mobile switching
center), a local channel (like a cellular tower or fiber optic or
copper line), and a long-haul channel (like long-haul fiber optic
line). Because of resilience in the networks, we assume that
residual capacity is governed by the average residual capacities of
each type of requirement.
Our HayWired scenario mainshock damage analysis provides
estimates for numbers of extensive (for example, yellow-tagged
building) or complete (for example, red-tagged building) damage
to central offices, data centers, and three types of cellular sites. For
the estimation of capacity losses, we assumed that red-tag damage
corresponds to 100 percent loss of equipment capacity and yellowtag damage represents a loss of 22 percent of equipment capacity.14
Our liquefaction and landslide exposure analyses yield numbers
of facilities and lengths of interoffice and long-haul fiber that are
exposed to the probability of these ground failures. The capacity
loss from ground-failure hazards is assumed to be functionally
consistent with the probability range as follows.
• 30 percent capacity loss for 25 percent and greater chance
of ground failure,
• 15 percent capacity loss for between 5 and 25 percent
chance of ground failure, and
• 2.5 percent capacity loss for 0.1 to 5 percent chance of
ground failure.
For each county, each infrastructure capacity loss from
each earthquake hazard is summed and capped at 100 percent
capacity loss (for example, if complete damage from shaking and
30 percent probability of ground failure coincide). In table 19, we
show that the largest exchange-type capacity loss estimate is for
central offices in Alameda and Contra Costa Counties and for data
centers in San Francisco, San Mateo, and Santa Clara Counties.
The largest capacity loss estimate for transmission channels is
cellular sites on buildings in all counties, but only 2 percent above
capacity loss estimates for interoffice fiber in most counties, except
in the more heavily affected Alameda and Contra Costa Counties.
We make a very high-level calculation of residual network
capacity for each county from the product of:
• the average percentage of residual capacity of central
offices and data centers;
14
A range of functionality coincides with extensive damage. The 22 percent value
derives from an estimate of average functionality of yellow-tagged buildings after
the 2014 South Napa earthquake by one of the authors, K.A. Porter.
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Table 19. Estimates of residual capacity of facilities and transmission channels after the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San
Francisco Bay region, California, using damage and ground-failure probability functionality assumptions.
[Values are percentages]

County
Alameda
Contra Costa
Marin
Merced
Monterey
Napa
Sacramento
San Benito
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Yolo

Data
center
88
96
100
100
100
100
100
100
91
100
88
92
100
100
100
100
100

Central
office
65
90
93
100
100
99
100
100
92
100
90
96
100
98
100
100
100

Self-supporting or
guyed towers
93
92
96
100
100
100
100
100
97
100
97
97
100
99
100
100
100

• the average percentage of residual capacity of cellular sites
and interoffice connections; and
• the percentage of residual capacity of long-haul fiber
optic lines.
In table 20, we compare the results of these calculations with
industry estimates. The differences between the two pertain to: (1)
the inclusion of ground failure that lowers residual capacity in San
Francisco and San Mateo Counties where the shaking hazard is
relatively less intense than liquefaction hazards, and (2) industry
consensus on residual capacity for shaking levels (MMI) is lower
than using the reduced capacity calculation described above
(notably in Contra Costa and Santa Clara Counties). We carry
forward our residual capacity estimate because they are in the
same ballpark as the industry estimates and they are differentiated
by liquefaction and landslide as well as shaking hazards.

Dependence on Electric Power Restoration
Power outages were the primary reason for telecommunications capacity loss and service interruption after the
2011 Christchurch (New Zealand) earthquake, many other
major earthquakes around the world (Schiff, 1995, p. 155;
Tang and others, 2014; Krishnamurthy and others, 2016; Tang
and Eidinger, 2017), and hurricanes (Kwasinski and others,
2006; Davidson and Santorelli, 2012). After both the 2011
Mw  9.0 Tohoku (Japan) earthquake and the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule
(Chile) earthquake, power outages and lack of permanent
onsite generators (exacerbated by theft) were the most common
failure modes, more common than damaged infrastructure and

Monopoles
76
93
96
100
100
100
100
99
94
100
95
94
100
99
96
100
100

Cellular sites
on buildings
64
90
92
100
100
100
100
100
91
100
89
91
100
99
95
100
100

Long-haul fiber
optic line
86
89
88
100
100
97
100
100
86
100
92
92
100
97
99
100
100

Interoffice fiber
optic line
88
97
94
100
100
100
100
100
92
100
91
93
100
99
100
100
100

Table 20. Estimates of residual network capacity after the HayWired
scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California,
using the high-level calculation based on all earthquake hazards and
industry consensus based on shaking (MMI level).
[Values are percentages. MMI, Modified Mercalli Intensity]

Residual network capacity
County

As a product of exchanges
and channel capacities

From MMI-based
industry consensus

Alameda

53

50

Contra Costa

77

60

80

70

Merced

Marin

100

80

Monterey

100

95

97

80

Sacramento

100

100

San Benito

100

80

Napa

74

95

San Joaquin

San Francisco

100

95

San Mateo

76

95

Santa Clara

81

60

Santa Cruz

100

80

Solano

96

95

Sonoma

97

95

Stanislaus

100

100

Yolo

100

100
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batteries, antenna misalignment, and isolation due to failed links
caused by repeater damage and severed fiber optic lines (Krishnamurthy and others, 2016). Another issue for large facilities is
that power for air conditioning equipment is backed up by diesel
generators only (not batteries), so it is possible for sites to experience outages during disasters because of thermal issues even
when telecommunications batteries still have remaining charge
(Kwasinski, 2010). Thermal inertia may cause a site to increase
its temperature from around 18 to 55 degrees Celsius in about
5 or 6 hours, though the time could be stretched to 8 hours by
using fans or shutting down less critical services to reduce the
heat sources (A. Kwasinski, University of Pittsburgh, written
commun., 2020).

Estimate of Network Capacity Dependent on Electric Power
Restoration
We model the dependence of network functionality on
electric power restoration as manifesting in two ways. First,
functional equipment needs electric power to operate, and
second, the repair of damaged telecommunications equipment is
paced by electric power restoration—if the power company can
get in to restore power, then the telecommunications industry can
follow within a few days depending on the severity of damage
(for example, Krishnamurthy and others, 2016). Figure 19 shows
the dependence of a telecommunications pole repair on a power
pole repair.
For the HayWired scenario, Hazus electric power restoration
results are published in appendix 3 of Jones and others (this
volume). Figure 20 displays the electric power restoration curves
during the first month for the nine counties adjacent to San
Francisco Bay. The restoration is not necessarily as smooth as
depicted. For example, after the South Napa earthquake, most
power was on, but then a few hours later it was all off because
the Pacific Gas and Electric utility turned off power until they
cleared areas from threats from gas leaks. As areas were cleared
for gas leaks, power was restored. Consequently, although
telecommunications networks were otherwise working, when
power went down, communication disruptions increased.
We assume that restoration of telecommunications lags
behind electric power restoration, in a manner similar to
the findings of Krishnamurthy and others (2016) after the
Maule (Chile) earthquake. That is, approximately a 2-day
lag behind power restoration in the harder-hit Biobío region
and approximately a 1-day lag in the Maule region. For the
HayWired scenario, we apply a 2-day lag in the hardest hit
county (Alameda); a 1-day lag in other counties that touch
San Francisco Bay (Contra Costa, Marin, Santa Clara, San
Francisco, San Mateo, Solano, and Sonoma), and a 0-day lag
in the remaining and least affected counties. After 1 month,
we assume that the cumulative restoration of power and
voice and data services are the same. As a reference point,
for people working at home in Christchurch 20 days after the
2011 M6.3 earthquake, the average percentages of phone and
internet service restoration equaled power service restoration
percentages (Donnelly and Proctor-Thomson, 2013).

Figure 19. Photographs showing repair dependence between
telecommunications and electrical power poles. After the 2014 South
Napa, California, earthquake, a wooden telecommunications pole was
observed to have been quickly repaired with a 2×6 support and tied
to the adjacent power pole. A, Photograph of full pole with repair. B,
men21-7516_fig19
Close-up view of wooden support repair. Photographs by A. Tang, L&T
Consultant, October 20, 2015, used with permission.
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Figure 20. Line graph showing the electric power restoration curve by county for the HayWired scenario
mainshock in the nine counties adjacent to San Francisco Bay, California. From Jones and others (this volume).

Service Degradation from Demand Surge
In the aftermath of a significant earthquake, large numbers
of users will try to use the telecommunications network
simultaneously for voice calls and text messaging, causing
congestion (Bark, 2011). People call more in a disaster compared
to their usual use of voice, text, and social media (Satoh and
others, 2018). Even moderate earthquakes in California (for
example, 2007 Alum Rock, 2008 Chino Hills, and 2014 South
Napa) resulted in outages of cellular networks when people
reacting to the earthquakes flooded the system with calls (for
example, Xia and Lin, 2015).
Congestion arises because the telecommunications network
is designed with the presumption that only a fraction of the
subscribers will simultaneously try to make calls at any given time,
such as a normal peak demand from 8 percent of customers. The
networks are clogged further by people retrying when they cannot
get through and concerned friends and relatives around the world
attempting to communicate with residents in the affected areas.
Users with smartphones capable of recording high-resolution
photographs and video that upload large files to social media sites
or streaming news video could also contribute to heavy loads on
cellular and temporary Wi-Fi networks. As available bandwidth
goes down overall, the efficiency drops because the number of
collisions increases (for example, data packets that collide must be
retransmitted)—thus creating more traffic.
men21-7516_fig20

We used reports on recent disasters and industry input to
inform our estimate of the surge in demand for information
and communication services. Tang and others (2014)
document that call volume after the daytime February 2011
earthquake in Christchurch, New Zealand, was nearly 10
times above normal at peak (and 4 to 5 times more than the
call volume after the nighttime September 2010 Canterbury
earthquake). After the Tohoku earthquake (Japan), a mobile
provider reported that outgoing and incoming calls increased
by 60 and 40 times soon after in the devastated area (Ministry
of Internal Affairs and Communications [Japan], 2011). In
New York City after 9/11, call demand was observed to be 13
times the demand the day before and 92 percent of cellular
call attempts were initially blocked. The average blocked call
rate of 75 percent for the day indicated a decline in demand
surge with time (O’Rourke and others, 2003). Furthermore,
the demand surge and call block rate declined with distance
from the center of the 9/11 disaster. Similarly, Jia and others
(2017) detected text messaging application usage spikes after
the 2013 Ya’an (China) earthquake and found that the spikes
were lower in areas with lower shaking intensities and usage
declined with time.
Internet bandwidth usage after earthquakes has been
observed to initially and briefly drop off and then increase
beyond normal use. After the 2014 Mw 6.0 South Napa
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(California) earthquake, normal internet usage dropped off for
18 minutes in affected Napa and Sonoma Counties (especially
those on desktops, likely because of power outages) and then
returned to just above 100 percent of normal demand. Internet
usage increased as much as 3 times elsewhere in the San
Francisco Bay region in the middle of the night (Kamprath,
2014). Similarly, after the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami,
20 percent of Japan’s total internet traffic dropped immediately
because of power outages, followed by a spike in traffic, and
most bandwidth was filled by people streaming video (for
example, looking at news) (for example, Fukuda and others,
2011). Packet traffic was measured to increase by about 4
times as much as the previous week and 85 percent of emails
were delayed, but 90 percent were delivered within 80 minutes
(Internet and Television Association, 2012). Likewise, internet
traffic increased during and after Hurricane Sandy because of
increased video streaming, telecommuting, and searches for
recovery news (Davidson and Santorelli, 2012).

Estimate of Demand Surge After the HayWired Mainshock
For the HayWired scenario mainshock, industry experts
posited the fraction of demand surge that could be met by
pre-earthquake network capacity in areas affected by MMI
IX and X shaking over time (see fourth column of table 21).
The worst case of only 10 percent of demand surge served by
pre-earthquake network capacity is in the realm of previous
observations. To mimic the findings of lower demand surge in
less affected areas, we scale the fraction that could be met for
MMI IX and X areas by 1.5 and for MMI VIII and VII by 2;
the resulting demand surge fractions are shown in table 21.

Demand Served Restoration Estimation Method: Base Case
The base case for demand served in each county is
constructed using the following steps.
1.

Immediately after the earthquake, network capacity is
reduced to residual network capacity because of damage to
infrastructure (as explained above).

2.

The residual network capacity is supplied with power in
proportion to power restoration for each county. That is, we
multiply the residual capacity (table 19) by the percentage of
customers with power at time 0 (fig. 20).

3.

The effect of demand surge is imposed by multiplying the
residual capacity (step 2) by the fraction of demand surge
that can be met by pre-earthquake network capacity.

4.

Over time, network functionality is restored after electric
power is restored with the assigned time lags for each
county. The effect of demand surge also drops off over time
according to table 21.

5.

After 1 month, there are no effects of demand surge and
network capacity is restored on the same day as power in
all counties.

Table 21. Fraction of demand surge that could be served by preearthquake network capacity after the HayWired scenario mainshock
in the San Francisco Bay region, California, by shaking intensity.
[Values are percentages. MMI, Modified Mercalli Intensity]

Impact resulting from
user behavior
Soon after the earthquake

MMI VII: MMI VIII:
Very strong Severe
shaking
shaking

MMI IX or
X: Violent or
extreme shaking

20

15

10

1 day later

100

75

50

1 week later

100

100

95

1 month later

100

100

100

Resilience Case of Permanent Backup Power
Permanent (or fixed) backup power provides critical
protection from electric power outages. During commercial power
outages, switching facilities, data centers, and cell towers rely
on the delivery of diesel fuel by truck to keep backup generators
running (Applied Technology Council, 2016). Necessary
assumptions for this resilience case are the prevalence of backup
batteries and generators; the availability of backup power at the
time of need; the length of time that backup power lasts; and the
ability for trucks to acquire fuel, access sites, and refuel permanent
generators before they run out of fuel.

Backup Power Options, Prevalence, and Running Time
The core components of telecommunications systems
(data centers, central offices, and most—but not all—macrocell
towers) have backup power (batteries, generators, and [or]
fuel cells). Typically, these facilities may have as much as 4
to 8 hours of battery backup, 24 hours of generator fuel at cell
sites, and 72 hours of generator fuel (possibly as much as 128
hours of fuel) at central offices and data centers. A Christchurch
exchange had batteries that were sized to last as long as 8 hours
in the absence of an onsite generator (Tang and others, 2014).
Verizon reports that 100 percent of their macrocellular sites in
northern California have backup batteries and 90 percent of
macrocellular sites have diesel and natural gas generators (R.
Altom, Verizon Wireless, oral commun., 2016). However, one
of Verizon’s lowest penetration rates in the country is in the
City and County of San Francisco, where only 14 percent of
their macrocellular sites have permanent backup generators (D.
Mieler, City and County of San Francisco Office of Resilience
and Capital Planning, written commun., 2019).
For all carriers, the main exceptions for backup power
supplies are cellular sites on rooftops (limited by floor loading
of the batteries) and roadside equipment (limited by space). In
the past, wireless carriers were fairly aggressive about installing
backup power for buildings that host their sites and selecting
sites that were close to critical locations, such as hospitals. Over
time, as the focus for wireless site deployment has moved closer
to population centers and especially residential areas, suitability
of a site for backup power became less of a consideration than
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providing desired signal coverage, meeting business and economic
expectations, and conforming to local government regulations.
Reasons for restrictions on backup generators include fire safety,
aesthetics, space, and noise from testing.
For the components of the distribution system, batteries are
smaller or less prevalent than they are for the core components.
For roadside cabinets and rural huts in Christchurch, battery
reserves ranged from 2 hours at urban sites to 5 hours at rural
sites (Tang and others, 2014). After the 2010 Maule earthquake
in Chile, reserve battery power in most distributed network
facilities was depleted after 3 hours (Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute, 2010). Backup power supplies for small cells
are typically not approved by municipal permitting processes (R.
Altom, Verizon Wireless, oral commun., 2016).
Batteries may last less time than expected because lead-acid,
absorbent glass mat type batteries can lose capacity with age,
and under heavy use (for example, the type of use that occurs
after a disaster) they discharge faster. After the 2011 Christchurch
earthquake, batteries did not perform as well as they did after
the 2010 Darfield mainshock, likely because the mainshock had
disrupted power 5 months earlier and accelerated the aging of
batteries (Tang and others, 2014).
Given the range of backup power installations, including
none, we assume a combined effect on network functionality
equivalent to 50 percent with a battery only and 50 percent with
a generator. We assume that batteries drain on the first day and
that generators run for 3 days before needing to be refueled.

Fuel Delivery to Permanent Generators
The arrival of fuel trucks depends on available labor
and equipment, roadway conditions, and security issues. In
Christchurch, road access to refuel cabinets was difficult
because of road closures, roads damaged by liquefaction and
landslides, and traffic congestion (Fenwick, 2011); a central
office in the cordoned area of Christchurch required fuel
delivery by helicopter (Tang and others, 2014). After the 2010
Maule (Chile) earthquake, damage to roads and bridges made
access to cell sites and remote offices that were relying on
battery reserve power difficult to access once the batteries had
discharged (Tang and others, 2011). After Hurricane Katrina,
civil unrest affected access to several BellSouth central offices
and fuel trucks met obstacles of inaccessible routes and
security checkpoints (Kwasinski and others, 2006). During the
Hurricane Sandy response, companies were unable to access
damaged sites because of downed trees, flooding, or other
physical impediments (for example, damaged roofs housing
cell towers) (Davidson and Santorelli, 2012).
The Lifelines Council (2014) concluded that damage to
regional roads and city streets would strongly affect restoration
of telecommunications services. A HayWired scenario hazard
exposure and damage analysis for roadways (Jones and others,
this volume) indicate very limited access in some areas because
of heavily damaged bridges and landslides on roadways. Near
the bay shoreline, liquefaction damage to driving surfaces—
especially sand boils and cracks from lateral spreading—would

require repair vehicles to drive very slowly, but not necessarily
obstruct them.
A critical contingency in the San Francisco Bay region
event is the uncertainty of fuel supply within the first 10  days of
a large earthquake (G. Schremp, California Energy Commission,
written commun., 2018; Jones and others, this volume). As
recent hurricanes demonstrate, there is a serious gap for the
industry between expectations for the availability of fuel and the
threat to fuel supplies from disasters. Even if the fuel gets to its
destination, there have been cases when it was misdirected to the
wrong generator.
Another consideration for the San Francisco Bay region is the
potential lack of availability of skilled labor to construct, maintain,
repair and upgrade, fuel, and manage telecommunications
systems. Skill sets range from advanced university degrees to
construction and manual labor. It is perceived that the technology
boom and housing costs are already driving competition for these
talents in the San Francisco Bay region such that the availability of
qualified personnel is an ongoing issue. Locating human resources
to recover from a HayWired-type earthquake is expected to be
very challenging. One of the authors (D.T. Witkowski) knows
contractors that came to the San Francisco Bay region from out of
state during the response to the 2019 Public Safety Power Shutoffs
(PSPSs). Access to sites may be further obstructed by delays in
credentialing contract labor and (or) when buildings are secured
for safety and inspection.
In our model, we assume that permanent generators
can be refueled using first-truck delay data from a Hurricane
Sandy study by Krishnamurthy and Kwasinski (2014). The
setting of Hurricane Sandy is similar to the San Francisco Bay
region in terms of density of large cities, importance of bridge
access, and presence of centers of world industry that depend
on telecommunications services (A. Kwasinski, University of
Pittsburgh, written commun., 2018). Although warnings for
hurricanes enable pre-staging of fuel trucks and equipment, the
excitation of that hazard lasts longer (for example, a day) than
the seconds of an earthquake, which could make up some of the
time lost from not being able to pre-stage, except where there
is fire following the earthquake. Krishnamurthy and Kwasinski
(2014) report triangular distributions of truck entry delay days
described by the minimum, average, and maximum number
of days in three Hurricane Sandy impact zones (where 1 is
the most affected) (see table 22). We note that the minimum
delay of 2 days for the most affected area is consistent with the
Table 22. Fuel truck delivery delays (in days) to sites in three zones of
impact from Hurricane Sandy in the northeastern United States.
[Data from Krishnamurthy and Kwasinski (2014). The time for the first trucks to
arrive at a site is a triangular distribution described by the minimum, maximum,
and average number of days]

Zone of impact

Minimum

Average

Maximum

1

2

4.3

7

2

1

3

5

3

1

2

3
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mobilization and placement of large AT&T trailers containing
telecommunications equipment at a site in New Jersey within
48 hours of the 9/11 attack (O’Rourke and others, 2003). We
use the zone 1 data for Alameda County, zone 2 data for other
counties adjacent to San Francisco Bay, and zone 3 data in the
least affected counties—the same geographical divide used to
assign telecommunications restoration time lags after power
restoration in the base case.
Backup power equipment itself may fail to work because of
insufficient testing and maintenance, overheating and sulfation
(a change in chemistry in the case of batteries), or damage by
the earthquake event (for example, Kwasinski and others, 2006;
Fenwick, 2011; Davidson and Santorelli, 2012). After the 2014
South Napa earthquake, a central office had a nonfunctioning
generator, but was still able to run on battery systems until
generators and a cooling system were installed (Noyes, 2014).
Less fortunate were the central office operations that were
interrupted when Hurricane Sandy floods damaged backup
power equipment including onsite diesel generators and fuel
pumps in their basement or first floor (Kwasinski, 2012). Closer
to home, during the 2019 PSPSs, a San Mateo County radio shop
had to contend with two generator failures (out of 11 sites with
generators) and after calling 27 sources in California could not
find replacement generators (A. David, County of San Mateo,
oral commun., 2019).
Grant and others (1996) found that stand-by diesel generators
at U.S. commercial nuclear power plants had an 85 percent
availability when operated for more than 24 hours. Failure modes
included being out of service for maintenance, failure to start,
and failure to keep running. In our model, we simply assume
permanent batteries and generators are 90  percent available.

Demand Served Restoration Estimation Method:
Permanent Backup Power
Demand served by the telecommunications network with
backup power is estimated using the following steps to build on
the base case.
1. Permanent backup power is effectively present in the
proportion of 50 percent of network functionality with a
battery that runs out within 1 day and 50 percent of network
functionality with a generator and 3 days of fuel.
2.

Backup power is 90 percent available; 10 percent of
backup power is assumed to malfunction. At time zero,
the network functionality is the base case plus 90 percent
of the residual capacity that is without electric power but
running on permanent and available backup power.

3.

After 1 day, the batteries drain such that 50 percent of
the residual capacity that is without commercial power
is reduced to the power-dependent restoration case
(applying steps 2 and 4 of the base case).

4.

After 3 days, when generators run out of fuel, fuel trucks
are able to refuel generators according to the triangular

distribution of the county’s impact zone (table 22). In zone 3,
all generators are refueled without a lag, in zone  2 half of the
generators are out of fuel for 1 or 2 days, and in zone 3 more
than half of the generators are out of fuel for 1 to 4 days. Sites
with generators that are not refueled within 3 days fall back
to the base case of power-dependent restoration.

Resilience Case of Portable Equipment
Portable (or deployable) equipment, including gensets and
telecommunications equipment, are trucked in after disasters.
After Hurricane Sandy, Verizon used as many as 1,500 generators,
consuming 100,000 gallons of fuel each day (Cheng, 2012). After
the 2011 Christchurch earthquake, more than 500 gensets were
needed and it took a few days to source them.
Portable cellular sites on wheels (COWs) or light trucks
(COLTs), typically used to provide supplemental cellular
voice and data capacity for large gatherings (sports events,
tradeshows, music festivals, and so on), can substitute for
damaged sites or augment coverage in critical areas. For
example, a temporary wireless antenna was erected in
northern New Jersey to support financial institutions and stock
exchanges after Hurricane Sandy (Davidson and Santorelli,
2012) (fig. 21).
COWs and COLTs require electric power (although they
typically have on-board batteries and generators) and connect
to the network via either fiber optic lines or wireless data
links. In areas with persistent outages, AT&T has connected
portable satellite connections to cellular towers until fiber
optic connections or terrestrial wireless links can be restored
(Davidson and Santorelli, 2012).
In the rarer cases of an inoperable central office, a digital
loop carrier (DLC) could be installed and connected to an
operational central office with a fiber optic line to replace
the damaged central office operations. A more expensive
option of a switch on wheels (SOW) may be preferable for
reliability, functionality, reducing congestion, and better
telecommunications traffic distribution (Kwasinski and others,
2006). More recently, mobile telephone exchanges (MTXs)
have been used to backup central office failure. AT&T has
several trailers composing a core network (Fitchard, 2014).
The links for these MTXs are either by microwave, high-speed
copper or fiber lines, and (or) satellite.
As with fuel deliveries, roadway conditions, security
checkpoints, the number of technician teams working in
parallel, and the difficulty of resourcing fuel and spare parts or
replacements influence the arrival of trucks at sites. We assume
that carriers can deliver gensets and other portable equipment into
counties at the same rate as fuel trucks (described above). We also
apply the 90 percent backup-power availability rate assuming that
similar hitches can apply to portable equipment as with permanent
backup power and that there are impracticalities of setting up
generators on rooftops and next to roadside wireless equipment
cabinets (for example, Eidinger and Tang, 2012).
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Demand Served Restoration Estimation Method: Portable
Equipment
Demand served by using trucked-in portable equipment is
estimated as follows.
1.

Residual capacity without commercial power or
permanent and available backup power is brought back
online at the rate that first trucks arrive in the county’s
impact zone each day after the earthquake (table
21), with 90 percent backup power availability until
restoration occurs according to the power-dependent
case.

2.

Damaged capacity is also restored at the rate of first
truck arrivals and 90 percent backup power availability
while it is without commercial power.

Resilience Case of Managing User Behavior
Providers have some means to manage some use of
networks. Once a portable cellular site (COW or COLT) is

Figure 21. Photograph showing a cell on light truck outside Freedom
Tower (renamed the One World Trade Center) in New York City after
Hurricane Sandy. Photograph by A. Kwasinski, University of Pittsburgh,
November 2012, used with permission.
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activated, carriers have limited control over who uses it, but
they can control types of uses. For example, in Christchurch,
New Zealand, wireless carriers shut off the 3G data service
to conserve battery power, but did not inhibit text messaging
(Fenwick, 2011).
Wireless carriers can control usage by limiting the
data rates available to various users. This technique, called
“throttling,” can be done on a per-user basis, and can be used
to reserve network capacity for public safety, first responders,
and emergency personnel. This allows carriers to provide
connectivity for basic usage of applications, websites, and
so on, but prevents streaming of high-impact content, like
videos. In the aftermath of an earthquake where impacts
have degraded performance, wireless carriers may activate
throttling until normal operation is restored, so users should
expect that high-bandwidth applications, like video chat, may
not work. However, during the 2018 Mendocino Complex
fire, Verizon throttled a safety department’s unlimited data
plan that slowed speeds above a set limit at a critical time. The
department had to upgrade; subsequently, Verizon admitted
they had made a support error (Dwyer, 2018).
Satoh and others (2018) found that an alternative
technique of restricting people’s call initiation to 6-minute
time periods within each hour prompts them to reduce
their call duration and redials. Experimental results found
a potential 30 percent reduction in call duration. This is an
example of imposing a restriction with a positive behavioral
change that could help reduce congestion.
Human instinct in a crisis causes people to seek
information and communicate their status, so telling people to
minimize their use of cellular phones and the internet could
be counterintuitive. The 2010 Canterbury earthquakes in New
Zealand provided evidence that people were willing to respect
advice to use text messaging for non-critical communications.
The news media cooperated to keep voice capacity available
for emergency responders (Tang and others, 2014). News
media can also help by providing regular updates and public
service messages via radio and television.
Some public messaging advice for users during a
disaster has been compiled by the Federal Communications
Commission and the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(Federal Communications Commission, 2017b). Social science
research has found that people forget what to do in a crisis and
need concise reminders (for example, Covello, 2003; Wein and
others, 2016). An outcome of HayWired workshop discussions
were examples of easy-to-understand and implementable
public service messages that could be used to remind residents
about how to conserve use of the telecommunications network
in and around affected areas (sidebar 5).
Recall that in the base case, demand served was tempered
by the fraction of demand surge that could be met by preearthquake capacity. To demonstrate effects of various user
behavior management tactics the fraction of demand surge met
is increased by 10 percent.
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Sidebar 5—Conserving Use of the
Telecommunications Network
• Use 9–1–1 in emergencies. Don’t post calls for help on
social media.15

Resilience Case of All Capabilities
Discussed above, the three resilience measures of permanent
backup power, portable equipment, and user behavior management are combined to arrive at our most optimistic outcome for
demand served by:
1.

Applying portable equipment on top of the permanent
backup power case. Functionality lost from damaged and
(or) unavailable backup power system is restored at the rate
first trucks arrive in the county each day after the earthquake
(table 21), and;

2.

Applying user behavior management by scaling up the
fraction of demand surge met by pre-earthquake capacity by
10 percent.

• Post your status to the American Red Cross “Safe and
Well” system via the internet (American Red Cross, 2021),
or go to a Red Cross shelter site to register your status.
• Text, don’t talk.16 Unless calling 9–1–1 in an emergency,
do not make voice phone calls unless absolutely needed.
• Post your safety status on social media (for example,
Facebook) via wired broadband but avoid the temptation
to use social media for other activities.
• Hold on to photographs and videos. After a disaster,
communication networks can be overloaded—avoid
uploading photographs (and especially video) over cellular
data networks.
• Change your telephone and cellular voicemail messages to
provide updates on your status.
• When seeking news and information, broadcast radio is
best.17 Try to avoid using data.
• If radio and television are not an option, use wired
broadband (DSL, cable, or fiber) to access websites, but
avoid streaming video or newscasts.18
• Use broadband or Wi-Fi for data. Turn off mobile data
unless absolutely needed.
• As a last resort, use your cellular data if available, but
limit usage.

Demand Served Restoration Estimation Method: User
Behavior Management
Demand served with some user behavior management is
illustrated by:
1.

Increasing the fraction of demand surge met by preearthquake capacity in table 21 by 10 percent (capped at
100 percent).

15
During Hurricane Harvey, residents of Texas reportedly posted calls for
help to the U.S. Coast Guard via Twitter.
16
Sending text SMS messages has minimal impact to cellular networks
and will help reserve network capacity for emergency calls and public safety
personnel.
17
Radios are battery powered and have no impact on data networks.
Televisions require electric power, which may not be available.

Streaming exacerbates congestion in strained data networks.

18

Voice and Data Demand Served
We present the results of the simple restoration model for
the HayWired scenario followed by a discussion of notable
uncertainties in the restoration curves. We also explain why
subscriber experience during the restoration period could be
variable.

Restoration Curves
In figure 22, the base case result for demand served in
Alameda County is shown against the effects of each resilience
capability in succession of adding permanent power supply
backup, portable equipment and fuel, and user behavior
management. Without backup power, Alameda County, as the
hardest hit county, has 7 percent initial demand served (which
happens to correspond to the 93 percent initial blocked cellular
calls in New York City after 9/11).
Relative to the base case of power-dependent network
capacity, figure 22 illustrates the immediate service improvement
provided by permanent batteries and generators. The service loss
from drained batteries during the first day is evident in the reduced
slope of the restoration curve after day one. (It is not necessarily
a drop in demand served because the surge of user demand has
decreased from the day before and some power services have
been restored). We see a delay in the improvement from portable
equipment use because we assume the first trucks arrive at the end
of day two through to the end of day seven in the most affected
county. The use of portable equipment allows demand served to
surpass electric power restoration on day five in this example.
Therefore, it is possible for voice and data demand to be served
ahead of electric power services and users would need to have
backup power for their devices to realize this outcome. The benefit
of user behavior management is not particularly evident initially
because the networks are still overwhelmed by demand surge.
The effectiveness of user behavior management increases with
time (because it accentuates reductions in congestion), but the
effect tapers off as demand surge declines back to normal levels.
Optimistically, all three resilience capabilities result in 98 percent
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Figure 22. Line graph showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for Alameda County for
the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. Implementation of three resilience tactics
(permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management) achieves the most optimistic outcome.

of voice and data demand served in Alameda County at 1 week
after the mainshock earthquake. Given the logistical uncertainties,
the base case provides the least optimistic outcome of 73 percent
voice and data demand served after 1 week in Alameda County.
A familiar curve for telecommunications network capacity
is one that neglects the effect of demand surge (for example,
Lifelines Council, 2014). Removing the effect of demand surge,
shown in figure 23, reveals the drop in network functionality when
batteries run out. A comparison of figures 22 (demand served) and
23 (functionality) illustrates that congestion from demand surge
is responsible for large losses of service soon after the disaster.
This comparison aligns with the concepts of physical functionality
and service-oriented operability which inform different aspects of
resilience (Davis, 2021).
Across counties, figure 24 shows a range of optimistic
restoration curves that show effects of different residual network
capacities; rates of electric power restoration, fuel and portable
equipment truck re-entry times; and volumes of demand surge.
Our optimistic estimate is that voice and data demand served could
be satisfied in the least affected counties within a few days and
within a week in the other counties except for the most affected
county. Alameda County suffers from compounding factors of
the most damage to telecommunications infrastructure, slowest
electric power restoration, and longer times for trucks to enter to
deliver fuel and portable equipment.
Restoration curves for the nine counties adjacent to the San
Francisco Bay are provided in appendix 2 and by Wein (2021).

men21-7516_fig22

For example, 1 week after the mainshock, the power-dependent
base case shows 85 percent demand served in Contra Costa and
Santa Clara Counties (figs. 2.1 and 2.6 in appendix 2) and 90
to 95 percent demand served for San Mateo and San Francisco
Counties (figs. 2.4 and 2.5 in appendix 2).
Our results are within the realm of service restoration times
after previous earthquakes and Hurricane Sandy. Another point of
reference is the Lifelines Council (2014) study that consulted with
carriers to estimate telecommunications restoration in the City and
County of San Francisco after an M7.8 earthquake scenario on the
San Andreas Fault. Their result (without demand surge) depicts
service restoration at 60 percent immediately after the earthquake
caused by damage and power outages, which drops to 30 percent
after 2 days as batteries deplete and backup generators run out of
fuel, and is followed by a steep restoration of telecommunications
services that tracks power restoration (without a lag) to about 97
percent by the end of the first week and with complete service
restoration taking as long as a month. The study noted that postearthquake system functionality is expected to be high (in the
range of 90 percent) where there is a strong supply of batteries,
generators, and diversity in the connections.

Restoration Model Uncertainties
We have made various assumptions about residual network
capacity, telecommunications restoration relative to power
restoration, demand surge and user behavior management,
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Figure 23. Line graph showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves when the effect of demand
surge is removed for Alameda County for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. The
effects of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and portable equipment) are shown.
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Figure 24. Line graph showing optimistic voice and data restoration curves when three resilience capabilities are
implemented for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. The resilience capabilities
are use of batteries and (or) generators, deployment of portable equipment (including cells on wheels [COWs] and cells on
light truck [COLTs]), and management of user behavior.
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prevalence and availability of backup power, and arrival time of
first trucks with fuel and portable equipment. Parameter settings
for these assumptions could be altered in the model constructed to
estimate demand served.
In cited literature on disasters, telecommunications outages
are most commonly attributed to power outages. Therefore,
uncertainty in commercial power restoration is a primary source
of uncertainty for voice and data demand served. The prevalence and performance of backup power supplies throughout the
network is another critical source of uncertainty before the first
trucks arrive. In addition, equivalent capacity for lost wireless
sites has also been provided by increasing the radio frequency
range allocated to telecommunications providers, as was done
after the attacks on 9/11 (O’Rourke and others, 2003). We have
not incorporated this effect into this study, which was effective
soon after the 9/11 disaster.
The logistics of telecommunications restoration are represented by a distribution of days for the first trucks to arrive at sites
in our model and the various uncertainties are also potentially
large. The logistical uncertainties include availability of skilled
labor (mutual aid, contractors, and employees) and accommodation of their needs for housing, sanitation, food, water, and
broadband; transportation, safety, and security access to sites;
and availability and delivery efficiency of fuel, gensets, and other
portable equipment to sites. If first truck arrivals play out more like
they did during Hurricane Katrina than during Hurricane Sandy
(see Krishnamurthy and Kwasinski, 2014), the demand served
would be restored at slower rates.
Fire following earthquake in the HayWired scenario
(Scawthorn, 2018) is another uncertainty for further damage,
larger losses of residual network capacity, and longer truck entry
delays that would reduce the demand served throughout the
service restoration. The relative exposure of telecommunications
infrastructure to fire hazards varies by county. The more exposed
components are fiber optic lines and monopoles in Alameda
County; long-haul fiber optic lines, SSTs, and GTs in Contra Costa
County; and central offices in Solano County. Fire damage would
mostly concern aerial lines, although buried lines have also been
damaged through equipment vents (Tiffen, 2017).
HayWired scenario aftershocks (Wein and others, 2017) do
not independently cause severe damage, but associated power
outages, cumulative damage, and degraded battery performance
would set back the restoration of demand served in Alameda
and Contra Costa Counties during the first few weeks, and
potentially intermittently disrupt voice and data services in Santa
Clara County during the first 6 months. Service restoration after
aftershocks could be more quickly enabled if equipment is prestaged in anticipation of aftershocks.
Depending on the season, water supply outages could affect
evaporative cooling of data centers and large central offices that
rely on makeup well and municipal water supplies. In the San
Francisco Bay region, during cool weather data centers can be
air-cooled, otherwise they need evaporative water cooling (B.
Weihl, Facebook, oral commun., 2015). They generally have
buffer water tanks that could last for a few days (for example,
Foster, 2011) and water use would not be at peak demand in April
(the month of the HayWired scenario). If water is needed for

cooling, backup supplies last 1 week, and replenishment is not
prioritized thereafter; in the HayWired scenario there could be
more than a 50 percent chance that the backup water supplies are
depleted in Alameda, Contra Costa, and San Mateo Counties and
a 25 percent chance of backup water depletion in Santa Clara and
San Francisco Counties (see HayWired water supply restoration in
Porter, 2018).

Variability of Subscriber Experience
A telecommunications carrier (who wished to remain
anonymous) cautioned that it is difficult to say how long service
will be out, but likely weeks for peripheral parts of the system
as it will take some time to bring in crews and mutual aid. As
such, restoration will be focused on certain priority areas, such
as dense population centers. We surmise that user experience
could vary according to the following.
• Provider and location.—If a provider at a local cell
tower exhausts its backup fuel supply, or did not have a
backup generator in the first place, subscribers served by
that tower may experience service disruptions whereas
subscribers served by other sites may not (Applied
Technology Council, 2016).
• Subscriber support and coordination.—Providers have
taken measures to expand customer access to available
services (sidebar 6).

Sidebar 6—Examples of Carrier
Response to Supporting User Access
Services by carriers have been expanded by opening
Wi-Fi to rival internet provider subscribers and setting
up Wi-Fi hotspots with telephones and charging stations
(Davidson and Santorelli, 2012; Roberts, 2014; BBC
News, 2016). Also, residences and businesses have shared
connections by removing passwords from their Wi-Fi
routers (Davidson and Santorelli, 2012; BBC News, 2016).
Wi-Fi calling (for those that have the capability) can also be
enabled. Carriers have offered free and (or) lenient service
charges to ensure that affected subscribers could use their
mobile devices to make or receive calls, and to access data
services (National Business Review staff, 2011; Davidson
and Santorelli, 2012). In New Zealand, a telecommunications
carrier shipped in a significant number of phones that could
operate by using power provided via the plain old telephone
service lines and these phones were distributed via Telecom
Hub centers and retail stores free of charge (Eidinger
and Tang, 2012; Tang and others, 2014). More advanced
technology (tablets and smartphones) with access to free
Wi-Fi was distributed at emergency shelters in Japan (Tang
and Eidinger, 2017).
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• Service restoration priorities.—Services are restored using
the Telecommunications System Priority (TSP) program to
ensure that critical services receive the highest priority and
to minimize service disruptions to central offices and focus
on recovery of technology (for example, AT&T, 2005).
Conversely, if only a feeder line from a central office to a
neighborhood is affected, the neighborhood outage could
receive a lower repair priority.
• Subscriber priorities.—Currently, the Government
Emergency Telecommunications Service (GETS) and
Wireless Priority Service (WPS) provide priority access
to landline and cellular communications services when
communication networks are congested after a disaster
(see Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency,
n.d.), but there are limitations because the service cannot
preempt and cannot deny service to users, which means
that the resources used to process call requests (for
example, the cellular signaling channels) can still be
saturated by large numbers of people trying to make calls
as well as compete with text messages that are also carried
on the signaling channels.
• Types of services.—Text messaging is likely more
available than cellular phone calls. Some websites might
be unavailable (for example, InterNAP was down after
Hurricane Sandy).
• Subscriber demographics.—Households with annual
incomes below $50,000 increasingly rely on cellular data
for access to the internet (McHenry, 2016) and likely
lack other options (for example, to switch to in-home
broadband) so the impact of cellular outages on lower
income users would be greater.
• Property damage.—If property damage restricts use of
buildings it will by extension restrict the use of broadband
in those buildings, even if broadband service remains
operational.
• Subscriber preparedness for power outages.—Only
the analog POTS telephone system provides power
over subscriber lines. Cordless phones and answering
machines, DSL modems, DOCSIS cable modems, and
VoIP gateways do not work without power. Backup power
for residential and small business network equipment is
crucial to maintain and restore communication capabilities
at scale (Applied Technology Council, 2016).

Knowledge Gaps and Study Limitations
Knowledge gaps and study limitations apply to all aspects
of our HayWired scenario analysis of physical infrastructure
fragilities and voice and data service restoration. Before we
address these knowledge gaps, it is important to remember that
there are uncertainties and unknowns in how the Hayward Fault

will rupture in the next earthquake. Although scientists are sure
that the Hayward Fault will rupture again, they cannot say when
and how the fault will rupture in the next large earthquake on
the Hayward Fault. Therefore, the HayWired scenario analysis
characterizes situations that might arise in any San Francisco Bay
region earthquake.

Earthquake Hazard Uncertainties
The hypocenter in the HayWired scenario is under the City
of Oakland, but the hypocenter of the next large earthquake
on the Hayward Fault could occur at other places along the
fault. A rupture from a different hypocenter would affect the
directivity of the shaking intensity throughout the San Francisco
Bay region (Aagaard, Boatwright, and others, 2017). Likewise,
the amount of slip at each point along the fault at the time of
the earthquake will affect the pattern of shaking intensity and
damage to the copper pair, coaxial, and fiber optic lines crossing
it. The new work on liquefaction and landslide probability
assessments for the mainshock have data and methodological
limitations that are documented in those chapters in volumes
1 and 3 of the HayWired earthquake scenario (Jones and
others, 2017; McCrink and Perez, 2017; Jones and others,
this volume). In addition, the aftershock sequence could play
out in an infinite number of ways. Aftershocks would likely
occur within 30 miles of the epicenter, but the sequence could
remain active in this area or migrate to the east, the north, or
around San Francisco Bay (as it does in the HayWired scenario
aftershock sequence) (Wein and others, 2017). The uncertainties
in fire following earthquake are large; the numbers of burned
buildings could be more or less, and fire could spread through
the wildland-urban interface. There are many factors that affect
fire ignitions and containment, including building stock, wind,
number of fire trucks, and aspects of response (communications,
roadway access, and water supply) that are also affected by
other earthquake hazards (Scawthorn, 2018).
Another unknown is the impact of the earthquake sequence
on the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta levee system with respect to
fiber optic conduits and amplifiers and repeaters that run through
that area to serve Contra Costa County emergency services.
Finally, human-caused hazards could create cascading failure and
security problems if hackers take advantage of post-earthquake
chaos as a cover to launch cyberattacks (for example, take
advantage of victims by setting up malicious sites) or if thieves
remove copper pair, coaxial, and fiber optic lines (for example,
Greenberg, 2019) and gensets.

Limitations of Study Scope
The scope of this study considers only physical components
of telecommunications networks. A discussion of the software
for routing, management, access control, and many other
functions, located either in routing or switching equipment or
separate servers, is in the Applied Technology Council’s (2016)
assessment. We are unaware of software incidents during an
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earthquake and recognize that such an occurrence could have a
more far-reaching effect.
Although we focus on two-way communication and data
transmission, in an emergency, one-way wireless communication
via AM and FM radio and television provides an alternative and
critical source of information independent of telecommunications
systems. The lower radio frequencies of television and radio
broadcasts use omni-directional antennas that are not sensitive
to misalignment. Indeed, radio services held up during the 2011
Christchurch earthquake in New Zealand (Mowll, 2012). In the
HayWired scenario, television transmitters are not located in the
most hazardous areas or exposed to the most intense landslides or
fire following hazards, although 11 (less than 3 percent) AM and
FM radio antennas are located in high liquefaction probability
areas (Jones and others, this volume). A deeper analysis could
examine exposure of fiber optic lines and coaxial data lines
connecting transmission equipment, broadcast studios, and
broadcast towers to earthquake hazards.

Data Limitations of Evolving Telecommunications
Infrastructure Data
Unlike the analyses of water supply and transportation
system infrastructures (used by Porter, 2018, and Jones and
others, this volume), telecommunications technology is constantly
evolving (Applied Technology Council, 2016) and no one entity
can provide complete telecommunications infrastructure data.
It is impractical for wireless carriers to collaborate or share
data because of sensitivity of their information, overlapping
network infrastructure, and the competitiveness of their industry.
GeoTel periodically updates a collection of telecommunications
infrastructure data and we used a 2018 version (see
Telecommunications Infrastructure Data section under Methods).
The GeoTel data do not capture OLCs or DLCs, microwave
links, or the trend of small cells. In 2008, most cellular infrastructure was handled by large macrotowers covering many square
miles, but today, wireless telecommunications are increasingly
reliant on heterogeneous network (HetNet) technologies, such as
distributed-antenna systems (DAS) and small cells, and this technology trend will continue as the industry continues to expand the
4G network and transitions to 5G beginning in 2020.

Scant Telecommunications Infrastructure Design
and Fragility Data
Neither age data nor other design parameters for facilities
and equipment installation exist in the GeoTel data. We used
Hazus fragility information to estimate shaking damage to
central offices, data centers, unanchored equipment, and PSAP
facilities. For purposes of selecting Hazus fragility information
to use, we assumed that central offices and data centers are
generally one to three stories tall, were built between about
1940 and the 1990s, and have walls of reinforced masonry
construction plus rigid floor and roof diaphragms or have
tilt-up reinforced concrete panel walls. We used the same

default fragilities for buildings supporting cellular sites for
illustrative purposes. With help from industry advisors, we
estimated shaking damage to cellular towers (SSTs, GTs, and
monopoles) by comparing seismic loads with wind load design
standards in the TIA-222-G standard. We represented the risk of
overturning unanchored equipment in a central office using the
minimum median capacity of typical central office equipment
and loosely applied the same shaking threshold for all types
of telecommunications equipment. We mapped infrastructure
with respect to ground-failure probabilities and fire density to
indicate potential hazard exposure falling short of integrating
damage estimation across hazards.
Little is known about the fragility of optical fiber line to
earthquake hazards, except for one study of shaking and liquefaction hazards. Furthermore, Applied Technology Council
(2016) recommends conducting studies to compare mean time
between failure and mean time to repair for buried versus
aerial installations of fiber optic lines to test the hypothesis
that buried fiber optic lines are more resilient. We are unaware
of any such studies to date.
Although aftershock shaking is generally less intense
than the mainshock shaking in the HayWired scenario, we
were unable to account for weakening of structures and
equipment or aging of the backup batteries throughout the
sequence that would reduce their performance during an
aftershock sequence.

Simple Model of Network Capacity and Service
Restoration Times
Even if component fragilities and functionality (including
uncertainties of power supplies and backup power) were better
understood in the region, there is no capability to show how the
networks will perform with component capacity losses in the
context of network diversity, single points of failure, and correlated
failures. The Applied Technology Council (2016) recommends
developing computational models and tools for simulating
the impact of disruptive hazard events on telecommunications
design choices and restoration strategies using realistic recovery
assumptions. Modeling real telecommunications systems and the
effects of stresses on them is a nascent field. Simulations are being
developed to answer questions about the probability of cascading
outages within networks and to assess effects of call duration
and how much call blocking (if a state of emergency is declared)
might be necessary when a network is stressed. Researchers also
aim to provide guidance on the number of COWs and COLTs to
dispatch after disasters and during evacuations (V. Krishnamurthy,
University of Pittsburgh, written commun., 2017). The Applied
Technology Council (2016) identifies the lack of data, metrics,
and tools to measure, monitor, and diagnose network system
performance. Although the Federal Communications Commission
gathers data about large-scale network outages both during
normal operation and after hazard events, the data are currently
not available for root-cause analysis or to estimate recovery times
(Applied Technology Council, 2016).
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Voice and data service restoration times are needed to
examine impacts to emergency response, businesses resumption,
community recovery, and the digital and regional economies.
Therefore, we assemble a simple model of voice and data
demand served for the purpose of estimating restoration times
for the HayWired scenario and investigating the effectiveness
of resilience measures. We use the notion of demand served that
encompasses network functionality and demand surge. Data and
models needed to describe the elements of voice and data service
restoration include the following:
• Functionality of telecommunications infrastructure
components damaged by multiple earthquake hazards and
the effect on the residual network capacity;
• The prevalence, availability, and running times of backup
power options and dependence of telecommunications
equipment on uncertain electric power restoration;
• Dependence of cooling equipment in data centers and
central offices on water supply restoration;
• Arrival times of the first trucks carrying fuel, gensets, and
portable equipment to compromised sites; and
• Spatiotemporal demand surge for voice and data services
after an earthquake and effectiveness of user behavior
management.

Summary and Conclusion
Analyses of telecommunications infrastructure and service
restoration for the HayWired earthquake scenario complements
the Applied Technology Council’s (2016) effort that broadly
considers telecommunications standards, guidelines, and performance criteria; lifeline infrastructure interdependencies and
societal impacts; and research and operational recommendations
for disaster recovery. The Applied Technology Council’s (2016)
assessment concerns various hazard events and derives primarily
from recent hurricane events in the United States, whereas the
HayWired scenario more extensively examines the multiple hazards of an earthquake sequence in the San Francisco Bay region.
This chapter describes the culminating effects of a large
earthquake on commercial voice and data services considering:
• Capacity losses from damage to telecommunications
infrastructure caused by ground shaking, ground failure
or movement (surface fault rupture, liquefaction, and
landslides), and fire following earthquake.
• Amplification of network functionality losses from
electrical power supply outages and battery and (or)
generator backup power-supply failures.
• Network congestion from surges in demand for voice and
data services, caused by subscriber activity that is above
network-design capacity following a large earthquake.

• Logistical delays in deploying portable equipment,
replacement parts, and fuel for power generation to
failed sites.
In this final section, we first summarize the
telecommunications infrastructure exposure to or damage
from HayWired scenario hazards and service restoration
estimates. We then draw insights on societal impacts
from the reduced functionality of public safety answering
point (PSAP) facilities and from other HayWired chapters
regarding delays in reporting fires following an earthquake,
interactions of telecommunications infrastructure with other
lifeline infrastructures, information and communication
needs of displaced populations, and economic consequences
of voice and data service outages. In conclusion, we
compile opportunities to improve the performance of
telecommunications networks and restoration of services after
a large earthquake by the industry, and resilience opportunities
for governments, subscribers, and enterprises.

Telecommunications Infrastructure Hazard
Exposure and Damage
Resilient telecommunications networks are composed of
• structures, equipment, and communication channels built
to resist hazards according to their primary use;
• diverse backhaul connecting edge equipment to the core of
a network;
• redundant interconnection points between operators;
• failover facilities; and
• reliable access to power and water supply (where needed
for cooling).
As noted in the section on knowledge gaps, examination of
resilience is limited by the paucity of performance metrics
and resilience standards, response exercises, and simulations
and models to test, monitor, and report network functionality
and operability when some components fail. The HayWired
analyses are only able to indicate potential hazard exposure or
damage to certain infrastructure components. Findings of these
analyses are summarized below for:
• central offices, wireless switches, and data centers;
• macrocellular sites;
• any unanchored equipment;
• wired and wireless channels
To summarize multiple earthquake hazard impacts on
infrastructure components, we expand the Applied Technology
Council’s (2016) ratings for (low or high) hazard threat or
preventable damage.
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Central Offices, Wireless Switches, and Data
Centers
For the HayWired scenario, assuming a moderate
building code for typical central office buildings (reinforced
masonry construction that have rigid diaphragms or tilt-up
concrete), shaking damage estimates suggests nine central
offices could be restricted use (yellow tag) and five central
offices could be unsafe to enter or occupy (red tag) affecting
more than 30 instances of carriers in central offices. Assuming
the same building types for data centers, there could be only
one that is yellow tagged because of the location of these
facilities. Relatively more data centers are located on the San
Francisco Peninsula and in the south bay, further away from
the ground shaking and fire hazards caused by the Hayward
Fault rupture scenario. However, more data centers are located
in high (25 percent or greater) liquefaction probability areas,
including six in Santa Clara County. Data centers are also
exposed to the largest aftershocks in the HayWired scenario
earthquake sequence. Wireless carrier switch locations appear
to be largely out of harm’s way for this particular scenario.
Data centers may also outperform central offices based
on Applied Technology Council’s (2016) finding that data
centers are the only communication-related entities that have a
comprehensive, verifiable set of standards with auditing. A new
data center in San Jose features earthquake-proof design (see
https://www.ragingwire.com/wholesale-data-centers/siliconvalley-california). Although carriers have indicated investments
into earthquake mitigation of San Francisco Bay region central
offices, the specifics of the seismic performance of the offices
are unknown to the authors.

Cellular Sites
Working with the Telecommunications Industry Association
(TIA), we find self-supporting towers (SSTs) and guyed towers
(GTs) designed per the TIA-222-G standard to resist high wind
loads are also expected to resist the seismic loads of the HayWired
scenario. The exposure of the approximately 500 towers to other
HayWired scenario hazards are relatively small in number:
seven are exposed to a high level of fire density in Contra Costa
County, one tower is in a high liquefaction probability area in both
Alameda and San Mateo Counties, and one tower is in a high
landslide probability area in Santa Clara County.
In the study region, there are a large number of cellular
sites (approximately 2,500) that are classified as monopoles.
Of these, about 30 in each case are potentially vulnerable to
shaking damage, high liquefaction probability, and (or) high
level of fire density in Alameda County. The weight of the
equipment (load) and height of the pole (less than 50 feet)
are important considerations for avoiding shaking damage at
monopole sites. We were not able to evaluate the growing trend
of cellular network densification using heterogeneous network
(for example, small cell) wireless sites deployed on streetlight
or utility poles.

The most common location for siting of antennas or
towers in the San Francisco Bay region is on buildings;
approximately 5,000 buildings support cellular sites. These
sites are subject to seismic building performance that could be
structurally more fragile than freestanding towers, as seen in
previous disasters. In the HayWired scenario, ground shaking
is the dominant hazard for building-located cellular sites but
building age and type data have not been associated with sites.
Assuming the same building construction as for central offices
and data centers, 45 percent of 820 buildings supporting
cellular sites in Alameda County will receive a yellow or red
tag, for example. Other hazard exposures include 7 percent
of building sites in Alameda County in areas with a high
density of burned buildings; 23 percent of 266 building sites
in San Mateo County exposed to high (25 percent or greater)
liquefaction probability; and one or two building sites in
high (25 percent or greater) landslide probability areas in
Contra Costa, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Sonoma Counties.
Although damage to the building does not presume damage to
the cellular site, it could limit or restrict access to the site.
Overall, we expect older and (or) poorly maintained
cellular towers and building sites will be more vulnerable
to earthquake hazards than newer structures. The latest TIA
design guidelines classify tower structures according to the
importance of the cellular tower to the network and published
safety of the structure in ANSI/TIA-222-G and ASCE 7
(Lanier and Garrett, 2017). The updated standard (TIA-222-H)
now provides guidelines for long period motions of tall tower
structures, including monopoles (B. Lanier, American Tower
Corporation, written commun., 2019). TIA-222-G/H cite
minimum technical information to use in designing cellular
site foundations (B. Lanier, American Tower Corporation,
written commun., 2019). However, when selecting a building
for cellular siting it is fair to say that seismic building
performance is not a primary criterion for site selection; the
wireless industry primarily considers several factors, including
location relative to needed coverage, lease rates, costs of
preparation and construction, and so on (T. Page, Crown
Castle International, oral commun., 2019).

Unanchored Equipment
The vulnerability of unanchored equipment, including
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems (which
performed poorly during the 1994 Northridge earthquake
[Schiff, 1995]), corresponds to the shaking threshold
for yellow-tagged moderate code buildings of the types
assumed for data centers and central offices in our HayWired
scenario analysis. Based on prior earthquake observations,
unanchored equipment and other equipment failures are more
common than damage to containing or supporting structures.
Inconsistent wireless industry standards for anchoring
equipment, tethering battery racks and equipment, and so
on, within vaults and buildings create unknowns about their
potential performance during an earthquake.
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Wired and Wireless Channels
HayWired workshops in 2017–2018 and Applied Technology
Council (2016) established that backhaul from cellular sites to the
backbone and core networks is as important as site performance
during an earthquake to maintain functionality. Copper lines, fiber
optic lines, and microwave links have been damaged by shaking,
ground-failure hazards (landslide, liquefaction, and [or] fault
offset), and (or) fire from earthquakes (see Telecommunications
Infrastructure Exposure and Damage from HayWired Earthquake
Hazards section).
In the HayWired scenario, hundreds of interoffice or
long-haul fiber optic lines cross the Hayward Fault and are
exposed to as much as 2 meters of surface offset from fault
surface rupture and afterslip (Aagaard, Schwartz, and others,
2017). More than 1,000 kilometers of interoffice fiber optic line
and more than 300 kilometers of long-haul fiber optic line run
through areas with liquefaction, fire following earthquake, and
(or) landslide hazards. Long-haul fiber optic line is relatively
more exposed to high (25 percent or greater) liquefaction
probability and high burned-building density (exposing 4
percent of lines in the region in each case), and interoffice fiber
optic line is relatively more exposed to high (25 percent or
greater) landslide initiation probability (exposing 2 percent of
these lines in the region). Surface streets (along which copper
and coaxial lines commonly run from DLCs and OLCs) are
similarly exposed to these same hazards. Design guidelines
are lacking for buried fiber optic line regarding ground failure
hazards, including fault crossings. The Applied Technology
Council (2016) concludes that fiber backbone, first- and lastmile impacts, and preventions are unknown for earthquakes.
In addition, collateral damage could result from lines
collocated on bridges and power poles, along transportation
corridors, and along water and energy pipeline routes that are
damaged by earthquake hazards. In the HayWired analysis
of collocated lifeline infrastructure (Jones and others, this
volume), interoffice fiber optic line is commonly collocated
with other infrastructure (oil and gas, electric power, water
and waste-water transmission systems, and roadways and
railway lines) in about 10,000 places in areas with one or more
high-intensity hazard. Long-haul fiber optic line appears to be
collocated in about 1,300 places, and 800 of these collocations
are with other types of transmission infrastructure. However,
based on available data, we do not know whether fiber optic
line is an aerial or buried installation.
A particular example is fiber optic lines running along
bridges that could be damaged by shaking or ground failure.
Using geographic information systems (GIS) and bridge
shaking damage estimates (Jones and others, appendix 5, this
volume), we estimated that fiber optic line may be collocated
on 37 and 50 medium-high and high potential impact bridges,
respectively, in the HayWired scenario. Another possible
transportation interaction is damage to fiber optic line in a
railway easement from a train derailment (for example, Ratner,
2001) caused by shaking.

There is a further risk of causing more damage to collocated
buried infrastructure during repairs. Crews using backhoes to
repair buried water or natural gas pipelines have accidentally
damaged buried copper or fiber optic line. Workshop participants
reported that the Underground Services Alert clearinghouse of
precise wire and fiber line locations are updated infrequently—not
often enough to be a reliable source during an emergency.

Summary of Hazard Impacts on Infrastructure
Table 23 summarizes the impacts of earthquake hazards on
key components of telecommunications networks. The table is
adapted from one by the Applied Technology Council (2016).
The single earthquake column in that table is expanded into five
earthquake hazards here. Impact levels are characterized as low
or high, where low indicates that most elements will continue to
function after the exposure to the hazard, and high indicates a
large fraction of the exposed components are affected. Some are
preventable owing to the existence of regulations (for example,
data centers) and guidelines (for example, towers). Compared
to Applied Technology Council’s (2016) table, submarine lines
and landings are excluded because they are not in the HayWired
scenario study region (for example, Burrington, 2015), and
software is excluded because we have no further information.
Three rows are added to include DLCs and OLCs, buildingmounted or supported cellular sites, and unanchored equipment.

Network Functionality and Demand for Services
Voice and data services are inseparable for analysis purposes
owing to convergence of communication and information systems.
The abilities of telecommunications networks to meet demand are
affected by
• residual capacity after earthquake damage,
• equipment failure from power outages, and
• congestion from surge in demand for services after a
large earthquake.
Strategies that increase network functionality include permanent
(fixed) backup power on equipment, delivery of fuel and
deployment of portable equipment to sites, and management of
user behavior. The effects of a large earthquake are greater than
recent Public Safety Power Shutoffs (PSPS) because of damage
to telecommunications infrastructure, larger expected demand for
services, and damage to other infrastructure, creating fuel shortages
and logistical problems in addition to electric power outages.

Residual Network Capacity
Residual network capacity in each county is approximated
from the product of the residual capacity estimates for central
offices or data centers, cellular towers or interoffice fiber optic
lines, and long-haul fiber optic lines considering all hazards. The
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Table 23. Major telecommunications infrastructure components and exposure levels to earthquake hazards in the HayWired
earthquake scenario in the San Francisco Bay region, California.
[Modified from the Applied Technology Council (2016). Exposure is designated as preventable (in other words, no impact) if appropriate code and standards
could prevent impacts. DLC, digital loop carrier; OLC, optical loop carrier; n/a, not applicable]

Telecommunications
infrastructure
component

Fault offset from
coseismic slip and
afterslip

Ground shaking

Liquefaction

Landslide

Fire following
earthquake

Last mile, aerial copper Low (except falling
line, and fiber line
debris on lines or
weak pole base)
Last mile and
Low
buried copper line

Low

Low (except for inadequate
pole foundations)

High

High

High

High

Low

DLCs and OLCs

Low

n/a

Low (except for manholes
and collateral water
utility damage)
Low (except for inadequate
foundations)

High

High

Backbone, middle and
last mile, and buried
fiber optic line
Data centers

Low

High

Low (except old fiber lines
and manholes)

High

Preventable via
regulations
Preventable or
unknown

n/a

n/a

Low (except heat
entering through
vault vents)
Preventable

n/a

Preventable

Central offices

Preventable via building
codes
n/a (closest office is
High (where sited before
0.2  miles from fault zone)
hazard was understood)

Free-standing towers,
Preventable via
monopoles, and poles
guidelines (for loads)

n/a

Preventable via guidelines

High

High

Cellular sites on
buildings

High (for sites on
vulnerable buildings)

n/a

Low

High

High (for wood-frame
buildings)

Equipment

Preventable (but
n/a
inconsistent standards)

Low (except water damage)

High

Preventable (except
smoke damage)

estimated residual network capacity ranges from 53 percent in
Alameda County, to between 74 and 97 percent in the other eight
counties that are adjacent to San Francisco Bay, and to 100 percent
for counties in the larger region.

Electric Power Supply Dependence
In the HayWired scenario, electric power outages are
estimated to affect about 2 million customers throughout the
San Francisco Bay region, which is similar to the unprecedented
PSPSs during the California fire season in 2019. Electric power
restoration is estimated to take days in the less affected counties
to weeks in the more affected counties. Power outages are
initially widespread and telecommunications equipment is more
commonly affected by power outages than earthquake damage in
all counties; therefore they are the dominant cause of functionality
losses. If equipment is fully dependent on electric power supply,
power outages reduce residual network functionality to less than
10 percent in Alameda and Santa Clara Counties. If we assume
damaged telecommunications equipment is restored with a lag
behind power restoration (for example, by 2 days in the most
heavily damaged county of Alameda), after 1 day,
• Alameda County network functionality is restored to
17 percent.

• The network functionality in the other eight counties
adjacent to San Francisco Bay is restored between 30 and
90 percent.
• The network functionality in the counties in the rest of the
region is restored between 60 and 90 percent.

Permanent Backup Power
In the case of electric power outages, we assume that
backup power installations replace the lost network functionality equivalent to a 50-50 presence of generators that
have 3  days of fuel and batteries that drain within the first
day with 90 percent availability.19 Compared to the case of
fully dependent electric power restoration, permanent backup
power increases network functionality in Alameda County
to 48 percent (that is, 90 percent of the residual capacity)
on the first day. One week later, generators sustain about a
7 percent increase in network functionality over the electric
power-dependent case, assuming fuel deliveries to permanent
generators are accomplished within 2 to 7 days. Other counties
19
Staff and budget cuts since the 2008 recession could have resulted in increased
potential failure rates of backup power. Uninterruptable power supply failures are
another consideration.
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show similar patterns of improvement from permanent backup
power, but the improvement relative to the electric powerdependent case peaks earlier than it does in Alameda County
owing to faster electric power restoration that reduces the need
for backup power in those counties.

relieve congestion on the first day. This illustrates how
communications are crippled when they are most needed for
health and safety responses immediately after a disaster.

Fuel Delivery and Portable Equipment Deployment

The percentage of voice and data demand served has
societal consequences for public health and safety, restoration of
other critical lifeline services, and enterprise recovery (Applied
Technology Council, 2016). We flesh out some of these societal
impacts using the public safety answering point (PSAP)
functionality analyses in this chapter and other HayWired chapters
about fire hazards, communities at risk, and economic impacts.

Industry preparedness and response is represented by
modeling portable equipment deployment and fuel deliveries to
sites with equipment and (or) power failures that occur at the same
rates that the first trucks arrived after Hurricane Sandy. Inherent in
the first truck arrival rates are contingencies of fuel supply, labor
supply, and site access; the industry expressed less concern about
availability of materials and equipment. In Alameda County, the
model estimates as much as a 20 percent increase in network
functionality over the electric-power-dependent case (peaking on
day six) from fuel and equipment delivery to failed sites when the
first trucks arrive between 2 and 7 days after the earthquake. The
telecommunications system could outperform the electric power
system on day four. The network functionality improvements from
the industry response occur quicker in other counties because first
truck arrivals are modeled to happen between 1 and 5 days after
the earthquake.

Network Congestion
A surge in subscriber demand after a disaster can exceed
residual network capacity, and even the network design
capacity before the disaster. In our model, the percentage of
post-earthquake demand that can be served by pre-event design
capacity is initially assumed to be 10 percent in the most
affected county of Alameda. The demand surge is assumed to
decline with time and distance from the earthquake. In Alameda
County, the demand surge initially reduces the demand served
in the fully power-dependent network to almost zero, and to
7 percent for the case of permanent backup power. Two days
after the earthquake, the network is about 40 percent functional
(batteries have run out) but demand served increases to 25
percent because demand surge has declined. In the permanent
backup-power case, demand served is initially below 20 percent
in other counties, but demand served restores faster than in
Alameda County owing to faster electric power restorations,
faster industry responses, and lower levels of demand surge.
If we assume that demand surge can be reduced by
10 percent from carriers doing what they can to control
subscribers’ use of the networks and subscribers conforming
to advice to reduce phone calls and other actions to conserve
bandwidth, the model shows little initial benefit in Alameda
County because the networks are still overwhelmed. However,
user behavior management offers about a 9 percent increase
in demand served 6 days later when network functionality
has restored to 96 percent and demand only slightly exceeds
the network design capacity. Similarly, in other counties,
a 10 percent reduction in demand surge does not markedly

Societal Consequences

Health and Safety
As is typical after a large earthquake, the safety of
populations is most threatened when communication failures are
the greatest owing to reduced network functionality and surges
in demand for services (for example, Yamamura and others,
2014). During the hours and days after a disaster, commercial
telecommunications networks are needed for emergency response
communications to alert, warn, and inform the public about their
safety, resources (such as food, shelter, or medical care), and
restrictions or advisories (such as road closures or boil-water
advisories) (Applied Technology Council, 2016), as well as
for some of their own internal response communications. The
problem is well known, and all U.S. States and territories have
opted into FirstNet (https://www.firstnet.com/home), a network
built through a public-private partnership with AT&T, that
dedicates wireless broadband for emergency responders, and
possibly provides some improvements to commercial networks
at the same time (for example, backup power at shared sites). The
migration of public safety broadband to FirstNet has initiated in
the cities of San Jose and San Francisco (for example, AT&T,
2019) and is being tested in other Hayward Fault communities,
including the City of Oakland. During the adoption phase of
FirstNet, the biggest concern is coverage (C. Reynolds, Bay Area
Regional Interoperable Communications System [BayRICS],
written commun., 2020).
Other health and safety issues are
• Loss of functionality of PSAPs, further degrading 9–1–1
services,
• Delayed reporting of fires after a large earthquake,
• Inequitable services for socially vulnerable populations
with fewer options, and
• Services for individuals with access and functional needs.

9–1–1 After an Earthquake
During and soon after disasters, PSAPs handle 9–1–1
calls for emergency services. In the HayWired scenario,
facilities hosting PSAPs are not fully functional after the
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Mw 7 earthquake, particularly in the hardest hit county of
Alameda, where 42 percent of buildings that host PSAPs are
estimated to be less than 25 percent functional on day one.
The performance of 9–1–1 will depend on the extent that
San Francisco Bay region PSAPs maintain critical 9–1–1
circuit diversity, central office backup power, diverse network
monitoring, and backup internet or sites to improve their
availability (per Federal Communications Commission, 2015,
2016; and Office of the Federal Register, 2015).

Fire Reporting
Scawthorn’s (2018) modeling of fire following earthquake
for the HayWired scenario assumes that 9–1–1 systems and
PSAPs are completely overwhelmed, and persons calling in to
report fires cannot get through, such that responses are delayed
until either fire companies themselves observe smoke from a fire,
or a resident travels (drives, runs, and so on) to the fire station
or company and reports the fire (a still alarm). Meanwhile, fires
spread, and this has been the experience in major earthquakes (C.
Scawthorn, SPA Risk LLC, written commun., 2019).

Vulnerable Populations
Socially vulnerable populations have a greater prevalence of
housing-related and income-related challenges (for example, lack
of home ownership, high housing cost burden, lower household
incomes) and literacy challenges (for example, lower levels of
education and more non-English speakers) (section B of Johnson
and others, this volume). These populations disproportionately
reside in areas of heavier and concentrated building damage in the
HayWired scenario (section B of Johnson and others, this volume).
Socially vulnerable populations are also more likely to
have only wireless connections and lower cost plans with fewer
features (Anderson and Hitlin, 2016; California Emerging
Technology Fund, 2017; Blumberg and Luke, 2019). Certain
populations (young adults, Hispanics, renters, multifamily
households, and households that have income levels below the
Federal poverty line) are more likely to have given up wired
telephones (whether POTS or VoIP) and have wireless only for
voice service (Anderson and Hitlin, 2016; Blumberg and Luke,
2019). Households that have incomes below $50,000 per year are
increasingly likely to rely on cellular data for access to the internet
(McHenry, 2016). During the post-earthquake response and
recovery phases, many of these people will not have the option
of switching to in-home broadband for voice and data services—
because they do not have it to begin with. During the 2020
pandemic, we learned that people without home broadband could
not engage in distance learning, telehealth, or telework (Vogels and
others, 2020; Galperin and others, 2021).
Furthermore, socially vulnerable populations residing in
heavily damaged areas are prone to displacement (section B of
Johnson and others, this volume). The ability for people to return
home is governed by authorities allowing access that largely
influences the pace and place for the recovery, including upgrades
of telecommunications services (V. Krishnamurthy, University

of Pittsburgh, written commun., 2017). The telecommunications
recovery process has been less favorable for areas that have
socially vulnerable populations after a disaster—even without a
disaster, these communities currently lag behind on installations of
fiber to the curb.

Populations with Access and Functional Needs
Although households that have individuals with disabilities
are not disproportionately affected by concentrated building
damage in the HayWired scenario (section B of Johnson and others,
this volume), they are identified as having below-average rates of
in-home broadband services (California Emerging Technology
Fund, 2017) and therefore fewer options. Electric power and
telecommunications outages compromise their ability to maintain
their health, receive mobility assistance, and call for help.

Enterprise Recovery
Everyday business and other enterprise operations (nonprofits and government) are generally affected by telecommunications disruptions for between 1 and 12 weeks after disaster
events (Applied Technology Council, 2016). The Applied
Technology Council (2016) proposes research be conducted to
understand the economic impacts of sustained communication
outages. Sue Wing and others (this volume) models 6 months
of business interruption losses measured as gross state product
(GSP) losses from the telecommunications service disruptions
determined in this chapter. Inversely, the provision of telecommunications services enables teleworking to reduce business
interruption losses from property damage and transportation
disruptions (Sue Wing and others [this volume] and Kroll and
others [this volume], respectively). We elaborate on these two
aspects for the HayWired scenario below.

Business Interruption Losses from Telecommunications
Service Disruptions
Sue Wing and others (this volume) isolate the impact of
voice and data service disruption on the macroeconomy by
modeling the ripple effects of the service disruption through
the sectors that supply and purchase goods and services from
each other in the San Francisco Bay region and California
economies. Top purchasers of telecommunications and data
processing and hosting sectors include telecommunications;
professional scientific and technical services; publishing,
motion pictures, and broadcasting; and finance, insurance, real
estate, and leasing sectors (Sue Wing and others, this volume).
In the case of electric-power-dependent
telecommunications restoration, the $350 million loss of
GSP is larger than the losses from electric power. However,
these losses may be reduced by the implementation of
various resilience measures, including carrier responses and
business continuity practices. Permanent backup power on
telecommunications equipment and subscriber behavior
management are effective immediately; although short-lived,
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each show a reduction of about $50 million of GSP losses.
The deployment of portable equipment and fuel delivery,
albeit delayed, achieves a larger reduction of $150 million of
business interruption losses.
Alternatively, supposing that none of these industry
measures are implemented and enterprises instead use
workarounds of paper records, data backup, and cash
transactions to continue business with an effectiveness
equivalent to 20 percent increase in voice and data services,
the GSP losses are also reduced by $150 million. The
effects of resilience measures are not additive, but if all are
implemented, the GSP losses from telecommunications
disruptions are reduced from $350 million to $37 million.
To put these losses in perspective, GSP losses from property
damage caused by the earthquake sequence and fire contribute
98 percent of the total estimated $43 billion GSP losses.

Business Interruption Loss Reductions from Telework
Using the prevalence of telework in industry sectors, Sue
Wing and others (this volume) found that telework reduced GSP
losses from telecommunications service disruption by about $5
million, but more effectively reduced business interruption losses
from property damages by about $3 billion or 6 percent of the
estimated 6-month $43 billion of GSP losses. Kroll and others (this
volume) found that halving the implementation of telecommuting
in the case of highway and rapid transit transportation disruptions
increased total gross regional product (GRP) losses by $4 billion
or a 6 percent increase of the estimated total $67 billion of
multi-year GRP losses. These results illustrate the important role
of telecommunications services for teleworking that enhances
economic resilience. However, the ability of employees to work
remotely relies on telecommunications providers restoring internet
service or at least high-quality mobile data services to homes and
alternative workplaces (also see Applied Technology Council,
2016) and shifts in demand. During the 2020 pandemic, use of
home-based broadband increased and was pushed out to the edges
of the networks (Shanmugaraj, 2021).

Interactions with Other Lifeline Infrastructure
Systems
Other lifeline infrastructure systems depend on
telecommunications to monitor and operate transportation,
water, and energy systems, and communicate about their
statuses (Applied Technology Council, 2016). For example,
during the 2014 South Napa earthquake, the supervisory
control and data acquisition system for monitoring water
tank levels failed owing to power outages in the absence of
backup power (J. Eldredge, City of Napa, written commun.,
2017). The dependence of critical infrastructure operations
on telecommunications services can be seen in the economic
analysis of Sue Wing and others (this volume). Electric
power and various transportation sectors are among the
top purchasers of telecommunications services, amounting
to about 1 percent of their gross output. HayWired

telecommunications service outages reduce 6-month outputs
of water and various transportation sectors by approximately
0.02 to 0.25 percent (depending on implementation of
resilience measures), but output losses in the electricity and
gas sectors are less sensitive.

Opportunities for Increasing Resilience
Findings from the HayWired scenario, an earthquake
sequence initiated by a moment magnitude (Mw) 7.0
earthquake on the Hayward Fault, are used to identify and
reinforce opportunities for improving the performance of
San Francisco Bay region telecommunications networks
and societal resilience to service disruptions. The following
points, derived from HayWired scenario analyses and
workshops, complement and overlap with those in the
Applied Technology Council (2016) report about disasters,
earthquake reconnaissance reports, and Bay Area Urban
Area Security Initiative and other local government
communications resilience programs. For providers of voice
and data services, opportunities pertain to mitigating damage
from multiple earthquake hazards, addressing dependencies
on building sites and other lifeline infrastructure systems,
preparing for restoration contingencies, using earthquake risk
communications, working with governments, and managing
user behavior. Societal resilience to voice and data service
disruptions could be increased by emergency response
planning, user preparedness, and business continuity planning.

Resilience Opportunities for Voice and Data
Service Providers
1. Mitigating Damage from Multiple Earthquake
Hazards
1.1. Mitigating Shaking Damage
In the HayWired scenario, ground shaking is strong
throughout the San Francisco Bay region, and violent
near the fault and in sedimentary basins in the east bay.
Telecommunications infrastructure that is most vulnerable
to very strong or higher intensities of shaking includes older
infrastructure, central offices (owing to unknown retrofit
and siting standards), unanchored equipment, poles that are
heavily loaded with equipment, and sites on seismically
vulnerable buildings.
• Performance-based retrofits and building codes, TIA
design guidelines, and development of a set of consistent
standards for securing equipment and battery racks20 are

20
Network Equipment-Building System GR-63 guidance for central office
equipment provides a starting point for securing equipment (A. Tang, L&T
Consultant, written commun., 2018).
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all mitigation actions that could be taken to reduce damage
to telecommunications infrastructure from shaking.
• With education, standards could be required by contracts
to ensure equipment is properly installed to resist
seismic events.

1.2. Mitigating Ground Failure Damage
In the HayWired scenario analysis, telecommunications
infrastructure is mapped on fault rupture and surface offset
as well as liquefaction and landslide probabilities to illustrate
exposures of fiber optic and copper lines, monopoles and
cellular sites on buildings, and central offices and data centers
in the San Francisco Bay region.
• The performance of telecommunications infrastructure
could be improved with increased knowledge about
ground failure hazards and geotechnical design
guidance for
• Transitions from copper to fiber optic lines and (or)
aerial to buried lines;
• Redundant and diverse backhaul, backbone, and
inter-networking connections between central offices
and data centers on opposite sides of the fault; and
• Structure and pole foundations, vaults, and manholes
at sites susceptible to liquefaction and landslide
hazards (see also Tang and others, 2014).

1.3. Considering Fire Following Earthquake
Fire after an earthquake concentrates and spreads
building damage (especially among densely spaced wood
buildings) that may affect cellular sites in the area. Fire
threatens aerial lines more than buried lines but produces heat
that could enter underground vaults via vents to melt lines.
Smoke and soot could clog filters and interfere with heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning systems.
• The telecommunications industry could be made
aware of how to prevent fire ignitions from earthquake
shaking and ground movement and to prepare for
conflagrations after an earthquake.
• The telecommunications industry could consider fire
hazards in the built environment when siting and
designing equipment. For example, for vaults with
active ventilation, the use of pyrostats—which will
turn on fans for cooling but also shut down fans if the
air temperature indicates a fire—could help reduce heat
damage.
• One complicating factor of fire spread after
earthquakes is the inability to report fires when
communications fail, and this interaction warrants
further study.

2. Addressing Dependencies on Building Sites
and Other Lifeline Infrastructure Systems
2.1. Mitigating Risks to Cellular Sites on Buildings
Seismically vulnerable buildings during an earthquake
present multiple threats to cellular sites owing to large
numbers of sites on buildings in the urbanized San Francisco
Bay region, constraints on backup power equipment loads
on top of buildings, and municipal building inspection
policies that delay entry to telecommunications sites. In
the past, wireless carriers were aggressive about installing
backup power for buildings hosting their sites that were
close to critical locations, such as government buildings and
hospitals. As wireless site deployment has moved closer to
population centers and especially residential areas, suitability
of a site is now driven more by availability and business
considerations.
• The industry could prioritize seismic building
performance in siting equipment and network designs,
emphasize the importance of backup power with
building owners, and discuss building inspection
policies with local governments in addition to the
current site selection criteria of signal coverage,
service expectations, and conforming to other local
government regulations.
• Buildings conforming to modern building codes
provide an added resiliency benefit for cellular sites
located on them.

2.2. Mitigating Collateral Infrastructure Damage
Interoffice and long-haul fiber optic lines are collocated
with other types of lifeline infrastructure in HayWired
earthquake high-hazard-intensity areas throughout the San
Francisco Bay region.
• The trend to replace buried and aerial copper wiring
with buried fiber optic lines provides a stronger
defense against flooding damage from water
distribution pipeline breaks and fire following
earthquake, respectively.
• Pole construction standards (for example, General
Order 95 in California [Public Utilities Commission,
2018]) could potentially improve resiliency where
infrastructure is shared.
• Lines along bridges could be designed to resist bridge
damage, including installations with slack at bridge
abutments (Eidinger and Tang, 2019) and redundant
routes to ensure connectivity (Tang and Eidinger,
2017).
• Maintaining current knowledge of infrastructure
collocations could reduce damage from digging to
make repairs and help coordinate “dig once” policies.
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• Providers could plan and exercise for power supply
solutions for a large earthquake during Public Safety
Power Shutoffs.

2.3. Decoupling Telecommunications Equipment
Dependence on Commercial Electric Power
Widespread commercial electric power outages after a large
earthquake can cause more equipment failures than damage to
equipment from the earthquake hazards themselves. Backup power
is not always available when needed and during an earthquake
sequence, backup batteries may last less time than expected
because lead-acid, absorbent glass mat type batteries can lose
capacity with heavy use—known as damage by deep discharge (see
Tang and others, 2014). Data centers and central offices operating
heating, ventilation, and (or) air conditioning that require large
amounts of electric power would need alternative power sources.
Backup power is more limited in the last-mile distribution system
from DLCs and OLCs to subscribers. HetNet (DAS and small cell)
sites, deployed in the public rights-of-way near population centers,
do not have permanent backup power in order to minimize cabinet
size and improve visual and auditory aesthetics. The potential loss
of network functionality from loss of electrical power for HetNet
wireless facilities cannot be understated because network buildout
is shifting from macrocells and monopoles toward network
densification using DAS and small cells.

• Microgrids that provide a continuous power solution
are changing the power supply landscape. Microgrids
for telecommunications22 could be evaluated for their
reliability during a widespread electric power outage
after an earthquake.

2.4. Understanding Water Supply Dependencies
Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems use
water for cooling. In the HayWired scenario, water supply
restoration takes a few days to as much as 6 months.
• To better understand the water dependency for heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning systems, the water
supplies, usage rates, and inventories during the
summer months could be assessed for data centers and
central offices in the San Francisco Bay region.

• Diesel fuel is the most efficient way to store energy
(Kwasinski, 2009). Replenishment plans for on-site fuel
storage could factor in multi-hazards (for example, a large
earthquake occurring toward the end of a fire season of
Public Safety Power Shutoffs).

3. Preparing for Telecommunications Restoration
Contingencies

• Hybrid fuel generators (for example, using natural gas)
reduce the need for onsite fuel storage, but they could be
a less effective redundancy in an earthquake (compared to
a hurricane) where ground failure concurrently damages
the gas distribution system or gas is shut off to reduce fire
hazards after an earthquake.

Fuel supply is a large logistical uncertainty owing to time
to restart refineries after an earthquake, the somewhat isolated
fuel system in the San Francisco Bay region, California Air
Resource Board compliancy for generator fuel, disruptions
to alternative fuel transportation systems, and inefficient fuel
deliveries to sites.

3.1. Planning for and Coordinating Limited Fuel Supply

• Use of solar panels and rechargeable batteries is
increasingly more feasible and could reduce the most
common causes of infrastructure failure: power supply
loss, generator failures, and fuel replenishment during
restoration.21

• Fuel needs and delivery for data centers, central
offices, and cellular sites could be assessed in the
San Francisco Bay region and integrated with the
assessment of water and electric power utility backup
fuel needs.

• Effective generator testing (for example, testing that
exceeds 1 hour) and battery maintenance before and
during the earthquake sequence could improve availability
of backup power when needed.

• Plans for shortages of California Air Resources Board
compliant gasoline fuel could be developed.
• Telecommunications providers, wireless site owners
and operators, and network data center operators
could plan for at least 10 days of fuel shortages and
develop several points of contact for fuel sourcing and
transportation.

• Backup power solutions for small cell sites are needed.
The use of digital power (also known as packetized power)
could be an inexpensive way to keep communication
components powered at a distance by generators, or
possibly via fuel cells. Another option is to build small
cell networks that can be easily powered by portable
generators, which can be brought in as needed during
response and recovery.
A large array of solar panels is needed to power a data center, but data centers
are generally installing solar panels to supplement power supply. Only a few
are installing solar panels in quantities sufficient to fully power a data center for
environmental sustainability reasons.
21

• Fuel delivery could be coordinated among multiple carriers
and site owners and operators who share the same cellular
sites to improve efficiency and reduce congestion on roads
(see also Kwasinski and others, 2006).
NTT (Japan) and Verizon (Garden City, New York) are telecommunications
service providers deploying microgrids (A. Kwasinski, University of Pittsburgh,
written commun., 2018).
22
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• Local labor for transport and refueling could help if they
are trained in advance, instead of flying in generator
delivery and refueling contractors from other areas of the
United States.24

3.2. Improving Cooperation with Electric Power Companies
In the absence of available backup power, restoration of
voice and data services depends on and lags behind electric
power restoration in affected areas.
• A lesson learned for telecommunications companies
after the Canterbury, New Zealand, earthquake
was the need to engage with power utilities before
the next disaster (Peter Anderson, Jacobs, written
commun., 2021).
• Better reporting of power service restoration status and
plans (for example, rotating outage blocks) and coordination of hierarchical repairs on shared infrastructure
could improve the allocation of gensets and efficiency of
telecommunications service restoration.23

3.3. Planning for Inaccessibility of Sites
Inaccessible telecommunications sites after an earthquake
may differ from those identified by the Applied Technology
Council (2016) for hurricanes, which focus on coastal areas
and floodplains.
• Backup power planning could consider isolation of
telecommunications equipment from roads blocked
by landslides, dangerous or cordoned areas subject to
aftershocks, bridge damage to major transportation
routes, detours resulting from fires, prohibited entry of
red-tagged buildings, and hazardous material spills.

3.5. Planning for Supplying and Sharing Spare Parts
Nearly all commercial telecommunications providers are
members of the Communications Information Sharing and Analysis
Center, operating through the Department of Homeland Security
and the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency as the
National Coordinating Center for Communications (NCC). Through
NCC, commercial telecommunications providers may engage in
spare-part sharing in cases where supply chain issues negatively
affect response and recovery efforts. (S. Kisting, Proactive
Telecommunications Solutions, LLC, written commun., 2020)

4. Working with Governments
4.1. Identifying Community Infrastructure Vulnerabilities
Outside of a disaster, there are tensions between communities and the telecommunications industry, including battles around
local control versus Federal Communications Commission orders,
and vocal concerns about the safety of high-frequency electromagnetic fields around cellular sites and perceived negative impacts
of wireless facilities to property values in the San Francisco Bay
region (Witkowski, 2019).
• Local jurisdictions with amateur radio members (see sidebar 7) could investigate community telecommunications
infrastructure with providers to understand reliance on and
potential effects of equipment failures (including power
backup) on neighborhoods (also see Applied Technology
Council, 2016).

3.4. Planning for Skilled Labor Supply
Skilled labor for telecommunications restoration and
repair is expected to be in short supply in the San Francisco
Bay region owing to increased demand for these skills,
competition from other jobs in the technology sector, and high
housing costs that limit workers’ ability to live locally.
• Knowing that large earthquakes are an inevitability in
the San Francisco Bay region, an assessment of people
as critical infrastructure and current talent gaps could be
conducted.
• The knowledge gained from after-action analysis of nonearthquake disasters (fires, floods, hurricanes, and so
on) could provide training opportunities for earthquake
response.
• Planning to take care of the people who address service
outages could be coordinated with communities—
displaced and temporary contract labor will need food,
shelter, sanitation, communications, and other support, or
these people will have to be transported to and from other
areas, causing delays and extended repair times.
Some State laws, such as Act 12-148 (State of Connecticut, 2012),
mandate close cooperation between electric and telecommunications utilities
(Applied Technology Council, 2016).
23
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• Public safety agencies could work with their providers
to understand potential impacts to and backup needs for
emergency operation centers and public safety broadband
systems, including FirstNet.

4.2. Preparing for Telecommunications Restoration
Relations between communities and telecommunications
providers are unofficial (also see Bay Area Urban Areas Security
Initiative, 2015) and commonly contentious, as mentioned above.
Most interactions between them are transactional and occur via
local government’s public works and planning departments,
in the context of specific applications for deployment of
wireless facilities. During recent Public Safety Power Shutoffs,
telecommunications providers did not have contacts for local
emergency operations centers (California Public Utilities
Commission hearing, oral commun., 2019).
During the 2019 Public Safety Power Shutdowns, cellular providers
brought in contract crews to transport generators and fuel to cellular sites in
the blackout zones. In some cases, these crews were flown in from places like
North Carolina, because the contractors in those areas have prior experience in
refueling operations during hurricane response.
24
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• To increase resiliency, local governments and agencies
could hold interviews, workshops, and exercises with
communications providers and utilities, focused on
planning for telecommunications restoration. One example
is a San Francisco Lifelines Council effort to examine
telecommunications restoration with providers (D. Mieler,
City and County of San Francisco Office of Resilience and
Capital Planning, written commun., 2019). Joint workshop
and exercise objectives (informed by Corey Reynolds,
BayRICS, written commun., 2019) may include:
• Coordination between cities, towns, counties, and the
State on telecommunications restoration priorities.
• Deciding what and how information will be shared
among telecommunications industry representatives,
local city and county emergency operations centers, and
the State.25
• Consideration of a pathway for data center and
content providers to contribute to resilience
efforts and (or) communicate criticality during an
emergency (for example, Thompson and Evans,
2016). This would be a paradigm change to
recognize the role of telecommunications operators
and providers in a disaster response beyond the
Federal Communications Commission regulated
9–1–1, E9–1–1, and NG9–1–1 services.
• Shared understanding of restoration and recovery
processes and needs of the commercial telecommunications providers, carriers, site owners and operators,
and contractors.
• Pre-planning by carriers and local governments and
agencies for
• Fast credentialing of outside contractors and predefining the process for contractors to request law
enforcement escorts to reduce criminal activity (for
example, when contractors are transporting high
value items, such as solar panels, generators, or fuel).

• Overcoming regulatory hurdles and permit processing of new and upgrades of older equipment that delay
restoration of services. Local governments and telecommunications providers could pre-define what equipment
would be replaced if damage occurs, and pre-process
sets of contingency applications and permits.

5. Using Earthquake Risk Communications
5.1. ShakeAlert Earthquake Early Warning System
Warning of the strongest shaking may be received with only
seconds of notice in the San Francisco Bay region (for example,
via the ShakeAlert earthquake early warning system), given
sufficient distance from the epicenter (Strauss and others, this
volume). In the HayWired scenario, ShakeAlert could provide
as much as 25 seconds of warning of very strong (or more
intense) ground shaking or prompt confirmation of an earthquake
occurrence in the San Francisco Bay region (Strauss and others,
this volume).
• The telecommunications industry could investigate the use
of ShakeAlert in protecting their assets, data collection
networks, and people. For example, it could:
• Initiate and (or) automate data failover seconds earlier
than it would otherwise;
• Shut down equipment, drives, and computers, initiating
backups, and so on; or
• Warn people in trenches or on towers to protect the
safety of crews.
• There are some interactions and consequences to explore
should the electric power company use ShakeAlert to
turn off power to reduce damage ahead of heavy shaking.
In that instance, backup power on telecommunications
equipment could be of utmost importance for complete
delivery and receipt of ShakeAlerts.

• Locations for deployment of mobile assets.

5.2. Aftershock Forecasts

• Exploring capabilities and plans to restore telecommunications services to customers and targets (for
example, number of customers restored within
1  week) together by using a local version of what
is known as a “threat and hazard identification and
risk assessment,” similar to the Bay Area Urban
Areas Security Initiative assessment completed every
3  years for the San Francisco Bay region.

Once a large earthquake has occurred, USGS aftershock
forecasts will provide expected ranges of numbers and magnitudes
of aftershocks within specific time frames (next day, within a
week, and so on). For example, a HayWired scenario aftershock
forecast following the mainshock includes a statement, “within
the next week, about 470 magnitude Mw 3 or larger aftershocks
could be felt throughout the Bay Area, and about 5 aftershocks
could be damaging” (Wein and others, 2017). During HayWired
workshops, the telecommunications industry expressed interest in
maps of aftershock forecasts in the future.

25
For example, State Senate Bill 670 proposes telecommunications providers be
required to notify the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services within
60 minutes of discovery whenever an outage occurs that limits the provider’s
customers’ ability to make 9–1–1 calls or receive emergency notifications
(California State Senate, 2019). The California Governor’s Office of Emergency
Services would notify applicable county emergency services, sheriffs, and PSAPs
(California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services, 2019).

• The industry could consider use of aftershock forecasts
in restoration decisions, such as
• Where to leave portable equipment in place to “prestage” for aftershocks;
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• When to monitor and maintain backup batteries and
fuel inventories; and
• When to schedule repairs to protect labor resources
from climbing towers in risky areas during an
earthquake sequence.

5.3. Afterslip Forecasts
Another type of forecast is related to slip of the fault after
a rupture, a possibility for the Hayward Fault. The rate of slip
would decline with time. For the HayWired scenario, afterslip
is estimated to offset the ground on either side of the fault by as
much as 1.5 meters over time, culminating with a total (coseismic
and after) slip of as much as 2 meters (Aagaard, Schwartz and
others, 2017). Afterslip forecasts for locations along the fault
rupture would estimate the amount of slip expected at the site over
days, weeks, and months.
• The industry could investigate use of afterslip forecasts
in restoration decisions regarding lines and microwave
antenna alignment crossings between communications
equipment on either side of the Hayward Fault.

6. Managing User Behavior of Commercial
Networks
After a large earthquake, there will be a surge in demand
for voice and data services as people check on each other,
report problems, and obtain information. Simultaneously,
telecommunications network functionality will be reduced,
resulting in congestion from overload. Not only will
subscribers be unable to connect, but emergency responders
will also be competing for the same services.
• Carriers could educate users (for example, in schools and
via various types of media) and remind subscribers during
disasters (via SMS messaging) what to expect in terms
of network performance, public safety priorities, possible
throttling (limiting both throughput and total data usage),
issues with making voice calls, recommendations to use
text messaging instead of voice calls, and so on.

Resilience Opportunities for Users of Voice and
Data Services
7. Preparing for Emergency Response
7.1. Improving Resilience of 9–1–1 Call Services
Public safety answering points (PSAPs) that receive
9–1–1 calls may have reduced functionality, be overloaded
with emergency phone calls, and (or) be understaffed.
• Investigation of expected PSAP facility functionality,
including communication channels and availability of

backup units before and during a large earthquake, could
help improve the performance of the 9–1–1 system (also
see Applied Technology Council, 2016).
• Reducing 9–1–1 calls for help could result from
• Encouraging effective use of ShakeAlert to reduce
injuries or entrapment.
• Programs that prepare neighborhood residents with
radio capabilities and to help their neighbors (for
example, amateur radio operators training Community
Emergency Response Teams (see sidebar 7).
• Enhancements to the 9–1–1 system (such as NG9–1–1
for wired telephones and E9–1–1 for wireless phones)
are expected to improve disaster response by helping to
manage call overload, transferring of 9–1–1 calls, and
using location tracking for proper jurisdictional responses
(Office of Emergency Medical Services, 2017).

7.2. Enhancing Emergency Response Communications
FirstNet is being implemented to dedicate bandwidth to
communications among emergency responders and public
safety agencies. Other strategies for increasing capacity of
emergency response communications include
• Local jurisdictions purchasing portable backup equipment,
like mobile satellite trailers that operate independently of
local terrestrial networks by transmitting data wirelessly to
enhance communications during response and restoration
(C. Reynolds, BayRICS, written commun., 2019).
• Private tech companies supporting disaster relief
operations, such as Cisco NERV (Cisco, 2016) that
interconnects a wide variety of communication networks
from satellite links to cellular networks and two-way
radio.
• Leveraging amateur radio members for solutions to broken
communication links and additional communications
capacity (see sidebar 7).
• Local jurisdictions arranging backup power for emergency
command vehicles and an emergency communications
node with a privately owned microgrid (K. Dueker, City of
Palo Alto, oral commun., 2019).

7.3. Improving Communication of Alerts
Earthquakes occur without warning and ShakeAlert
potentially provides seconds of warning for the heaviest shaking for people who are far enough away from the epicenter.
After an earthquake, the public will need to receive warnings
about fires, landslides, aftershocks, as well as other important
notifications related to public health (for example, drinking
water), weather, traffic, shelter and emergency assistance
information, notification of community meetings, and so on.
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Sidebar 7—Roles for the Amateur
Radio Community
A disaster response resource for local government
is the amateur radio community, which may have
experience with the process of building both temporary
and permanent networks, including obtaining permits,
signing contracts with tower or building owners,
installing antennas, attending to lightning protection,
installing and maintaining batteries, and so on. They
provided communications when existing systems failed
during the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, the 2001 9/11
attacks, hurricanes, floods, wildfires, and recently to
more reliably establish a data communication network
with the American Red Cross for communication of Safe
and Well updates in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria
(Murphy and Krupa, 2017). Amateur radio can step in if
the link is broken between residents and the emergency
operations center for 9–1–1 emergencies (for example,
Presley, 2019).
In the San Francisco Bay region, people in the amateur
radio community have led the Disaster Preparedness
Initiative (Joint Venture Silicon Valley, 2011), have written
about Survivable Social Networks26 (Iannucci and others,
2013), and created a regional network that can support both
fixed and portable data communications stations to link
government and private emergency operations centers sites
(for example, see San Jose Wireless Emergency Network
[available at https://sjraces.org/?page_id=311], Amateur
Radio Emergency Data Network [available at https://www.
arednmesh.org], and Santa Clara Emergency Wireless
Network [available at https://www.scc-ares-races.org/
aresraces.htm]).
Amateur radio members can help prepare communities by
• Participating in joint workshops and exercises
about community telecommunications
vulnerabilities and commercial service restoration
processes (A. Ramirez and M. Kim-Molina,
Bay Area Urban Areas Security Initiative, oral
commun., 2019; also see Bay Area Urban Areas
Security Initiative, 2019, for a regional training
and exercise program).
• Training residents to use radios in their
neighborhoods with predetermined channels in
and out of neighborhoods (for example, Palo
Alto’s emergency services volunteer program).

• Jurisdictions could promote and communicate the
importance of the public signing up for opt-in alerting
and public safety notifications (such as “reverse 9–1–1”
systems). The Bay Area Urban Areas Security Initiative is
working to improve the disparate regional reverse 9–1–1
systems through its Bay Area Alert and Warning Toolkit
(available at http://www.bayareauasi.org/alertandwarning).
• Jurisdictions could encourage the public to receive
alerts through various modalities (such as ShakeAlert,
application-based alerting, SMS alerting, fixed and
mobile sirens, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration [NOAA] weather radio).
• Jurisdictions could participate in tests and exercises of
public alerting systems for an earthquake scenario.

7.4. Attending to Vulnerable Populations
Socially vulnerable populations are disproportionately
affected by damage to housing and buildings in their neighborhoods in the HayWired scenario. Lower income populations are
more vulnerable to wireless network outages because of their
greater reliance on mobile devices and fewer connectivity options
(for example, broadband). Language barriers may interfere with
messages that do get through. Individuals with access and functional needs can be particularly reliant on electric power and telecommunications services to maintain their health, receive mobility
assistance, and call for help.
• Emergency managers could
• Prepare messages about how to prepare to communicate
before, during, and after an earthquake for population
groups respecting different languages, cultures, age
demographics, and people with disabilities in their
communities.
• Design websites with emergency information for
smartphones and tablets because users may not be
able to access the internet using a desktop computer.
• Redundant wireless coverage, fiber broadband service
to economically disadvantaged areas, and municipalowned community Wi-Fi could help provide services to
populations that need them most after a large earthquake.
For example, during the 2020 pandemic, school districts
provided cellular hotspots with prepaid SIM cards to
students with access and functional needs who did not
have home broadband.
• Improved identification of individuals with access and
functional needs could guide Community Emergency
Response Teams in making wellness checks.

7.5. Planning for Evacuations and Displaced Populations
26
These are islands of connectivity that can provide local communications
for neighbors when commercial networks are down and that can link to other
Survivable Social Network nodes in a mesh network.

Hundreds of thousands of people are at risk of evacuation
or displacement by earthquake damage and fire after a large
earthquake in the San Francisco Bay region.
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• Shelters and community resource centers could be
equipped with sufficient and secure voice and data
services, power supplies and electrical outlets, and
USB chargers (also see Lifelines Council, 2014).
• Cities and communities could exercise and plan for
facilitating communications during evacuations and
tracking the movement of people over time.

8. User Preparedness
8.1. Preparing for Power Outages
Users and subscribers are responsible for backup power
of their devices and broadband gateways. Most subscribers can
no longer rely on power supplied from a central office as they
did with the traditional landline telephony (POTS) systems.
The industry’s use of temporary portable equipment to restore
services during response means that telecommunications services
may be available to a subscriber even though electric power is
not restored. The positive benefit of recent PSPSs is that some
residents have now experienced widespread power outages, which
had not occurred since the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake or in the
age of the internet.
• For those that have not experienced power shutoffs, a day
without (using) power exercise could help users better
understand their battery backup needs for laptops, mobile
devices, and broadband gateways. See appendix 3 for
guidance on installing an uninterruptable power supply.

8.2. Being Informed About Using Voice and Data Services
After a large earthquake, the usage of voice and data services
spike, exceed network design capacity, and cause congestion.
Usage is concentrated in the disaster-affected area because people
contact their friends and family out of concern for their safety.
• Users of telecommunications services could learn about
triaging uses of information and communication channels
to help manage system overload. See sidebar 6 and tips
posted by the Federal Communications Commission and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency at https://
www.fcc.gov/emergency.

9. Planning for Business Contingencies and Continuity
9.1. Reducing Business Interruption from
Telecommunications Outages
Voice and data service disruptions could potentially
have larger and more widespread impacts on businesses and
the digital and broader economies than other utility outages.
Telecommunications industry resilience measures of backup
power are effective immediately for residual capacity but
short-lived; the delivery of fuel and (or) portable equipment
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to sites is more effective at reducing economic losses from
telecommunications service disruption.
• While telecommunications services are being restored to
meet demand that has changed in volume and location,
business continuity practices such as conservation of
bandwidth and substitution for electronic processes (for
example, using paper and local data backup27) could help
to reduce business and economic losses.

9.2. Reducing Business Interruption with Teleworking
In the HayWired scenario, most of the business and
economic losses result from earthquake damage to buildings and
their contents and transportation systems disrupting commutes.
Teleworking assumptions reduce losses by about 6 percent.
Teleworking in response to the ongoing COVID-19 viral
pandemic has suggested even greater potential efficacy.
• Teleworker arrangements at alternative workplaces and
using cloud and other telecommunications services
reduce business and economic impacts from property
damage and transportation system disruptions.
However, the telecommunications industry would need to respond
to changes in redistribution of demand for various services across
the networks in an equitable manner.
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Glossary
Asynchronous digital subscriber line (ADSL) is
a technology standard for transferring broadband
data over twisted-pair copper wiring to home and
small business subscribers.
AT&T is a multinational conglomerate holding
company, and the world’s largest telecommunications company. AT&T traces its ancestry to the
Bell Telephone Company, which was renamed the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company in
1885, and later became AT&T Corporation. In 1984,
as part of a consent decree in United States v.
AT&T, AT&T Corporation’s local operations were
split into seven regional Bell operating companies.
Over time, five of the operating companies merged
to form AT&T Inc.
Broadband is data that transfers at minimum
speeds of 25 megabits per second (Mbps)
download, 3 Mbps upload (per the Federal
Communications Commission’s 2015 definition).
Cellular is a network of radio sites that provide
voice and data service using wireless technologies.
The term refers to the regular spacing of sites,
each with a coverage area, arranged so that
subscribers can move from site to site without
losing connection.
Coaxial line (coax) is a physical medium used
to carry modulated radio frequency signals.
Coaxial line is used by cable utilities to deliver
video and broadband data to subscribers.
Colocation refers to the installation of wireless
equipment and antennas for multiple technologies
and (or) competing carriers to a single tower or
wireless facility. When spelled “collocation,” the
term also refers to different types of infrastructure
at the same location.
Copper pair line (copper pair) is a physical
medium used to carry plain old telephone service
(POTS) telephony and modulated radio frequency
signals for various digital subscriber line services
(xDSL). Copper pair line is used by telephony utilities
to deliver broadband data to subscribers.

Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification
(DOCSIS) is a digital data line technology
and standard for transferring broadband data
over coaxial line to home and small business
subscribers.
Digital signal line (DSn) is a digital data line
technology for transfer of information over
physical T-carrier lines. Levels of service range
from DS0 (64 kilobits per second [kbps]) to DS5
(400.352 Mbps).
Digital subscriber line (DSL) carries digital
data over a telephone line. There are several
variants of DSL, collectively called xDSL.
Distributed antenna system can be indoor
(typically called DAS) or outdoor (usually called
o-DAS).
Fiber optic line is a digital data line technology
for transmission of information using pulses of
light (optical).
Gig economy is the economic shift of workers
away from full-time, long-term employment to
transient short-term jobs or “gigs”—sometimes
called the contractor economy.
Heterogeneous network (HetNet) is a system
of dissimilar wireless technologies operating as
a whole.
Information and communications technology
(ICT) is a broad term used to describe the
integration of information technology (servers,
data storage, and data processing) with the
networks used to link them together.
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is
the technology standardization and coordination
arm of the United Nations.
Internet exchange points (IXPs) are locations
where privately owned, publicly owned,
academic, and government-owned networks
connect together.
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Internet of Thing (IoT) is the connection of standalone nodes, systems, and devices to the internet.
Internet protocol (IP) is the standard for data
interconnection over the internet.

Private branch exchange (PBX) is an older
system used in workplaces to create an internal
phone network. Connects to the public switched
telephone network (PSTN) for calling in and out
of the internal network.

Lattice tower is a type of communications tower
constructed from a lattice of metal sections—can
be either guyed (GT) or self-supporting (SST).

Public switched telephone network (PSTN) is
an older system for carrying and handling voice
telephony.

Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is the name given to
the 4G radio interface standard published by the
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP).

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
(RACES) is a radio sevice that operates
from oversight from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and the Federal
Communications Commission.

Macrocellular site tower is a large tower
(either guyed or freestanding) that supports
communications equipment and antennas.
Monopole (MP) is a type of wireless tower;
disguised versions of monopole are named for
the objects they resemble, including monopines,
monopalms, monocacti, and so on.
NECA/FOA 301 is a standard for the installation
and testing of fiber optic lines.
Optical short hop (OSH) is a system where lasers
are used instead of wires or fiber optic lines to
create a data link.
Pacific Gas and Electric is an investor-owned
electric and natural gas utility that serves nearly all
cities, towns, and counties in northern California.
Plain old telephone service (POTS) is an older
subscriber service that carries analog voice signals
over copper pair wiring. POTS provides both signals
and power to subscriber telephones. POTS connects
to the public switched telephone network (PSTN)
system for call processing, switching, and signaling.

Small cell is a type of communications
equipment that operates at lower power levels
than a macrocellular site. Small cells typically
cover areas from a single room to several
hundred meters in radius. They are commonly
attached to other structures, such as building
roof perimeters, street lights, and utility poles.
T-carrier is a physical copper line used to
transport multiplexed communication channels.
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is one of
the main components of internet protocol (IP)
technology.
Wireless is a generic term for telecommunications
channels of voice or data using radio frequency (RF)
or microwave signals.
xDSL is a generalized term for various classes
of digital subscriber line (DSL) services. Common
classes are ADSL2, ADSL2+, VDSL, VDSL2+, and
G.fast.

Appendixes
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Appendix 1. Program of the U.S. Geological Survey’s Telecommunications
Phase 2 Workshop
HayWired Telecomm/ICT Workshop Agenda
General Session (8:00 a.m.–10:00 a.m.)
• Opening, welcome, and housekeeping (David Witkowski, 15 minutes)
• Presentation on HayWired roll-out plan (Dale Cox, 15 minutes)
• Presentation: Lessons from Recent Disasters (Scott Kisting, 15 minutes)
• Presentation: Haywired Telecom/ICT Chapter (David Witkowski and Anne Wein, 45 minutes with question-and-answer session)
• Morning track agenda and introduction of track leads (David Witkowski and Anne Wein, 15 minutes)

Working Lunch (12:00 p.m.–1:00 p.m.)
• 12:15 p.m.: Vision Presentation (Russ Hancock, Joint Venture Silicon Valley, 15 minutes)
• Afternoon track agenda and introduction of track leads
• Technical track groups prepare top 5 points
• Practitioner track leads can prepare for their sessions

General Session (2:30 p.m.–5:00 p.m.)
• 2:30 p.m.–3:00 p.m., snack break and track lead preparation
• 3:00 p.m.–4:30 p.m., top 5 points from track leads and question and answer session
• 4:30 p.m.–5:00 p.m., wrap-up, next steps, invite to continue dialog, methods for remaining in touch (Google group,
Slack, Wiki, and so on), commitment to April 18th, 2018

Rambo front
Rambo rear
California room
Nevada room

Group A: Voice comms
Group B: Data comms
Group C: Data networks
Group D: Cloud and services

John Erichsen
Benny Lee
Bill Pugh
Anton Batalla

Point person

Point person

John Erichsen
Benny Lee
Bill Pugh

Meeting room

Group 1: Government
Rambo
Group 2: Critical infrastructure California room
Group 3: Public and business
Nevada room

Group

Lead: Keith Porter
Notes: Dale Cox

Track M1
Existing standards,
mitigations, and
HayWired impacts

11:00–11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
10:00–10:30 a.m.
10:30–11:00 a.m.

Lead: Corey Reynolds
Notes: Gerald Kiernan

Practitioner tracks
Track P2
Telecomm and ICT (voice and
data) trends
Lead: David Witkowski
Notes: Juliette Finzi Hart
2:00–2:30 p.m.
1:00–1:30 p.m.
1:30–2:00 p.m.

11:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
10:00–10:30 a.m.
10:30–11:00 a.m.
11:00–11:30 a.m.

Lead: Vaidy Krishnamurthy
Notes: Michael Germeraad

Technical tracks
Track M2
Track M3
Existing functional
Restoration strategies,
dependencies and user
dependencies and
behaviors
recovery planning

Track P1
Interagency coordination to enhance (voice
and data) performance and restoration
Lead: Scott Kisting
Notes: Stephanie Ross
1:00–1:30 p.m.
1:30–2:00 p.m.
2:00–2:30 p.m.

10:00–10:30 a.m.
10:30–11:00 a.m.
11:00–11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.

[Telecom, telecommunications; ICT, information communication technology]

Table 1.2. Workshop afternoon schedule.

Meeting room

Group

[comms, communications; EEW, earthquake early warning]

Table 1.1. Workshop morning schedule.

Track P3
Impacts from telecom and ICT
outages and preparedness
Lead: Paula Scalingi
Notes: Jamie Jones
1:30–2:00 p.m.
2:00–2:30 p.m.
1:00–1:30 p.m.

Leads: Sara McBride,
Andrew Michael
Notes: Susan Benjamin
10:30–11:00 a.m.
11:00–11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
10:00–10:30 a.m.

Track M4
Uses of EEW; afterslip and
aftershock information
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Appendix 2. Demand Served Restoration Curves by County
Figures in this appendix show demand served restoration curves with and without demand surge for all counties adjacent
to the San Francisco Bay except for Alameda County (the curves for Alameda County are on p. 53–54 of the main text).
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Figure 2.1. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for Contra Costa County
for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of three resilience
tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with demand surge included in the
estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and portable equipment) with the effect of
demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Figure 2.2. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for Marin County
for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of three
resilience tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with demand
surge included in the estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and
portable equipment) with the effect of demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Figure 2.3. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for Napa County
for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of three
resilience tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with demand
surge included in the estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and portable
equipment) with the effect of demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Figure 2.4. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for San Francisco
County for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of three
resilience tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with demand
surge included in the estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and portable
equipment) with the effect of demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Figure 2.5. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for San Mateo
County for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of three
resilience tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with demand
surge included in the estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and portable
equipment) with the effect of demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Figure 2.6. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for Santa Clara
County for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of
three resilience tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with
demand surge included in the estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup
and portable equipment) with the effect of demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Figure 2.7. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for Solano County
for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of three
resilience tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with demand
surge included in the estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and
portable equipment) with the effect of demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Figure 2.8. Line graphs showing voice and data demand served and power restoration curves for Sonoma County
for the HayWired scenario mainshock in the San Francisco Bay region, California. A, Implementation of three
resilience tactics (permanent power backup, portable equipment, and user behavior management), with demand
surge included in the estimation. B, Implementation of two resilience tactics (permanent power backup and portable
equipment) with the effect of demand surge removed from the estimation.
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Appendix 3. Home Uninterruptible Power Supply Set Up
Most modern voice over internet protocol (VoIP)
gateways do not have internal backup batteries, and most
subscribers do not have an uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
to keep their gateways and cordless phones running in the
absence of electric power. Sidebar 8 and figure 3.1 illustrate
how to set up a UPS.1

Reference Cited
Department of Homeland Security, 2017, Plan ahead for
disasters: Department of Homeland Security web site, accessed
December 15, 2017, at https://www.ready.gov/plan.

1
Subscribers who receive broadband and telephone service over a copper
pair line (xDSL) or coaxial line (DOCSIS) must provide local backup power,
using a UPS, to the router or gateway. Subscribers who receive broadband
and telephone service over fiber optic lines must provide local backup power,
using a UPS, to either the router or gateway and also to the optical network
terminal (ONT) that interfaces with the router or gateway to the fiber line.

Sidebar 8—How Large a UPS Would I Need?
This is not a simple question, because the answer depends on several factors:
• Where do you live?
• How stable is your local electrical grid in the event of an earthquake?
• How long do you expect to want or need power?
• How much space do you have for equipment, and how much weight can the shelf where it will sit support?
• How much power does your equipment consume?
• How much are you willing to spend?
As of November 2017, a typical consumer-grade UPS
that provides approximately 350 voltamperes (VA) per hour of
capacity costs just under $50 U.S. dollars. In 2015, the power
consumption for a Pace 5268AC (as tested by a coauthor of this
report [D.T. Witkowski]) was measured at 13 VA, a standard
measure of power consumption that considers the efficiency
of the power adapter. The author’s UPS was rated (with a new
battery at time of purchase) to provide 350 VA of capacity—
which means that the UPS can keep the 5268AC running
for just under 27 hours. The author later measured power
consumption of another gateway, the ARRIS BGW210, at 23
VA—which drops the runtime of that same UPS down to just
over 15 hours. Reduced capacity from battery aging will further
reduce that runtime—to be safe, the author estimates runtime
at only 12 hours. This runtime falls short of the Department

of Homeland Security’s Ready.gov recommendation that
citizens prepare for 72 hours of self-sufficiency (Department
of Homeland Security, 2017). To reach 24 hours of runtime,
the 350-VA UPS would have to be upgraded to at least 550
VA, or even more to account for battery aging. To meet the
recommended 72 hours of disruption at 23 VA, a UPS would
require just under 1,700 VA capacity. The author located a
UPS with 2,200 VA capacity (list price in November 2017) for
$750 U.S. dollars—and it weighs 112 pounds. Will the average
user be able to afford this UPS to have 72 hours of capacity,
and are they willing to carry in over 100 pounds of UPS to get
it? Furthermore, this approximate estimate does not account
for the power consumption of a cordless phone. Additional
equipment such as wired routers and Network Attached Storage
(NAS) drives will further reduce runtime.
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Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram illustrating examples of modern telephone resiliency setups for
uninterruptible power supply (UPS). Setup 1 is for a home office that has a desktop or laptop computer that
uses softphone. Setup 2 is for an office that has a desktop internet protocol (IP) phone as well as a desktop
analog phone. Setup 3 is for a home that has a cordless analog phone as well as a cell phone that uses
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) applications.
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